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Welcome Message
On behalf of The Chinese Society of Cell and Molecular Biology (CSCMB), it is our great pleasure to welcome 
all of your attending the 2022 ICCB & APOCB Joint Meeting held in Taipei, Taiwan.

The IFCB (International Federation of Cell Biology) and APOCB (Asian Pacific Organization for Cell Biology) 
are the two leading international organizations for cell biology and their common mission is to foster research 
in cell biology and cell biology societies in countries across the world. The CSCMB is honored to host this 
Conference as an effort to upheld the mission of IFCB and APOCB.

With the Conference theme “Challenging and Promises of Cell Science- from Biological Discovery to Human 
Health”, we aim of bringing together the latest progress in biomedical science, especially with a focus on 
the special features of cell biology. We are pleased to have invited renowned speakers around the world to 
participate and present the significant findings during the event. Through this Conference, we will have the 
opportunity to shape a new vision for the global community and to renew our friendships with scientists 
around the world. We believe that their sharing of academic knowledge and experience will make 2022 ICCB 
& APOCB Joint Meeting a spectacular event.

Lastly, but not the least, we would like to express our sincere gratitude to all international and domestic 
experts for your commitment to this meaningful event. For those who attend the on-side program, we hope 
you will have the chance to explore Taiwan and to enjoy the beautiful scenery, world-renowned cuisine, and 
friendly people. For those who choose the on-line program due to the COVID-19 pandemic, we believe there 
will be many other opportunities for you to visit Taiwan. 

We look forward to your participation and wish you a pleasant and fruitful conference.

Ruey-Hwa Chen Hsiu-Ming Shih

Chair Persons of  2022 ICCB & APOCB Joint Meeting 
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About  Organizers  
Organizers

The Chinese Society of Cell and 
Molecular Biology (CSCMB)

Institute of Biological Chemistry, 
Academia Sinica (IBC)

Co-organizers

National Science and Technology Council (NSTC)
The Bureau of Foreign Trade, MOEA (BOFT)
Department of Information and Tourism,Taipei City Government (TPEDOIT)
Academia Sinica
Institute of Cellular and Organismic Biology, Academia Sinica (ICOB)
Institute of Plant and Microbial Biology, Academia Sinica (IPMB)
Agricultural Biotechnology Research Center of Academia Sinica (ABRC)
Genomics Research Center, Academia Sinica (GRC)
Institute of Biomedical Sciences, Academia Sinica (IBMS)
Institute of Molecular Biology, Academia Sinica (IMB)
Biomedical Translation Research Center (BioTReC)
Institute of Chemistry, Academia Sinica
Tang Prize Foundation
Chang Gung Memorial Hospital (CGMH)
China Medical University, Taiwan (CMU)
National Health Research Institutes (NHRI)
National Center for Geriatrics and Welfare Research, NHRI
National Yang Ming Chiao Tung University College of Life Sciences
Neuroscience Program of Academia Sinica (NPAS)
Taiwan Oncology Society (TOS)
Taiwan Protein Project, Academia Sinica (TPP)
Taiwan Society for Extracellular Vesicles (TSEV)
Taiwan Society for Stem Cell Research (TSSCR)
Taiwanese Society of Developmental Biology (TSDB)
The EMT International Association (TEMTIA)
The Taiwan Society for Biochemistry and Molecular Biology (TSBMB)
Biochemical Technology Education Foundation (BTEF)
International Federation for Cell Biology (IFCB)
Asian Pacific Organization for Cell Biology (APOCB)
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Committees
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Hsiu-Ming Shih
Organizing Secretaries
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Martin Chalfie
Erika Holzbaur 
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Nobutaka Hirokawa

Past President
Denys Wheatley

Vice-President
Cynthia Jensen
Ivan Raška
Patrick Kobina Arthur
Luis Felipe Jiménez García
Hong Zhang

Secretary General
Hernandes F Carvalho

Treasurer
Patricia Gama

APOCB
President
Hsiu-Ming Shih

Vice President
Cynthia Jensen

Treasurer
Yoshihiro Yoneda

Secretary General
Xiaoyan Ding

Local Organizing Committee
Tang K. Tang
Fu-Tong Liu
Yuh-Shan Jou
Mien-Chie Hung
Hsing-Jien Kung
Fang-Jen Scott Lee
Zee-Fen Chang

Yan-Hwa Wu
Ming-Jer Tang
Sung-Jan Lin
Shaw-Jenq Tsai 
Meng-Ru Shen
Kou-Juey Wu
Yuh-Jyh Jong

Wen-Chun Hung
Huey-Kang Sytwu
Ann-Shyn Chiang
Hong-Chen Chen 
Muh-Hwa Yang
Edward Chern
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List  of  Speakers  

Keynote Speakers 

James C. Liao (Taiwan)
KY-1

Timothy Mitchison (USA)
KY-2

William Esco Moerner (USA)
KY-3

Ye-Guang Chen (China)
KY-4

Tadamitsu Kishimoto (Japan)
KY-5

Tang Prize Lecture

Ann-Shyn Chiang (Taiwan)
SL-1

Special Lecture

Invited Speakers
COVID-19 Special Session

CS-1 James C. Liao Taiwan CS-7 Shin-Ru Shih Taiwan
CS-2 Mien-Chie Hung Taiwan CS-8 Shih-Jen Liu Taiwan
CS-3 John L. Perez USA CS-9 Kuo-I Lin Taiwan
CS-4 Chung-Hsiun Wu Taiwan CS-10 Che Alex Ma Taiwan
CS-5 Chii-Wann Lin Taiwan CS-11 Mi-Hua Tao Taiwan
CS-6 Yee-Chun Chen Taiwan

Educational Workshop
EW-1 Moses Shang-Min Lin Taiwan EW-3 Ming-Jung Liu Taiwan
EW-2 Cheng-Chung Wang Taiwan EW-4 Wendy Ying-Wen Lin Taiwan

Symposium
SP1-1 Chi Van Dang USA SP2-1 Juan Carlos. Del Alamo USA
SP1-2 Liuqing Yang USA SP2-2 Pakorn Kanchanawong Singapore
SP1-3 Dung-Fang Lee USA SP2-3 Edgar Gomes Portugal
SP1-4 Mien-Chie Hung Taiwan SP2-4 Jin-Wu Tsai Taiwan

Nobel Prize 2014

Nobel Prize 2014
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SP3-1 Benjamin Glick USA SP7-1 Yukiko Gotoh Japan
SP3-2 J. Christopher Fromme USA SP7-2 Diana Laird USA
SP3-3 Fang-Jen S. Lee Taiwan SP7-3 Justin Ichida USA
SP3-4 Nobutaka Hirokawa Japan SP7-4 Sung-Jan Lin Taiwan
SP4-1 Quin Wills UK SP8-1 Ruby Yun-Ju Huang Taiwan
SP4-2 Jiwu Wang USA SP8-2 Eric Théveneau France
SP4-3 Chien-Ting Lin Taiwan SP8-3 Kyra Campbell UK
SP5-1 Roger J. Davis USA SP9-1 Feng-Chiao Tsai Taiwan
SP5-2 Nicholas K. Tonks USA SP9-2 Chiun Hsu Taiwan
SP5-3 John Joseph O’Shea USA SP9-3 Wolf H. Fridman France
SP5-4 Chen Dong China SP10-1 Lee Zou USA
SP6-1 Yue Wan Singapore SP10-2 Guo-Min Li USA
SP6-2 Kavitha Sarma USA SP10-3 Ian D. Hickson Denmark
SP6-3 Igor Ulitsky Israel SP10-4 Hung-Yuan Chi Taiwan
SP6-4 Hung-Chih Kuo Taiwan

Mini-Symposium
MS1-1 Carsten Janke France MS4-3 Shie-Liang Hsieh Taiwan
MS1-2 Takanari Inoue USA MS4-4 Ya-Jen Chang Taiwan
MS1-3 Vaishnavi Ananthanarayanan Australia MS4-5 Wei-Yu Chen Taiwan
MS1-4 Yu-Chun Lin Taiwan MS4-6 Chia-Lin Hsu Taiwan
MS1-5 Jen-Hsuan Wei Taiwan MS5-1 Takahiro Ochiya Japan
MS1-6 Hui-Chun Cheng Taiwan MS5-2 Sai Kiang Lim Singapore
MS2-1 Adrienne H. K. Roeder USA MS5-3 Chao-Jung Chen Taiwan
MS2-2 Jenny Russinova Belgium MS5-4 Huilin Shao Singapore
MS2-3 Masaaki Umeda Japan MS5-5 Chi-Kuang Yao Taiwan
MS2-4 Chin-Min Kimmy Ho Taiwan MS5-6 Wan-Ting Kuo Taiwan
MS2-5 Chung-Ju Wang Taiwan MS6-1 Brian Keith Kennedy Singapore
MS2-6 Ooi-Kock Teh Taiwan MS6-2 Matt Kaeberlein USA
MS3-1 Mu He Hong Kong MS6-3 Isao Shimokawa Japan
MS3-2 Meng-Fu Bryan Tsou USA MS6-4 Shih Yin Tsai Singapore
MS3-3 Won-Jing Wang Taiwan MS6-5 Pei-Yu Wang Taiwan
MS3-4 Nathalie Spassky France MS6-6 Ting-Fen Tsai Taiwan
MS3-5 Yih-Cherng Liou Singapore MS6-7 Ao-Lin Hsu Taiwan
MS3-6 T. Tony Yang Taiwan MS7-1 Pei-Lin Cheng Taiwan
MS4-1 Marco Colonna USA MS7-2 Adrian W Moore Japan
MS4-2 Mitchell Kronenberg USA MS7-3 Kazunori Nakajima Japan
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MS7-4 Shen-Ju Chou Taiwan MS12-2 Oliver Florey UK
MS7-5 Shuo-Chien Ling Singapore MS12-3 Yong Tae Kwon South Korea
MS8-1 Wah Chiu USA MS12-4 Guang-Chao Chen Taiwan
MS8-2 Yifan Cheng USA MS12-5 Wei-Yuan Yang Taiwan
MS8-3 Shang-Te Hsu Taiwan MS12-6 Hung-Yu Sun Taiwan
MS8-4 Matthias Wolf Japan MS13-1 Jie-Rong Huang Taiwan
MS8-5 Meng-Chiao Ho Taiwan MS13-2 Yongdae Shin South Korea
MS9-1 Atsushi Miyawaki Japan MS13-3 Jen-Tse Huang Taiwan
MS9-2 Charles Pin-Kuang Lai Taiwan MS13-4 Ali Miserez Singapore
MS9-3 Haw Yang USA MS13-5 Simon Alberti Germany
MS9-4 Jung-Chi Liao Taiwan MS14-1 Maria Barna USA
MS9-5 Yang Hsia USA MS14-2 Bernard Payer Spain
MS10-1 Hui-Kuan Lin USA MS14-3 Yu-Chiun Wang Japan
MS10-2 Shiaw-Yih Lin USA MS14-4 Su-Yi Tsai Taiwan
MS10-3 Eiji Hara Japan MS15-1 Chia-Lin Wei USA
MS10-4 Muh-Hwa Yang Taiwan MS15-2 Teh Bin Tean Singapore
MS10-5 Yueh-Luen Lee Taiwan MS15-3 Ichiro Hiratani Japan
MS11-1 Ming-Shiang Wu Taiwan MS15-4 Jun-An Chen Taiwan
MS11-2 Oliver Fiehn USA MS16-1 Michael Rape USA
MS11-3 Masanori Hatakeyama Japan MS16-2 Claudio Joazeiro Germany
MS11-4 Cheng-Yuan Kao Taiwan MS16-3 Hideki Taguchi Japan
MS11-5 Heidi Kong USA MS16-4 Hsueh-Chi Yen Taiwan
MS11-6 Tzu-Ching Meng Taiwan MS16-5 Kuen-Phon Wu Taiwan
MS12-1 Hong Zhang China MS16-6 Shu-Chun Teng Taiwan

Student Talks for Awards
ST1-1 Chia-Yu Guh Taiwan ST2-1 Wei-Lun Song Taiwan
ST1-2 Hsin-Hui Wang Taiwan ST2-2 Chih-Hsiung Hsieh Taiwan
ST1-3 Kang-Yu Tai Taiwan ST2-3 Tzu-Han Weng Taiwan
ST1-4 Yi-Wei Tsai Taiwan ST2-4 Yen-Ling Hung Taiwan

Lunch Symposium
LS-1 Grace Lin Taiwan LS-3 PF Boris Cheng Hong Kong
LS-2 Nai-Chen Chao Taiwan
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General  Informat ion
Conference Venue
Humanities and Social Science Building, Academia Sinica
Address: No. 128, Sec. 2, Academia Road, Nankang, Taipei, Taiwan, ROC

Function Rooms
Speaker Ready Room Location: 3F, Reception Room
All speakers are requested to upload the presentation files at least 3 hours prior to the scheduled presentation 
at the Speaker Ready Room during the service hours.

Secretariat Room Location: 3F, Media Conference Room
Service Hours: 

November 7 (Mon.) 08:30~18:40

November 8 (Tue.)  08:30~18:50

November 9 (Wed.) 08:30~18:50

November 10 (Thu.) 08:30~18:50

November 11 (Fri.) 08:30~14:40

Registration
Location: 3F Lobby
Service Hours:

November 7 (Mon.) 13:00~17:00

November 8 (Tue.)  08:30~18:00

November 9 (Wed.) 08:30~17:30

November 10 (Thu.) 08:30~17:30

November 11 (Fri.) 08:30~13:30

Lunch
Lunch will be provided from November 8–11. 
Please present the lunch coupon to exchange the lunch box at the lunch area on 3F or 4F.
Lunch Area: 3F & 4F communal areas and 4F Recreation Hall

Badges
Name badges must be worn for admittance to all 2022 ICCB&APOCB events.

Farewell Banquet (Additional Purchase)
If you attend the farewell banquet, please present the back of the badge, which will be shown “Admitted” if 
you purchased. 
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Certificate of Attendance
Certificate of attendance will be provided with the name badge.

Poster 
• Posters must remain on display during the poster hour.
•  Presenter must be in attendance to answer questions about your abstract during your scheduled session 

presentation date and time.

Session Presentation Date Presentation Time Setup Time Removal Time

A November 8 (Tue.)  16:50-17:50
From: 08:00

To: 14:50
Before 18:30

B November 10 (Thu.) 15:00-16:00
From: 08:00

To: 13:00
Before 18:30

Social Program 
Opening Ceremony
Date: November 7 (Mon.) 
Time:  14:00-14:30
Venue: 3F, International Conference Hall 

Welcome Reception
Date:  November 7 (Mon.) 
Time: 18:40-20:00
Venue:  4F, Recreation Hall

Farewell Banquet (Additional Purchase)
Date: November 10 (Thu.)
Time:  19:30-21:00
Venue: 3F, Grande Luxe Banquet | 雅悅會館
Shuttle Bus: 18:45 (Meeting Point: 1F, Lobby of the Conference Venue)
Note: If you attend the farewell banquet, please present the back of the badge, which will be shown “Admitted” 
if you purchased.

Closing Ceremony & Awarding Ceremony
Date: November 11 (Fri.)
Time:  15:00-16:00
Venue:  3F, International Conference Hall 
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Floor  Plan & Exhibi t ion
During the 2022 ICCB&APOCB Joint Meeting, all participants have access to the industry exhibition, which is 
located on 3F & 4F of Humanities and Social Science Building (HSSB).

Exhibition Hours
November 7 (Monday) 08:30-17:00
November 8 (Tuesday) 08:30-18:00
November 9 (Wednesday) 08:30-17:30
November 10 (Thursday) 08:30-17:30
November 11 (Friday) 08:30-15:30

Conference Venue

ReceptionRoom For SpeakerReady Room

2nd Conference RoomFor Mini Symposium

1st 

Conference Room

For Mini Symposium

Lunch Area

International 
Conference Hall

For Opening, 
Keynote, Mini Symposium

Co
ffe

e 
Br

ea
k

Media Conference 

Room
For Secretariat 

Room

RegistrationU1
1 2 3 54 6 7 8 9

U2

Poster Area
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International 
Conference Hall

For Opening, Keynote, 
Mini Symposium

Conference Venue

Recreation Hall
For 

Mini Symposium 
and Lunch

Lunch Area

Coffee Break
10111213

1415

1617

20

21

23

24

1819

Poster Area
Poster Area

Poster Area
Poster Area

Booth No. Exhibitor Name

U1 Yuan Li Instrument Co., Ltd.

U2 Becton Dickinson Holdings Pte. Ltd. 
Taiwan Branch (Singapore)

1&2  Analytik Jena Taiwan Co., Ltd.

3 Genetex International Corporation

4 Gendiscovery Biotechnology, Inc.

5 Beckman Coulter Taiwan Inc.

6 Starx Inc.

7 Excel Biomedical Inc.

8&9 Thermo Fisher Scientific

10 Genomics Bioscience & Technology 
Co., Ltd

Booth No. Exhibitor Name

11&12 Merck Ltd.

13&14 Biotools Co., Ltd

15 LKST Biosciences Inc.

16 National Core Facility For 
Biopharmaceuticals

17&18 Agilent Technologies Taiwan Ltd.

19 Pharmigene, Ine.

20 EJOY2 Corp.

21 Bruker Singapore Pte Ltd

23 Hong Jing Co., Ltd.

24 Taiwan Biobank

Exhibition List
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Program-at-a-Glance
Time\Day November 7, 2022 

Monday
November 8, 2022 

Tuesday
November 9, 2022 

Wednesday

Registration 08:30-18:00 08:30-17:30

09:00-10:40

COVID-19 
Special 
Session 

09:00-12:20

Educational 
Workshop 
09:00-13:00

Symposium 2 
Bioengineering in Cell Mechanics

Symposium 5 
Inflammation & Diseases

10:40-11:00 Break

11:00-12:00
Keynote Lecture 2 

Timothy Mitchison 
How do Microtubule Drugs Act as Medicines?

Keynote Lecture 3 
William Esco Moerner 

What Can Single Molecules Tell Us about Coronavirus 
Infection and Cryo-Electron Tomography?

12:00-13:00 Lunch on your own Lunch
Lunch 

Lunch Symposium 
 Sponsored by Thermo Fisher Scientific

13:00-14:00
Registration   
13:00-17:00 Mini-Symposium Mini-Symposium

1 
Microtubules

2 
Cell Biology 

in Plant 
System

3 
Centrosome 

and Cilia 
in Disease 

and Cancer

4 
Cell Biology 

in Innate 
Immunity

5 
Extracellular 

Vesicles

6 
Healthy 

Aging and 
Longevity

7 
Cell Biology 
in Nervous 

System

8 
Cryo-EM

14:00-14:30 Opening Ceremony

14:30-14:40 Group Photo

14:40-15:10 Keynote Lecture 1 
James C. Liao 

Design and Evolution 
for New Metabolism

Break

15:10-15:40

Symposium 3 
Intracellular Trafficking

Symposium 6 
Noncoding RNA in Cell Biology and Diseases

15:40-16:00 Break

16:00-16:50

Symposium 1 
Cancer Cell Biology

16:50-17:40

Poster Session 1
Special Lecture 
Ann-Shyn Chiang 

Mapping Dynamic Memory Connectomes
17:40-17:50

Student Talks 
for Awards 1

17:50-18:40

Symposium 4 
Cell Science in Biotechnology Student Talks for Awards 2 

18:40-18:50

Social Event
18:40-20:00

Welcome Reception
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Time\Day November 10, 2022 
Thursday

November 11, 2022 
Friday

Registration 08:30-17:30 08:30-13:30

09:00-10:40 Symposium 7 
Stem Cell Biology

Symposium 10 
Genome Instability and Cancer

10:40-11:00 Break

11:00-12:00
Keynote Lecture 4 

Ye-Guang Chen 
Regulation of Wnt Signaling by Liquid-Liquid Phase Separation

Keynote Lecture 5 (Tang Prize lecture)  
Tadamitsu Kishimoto 

Interleukin 6: From Arthritis to COVID-19

12:00-13:00 Lunch Lunch

13:00-14:40

Mini-Symposium Mini-Symposium

9 
Novel 

Technologies

10 
Tumor 

Microenvironment 
and Potential 
Therapeutic 

Approach

11 
Microbes and 
Host Interplay

12 
Autophagy

13 
Liquid-

Liquid Phase 
Separation in 

Health and 
Disease

14 
Cell Biology in 
Development

15 
Epigenetics

16 
Protein Quality 

Control

14:40-15:00 Break

15:00-16:00 Poster Session 2 Closing Ceremony

16:00-17:30 Symposium 8 
Epithelial Mesenchymal Transition Adjourn / Panel Discussion

17:30-18:30 Symposium 9 
Cell Science in Translation Medicine

Social Event
19:30-21:00 

Farewell Banquet (Invited)
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Daily  Program
Monday, November 7, 2022

Time

COVID-19 Special Session      
Moderator: Han-Chung Wu (Taiwan)
Tien-Hsien Chang (Taiwan)  
Venue: International Conference Hall, 3F

Time
Educational Workshop
Moderator: Tzu-Ching Meng (Taiwan)                                 
Venue: 1st Conference Room, 3F (On-site only)

09:00 
-

12:20

15 mins 
each

CS-1: COVID-Inspired Fundamental Research in 
Biomedicine, Informatics, and Bioengineering 
James C. Liao (Taiwan)

CS-2: Inhibition of SARS-CoV-2 Infection by 
Natural Products
Mien-Chie Hung (Taiwan)

CS-3: Learnings and Innovations in Continuing to 
Address the COVID-19 Pandemic
John L. Perez (USA)

CS-4: Accelerated RNA Drug Development and 
Manufacturing by the Pandemic
Chung-Hsiun Wu (Taiwan)

CS-5: ITRI’s Open Innovation and Agile 
Development in Response to COVID-19
Chii-Wann Lin (Taiwan)

CS-6: The Rationale and Journey of Research for 
COVID-19 Pandemic Control in Taiwan
Yee-Chun Chen (Taiwan)

CS-7: Molecular Virology Study of SARS-CoV-2 
and Related Clinical Applications
Shin-Ru Shih (Taiwan)

CS-8: Development of Nucleic Acid-Based Vaccine 
against COVID-19
Shih-Jen Liu (Taiwan)

CS-9: Adaptive Immune Responses to SARS-
CoV-2 Vaccination and Infection
Kuo-I Lin (Taiwan)

CS-10: An Anti-viral Lectin and a Broad-Spectrum 
COVID-19 Vaccine
Che Alex Ma (Taiwan)

CS-11: Development of SARS-CoV-2 Delta x 
Omicron Hybrid mRNA Vaccine
Mi-Hua Tao (Taiwan)

09:00 
-

13:00

(30 mins)(9:05-9:35)
EW-1: Make the Most of Your PhD Study 
Moses Shang-Min Lin (Taiwan)

(55 mins)(9:35-10:30)
EW-2: What I have Learned when Studying for a 
PhD in TIGP
Cheng-Chung Wang (Taiwan)

(55 mins)(10:35-11:30)
EW-3: Decoding Postdoc Hunting and Hiring: A 
Case Study on Myself 
Ming-Jung Liu (Taiwan)

(90 mins)(11:30-13:00)
EW-4: Resume Writing and Interview Skills 
Wendy Ying-Wen Lin (Taiwan)

13:00 
- 

17:00
Registration

N
ovem

ber 7, 2022
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14:00 
- 

14:30
Opening Ceremony  

Venue: International Conference Hall, 3F

14:30 
- 

14:40
Group Photo

Time
Keynote Lecture 1
Moderator: Cheng-Wen Wu (Taiwan)  
Venue: International Conference Hall, 3F

14:40 
-

15:40
KY-1: Design and Evolution for New Metabolism
James C. Liao (Taiwan)

15:40 
- 

16:00
Break

Time
Symposium 1: Cancer Cell Biology     
Moderator: Mien-Chie Hung (Taiwan), Shao Chun Wang (Taiwan) 
Venue: International Conference Hall, 3F          

16:00 
-

17:40 

25 mins 
each

SP1-1: MYC & Challenges in Targeting Cancer Metabolism
Chi Van Dang (USA)

SP1-2: Plumbing Mysterious RNAs in “Dark Genome” for the Conquest of Human Diseases
Liuqing Yang (USA)

SP1-3: Cancer Modeling and Therapeutic Development Using Patient-Derived iPSCs
Dung-Fang Lee (USA)

SP1-4: Marker-Guided Effective Therapy
Mien-Chie Hung (Taiwan)

Time
Student Talks for Awards 1
Moderator: Guey-Shin Wang (Taiwan) 
Venue: 1st Conference Room, 3F (On-site only)

17:40
-

18:40

15 mins 
each

ST1-1: XPF Activates Break-Induced Telomere Synthesis
Chia-Yu Guh (Taiwan)

ST1-2: Stroma-Enriched ER Protein TXNDC5 Potentiates Pancreatic Adenocarcinoma Progression by Creating 
a Desmoplastic and Immunotolerant Microenvironment
Hsin-Hui Wang (Taiwan)

ST1-3: Dermal Adipocytes Activate Hair Follicle Stem Cells through Metabolic Priming
Kang-Yu Tai (Taiwan)

ST1-4: N-Cadherin Serves as a Novel Therapeutic Target on Cardiac Regeneration Following Cardiac Injury 
Through β-Catenin Dependent Mechanism
Yi-Wei Tsai (Taiwan)

18:40
-

20:00
Welcome Reception
Venue: Recreation Hall, 4F 

N
ov

em
be

r 7
, 2

02
2
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Tuesday, November 8, 2022

08:30 
- 

18:00
Registration

Time
Symposium 2: Bioengineering in Cell Mechanics       
Moderator: Hong-Chen Chen (Taiwan), Jean-Cheng Kuo (Taiwan) 
Venue: International Conference Hall, 3F            

09:00 
-

10:40

25 mins 
each

SP2-1: Biomechanics of Leukocyte Extravasation and Amoeboid Migration through 3D Matrices
Juan Carlos. Del Alamo (USA)

SP2-2: Dissecting Integrin-mediated Mechanotransduction by Optogenetics  
Pakorn Kanchanawong (Singapore)

SP2-3: Mechanisms of Nuclear Positioning during Cell Migration and Skeletal Muscle Formation
Edgar Gomes (Portugal)

SP2-4: Roles of Microtubule and Motor Proteins in Neuronal Migration and Brain Development
Jin-Wu Tsai (Taiwan)

10:40 
- 

11:00
Break

Time
Keynote Lecture 2
Moderator: Bon-Chu Chung (Taiwan) 
Venue: International Conference Hall, 3F

11:00 
-

12:00

KY-2 How do Microtubule Drugs Act as Medicines?
Timothy Mitchison (USA)

12:00 
- 

13:00
Lunch
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Time

Mini-Symposium 1: 
Microtubules
Venue: Recreation Hall, 
4F

Mini-Symposium 2: 
Cell Biology in Plant 
System
Venue: 2nd Conference 
Room, 3F

Mini-Symposium 3: 
Centrosome and Cilia in 
Disease and Cancer
Venue: 1st Conference 
Room, 3F

Mini-Symposium 4: 
Cell Biology in Innate 
Immunity
Venue: International 
Conference Hall, 3F

13:00 
-

14:40
 

20 mins 
each

                               

Moderator:  
Yu-Chun Lin (Taiwan) 
Jen-Hsuan Wei (Taiwan) 

MS1-1: The Tubulin Code: 
A Cytoskeletal Mechanism 
Underlying Cellular 
Homeostasis
Carsten Janke (France)

MS1-2: Non-Catalytic 
Allostery in α-TAT1 by a 
Phospho-Switch Drives 
Dynamic Microtubule 
Acetylation
Takanari Inoue (USA) 

MS1-3: Single-Molecule 
Imaging of Cytoplasmic 
Dynein in Cellulo Reveals 
the Mechanism of Motor 
Activation and Cargo 
Capture 
Vaishnavi 
Ananthanarayanan 
(Australia) 

MS1-4: Precise Control of 
Microtubule Disassembly 
in Living Cells
Yu-Chun Lin (Taiwan) 

Short Talk*2
(10 mins each)
MS1-5: r-TuRC Regulates 
Neuronal Migration 
During Cortical 
Development
Jen-Hsuan Wei (Taiwan)

MS1-6: Tubulin 
Concentration 
and Nucleation by 
Centrosomal Scaffolding 
Proteins through Liquid-
Liquid Phase Separation
Hui-Chun Cheng (Taiwan)

Moderator:  
Chin-Min Kimmy Ho 
(Taiwan)
Chung-Ju Wang (Taiwan)

MS2-1: Cellular 
Mechanisms Generating 
Robustness in the 
Morphogenesis of 
Arabidopsis
Adrienne H. K. Roeder 
(USA)

MS2-2: Cell Type-
Specific Regulation of 
Brassinosteroid Signaling 
in Stomatal Lineage
Jenny Russinova (Belgium)

MS2-3: Genome 
Maintenance Strategies in 
Plant Stem Cells
Masaaki Umeda (Japan)

(15 mins)
MS2-4: Leaf Epidermal 
Development: Fate 
Determination and 
Coordination
Chin-Min Kimmy Ho 
(Taiwan)

Short Talk*2
(15 mins each)
MS2-5: Visualizing 
Recombination Filaments 
in Plant Meiosis Using 
Expansion Microscopy 
(ExM)
Chung-Ju Wang (Taiwan)

MS2-6: Rapid 
Alkalinization Factors 
in Apical Tip Growth- It 
Takes Two to Tango.
Ooi-Kock Teh (Taiwan)

Moderator:  
Jin-Wu Tsai (Taiwan)

MS3-1: Cilia-Secretory 
Hybrid Cells in Airway 
Development and Disease 
States
Mu He (Hong Kong)

MS3-2: Biological 
Information Underlying 
Cellular Complexity 
Meng-Fu Bryan Tsou (USA)

MS3-3: Application of the 
Centrosome in Cancer 
Therapy
Won-Jing Wang (Taiwan)

MS3-4: Development of 
Multiciliated Ependymal 
Cells
Nathalie Spassky (France)

Short Talk*2
(10 mins each)
MS3-5: Nucleolar Spindle-
Associated Protein 
NuSAP: A novel Regulator 
of Centrosome Integrity
Yih-Cherng Liou (Singapore)

MS3-6: Single-Molecule 
Localization Microscopy 
of Expanded Mammalian 
Centrioles Unravels 
the Ultrastructural 
Constitution of Distal 
Appendages
T. Tony Yang (Taiwan)

Moderator:  
Ya-Jen Chang (Taiwan)

MS4-1: TREM2-
Based Strategies in 
Neurodegeneration and 
Cancer
Marco Colonna (USA)

MS4-2: Memory 
Responses by Innate-
Like T Cells after Strong 
Antigenic Stimulation
Mitchell Kronenberg (USA)

MS4-3: The Critical 
Role of Platelet-
Neutrophil Interactions 
in SARS-CoV-2-Induced 
Immunothrombosis
Shie-Liang Hsieh (Taiwan)

MS4-4: The Ketone 
Body β-hydroxybutyrate 
Mitigates ILC2-driven 
Airway Inflammation 
by Regulating Mast Cell 
Function 
Ya-Jen Chang (Taiwan)

Short Talk*2
(10 mins each)
MS4-5: The Protective 
Roles of Interleukin-33 in 
Acute Tissue Injury
Wei-Yu Chen (Taiwan)

MS4-6: How Resident 
Thymic Macrophages 
Cope with the Work and 
Life Balance
Chia-Lin Hsu (Taiwan)

14:40 
-

15:10
Break
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Time
Symposium 3: Intracellular Trafficking
Moderator: Fang-Jen Lee (Taiwan) 
Venue: International Conference Hall, 3F

15:10 
-

16:50

25 mins 
each

SP3-1: Rethinking the Secretory Pathway
Benjamin Glick (USA)

SP3-2: GTPase Regulation of Golgi Membrane Dynamics: A Structural Perspective
J. Christopher Fromme (USA)

SP3-3: The Cooperative Action of Two Different Classes of Tethers in Mediating Proper Recycling Transport 
upon Post-ER Stress
Fang-Jen S. Lee (Taiwan)

SP3-4: Intracellular Transport and Kinesin Superfamily Molecular Motors, KIFs: Regulation of Brain Functions, 
Development and Related Diseases
Nobutaka Hirokawa (Japan)

16:50 
- 

17:50
Poster Session 1

Time
Symposium 4: Cell Science in Biotechnology
Moderator: Andrew H.-J. Wang (Taiwan), Chia-Ning Shen (Taiwan) 
Venue: International Conference Hall, 3F

17:50 
-

18:50

20 mins 
each

SP4-1: Humans as the Model: Human Organ Farms
Quin Wills (UK)

SP4-2: The Starting Line of Your Next Cell Therapy Race Is the Right iPSC Line
Jiwu Wang (USA)

SP4-3: The Light of Next-Generation CAR-T
Chien-Ting Lin (Taiwan)
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Wednesday, November 9, 2022

08:30 
- 

17:30
Registration

Time
Symposium 5: Inflammation & Diseases
Moderator: Tse-Hua Tan (Taiwan) 
Venue: International Conference Hall, 3F            

09:00 
-

10:40

25 mins 
each

SP5-1: Metabolic Stress Signaling by JNK
Roger J. Davis (USA)

SP5-2: Protein Tyrosine Phosphatases and the Regulation of Cell Signaling: From Basic Research to New 
Therapeutics  
Nicholas K. Tonks (USA)

SP5-3: Cytokine Signaling: Many Answers, Many Remaining Questions 
John Joseph O’Shea (USA)

SP5-4: IL-17 Family Cytokines in Inflammation and Cancer
Chen Dong (China)

10:40 
- 

11:00
Break

Time
Keynote Lecture 3
Moderator: Ann-Shyn Chiang (Taiwan) 
Venue: International Conference Hall, 3F

11:00 
-

12:00

KY-3: What Can Single Molecules Tell Us about Coronavirus Infection and Cryo-Electron Tomography?
William Esco Moerner (USA)

12:00 
- 

13:00

20 mins 
each

Lunch Symposium (Lunch Provided)
Sponsored by: Thermo Fisher Scientific
Venue: Recreation Hall, 4F 

Lunch

LS-1: Invitrogen BigFoot Spectral Cell Sorter – Partner for Immunology Research
Grace Lin (Taiwan)

LS-2: Digital PCR Application in Liquid Biopsy: Quantification of Rare Cancer 
Mutations Using Absolute Q Digital PCR System
Nai-Chen Chao (Taiwan)

LS-3: Biobanking, Best Practice in Sample Handling & Storage
PF Boris Cheng (Hong Kong)
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Time

Mini-Symposium 5: 
Extracellular Vesicles
Venue: Recreation Hall, 
4F

Mini-Symposium 6: 
Healthy Aging and 
Longevity
Venue: 2nd Conference 
Room, 3F

Mini-Symposium 7: 
Cell Biology in Nervous 
System
Venue: International 
Conference Hall, 3F

Mini-Symposium 8: 
Cryo-EM 
Venue: 1st Conference 
Room, 3F

13:00 
-

14:40

20 mins 
each

Moderator:  
Tang-Long Shen (Taiwan)  
                                  
MS5-1: Extracellular 
Vesicles from Human 
Progenitor Cells towards 
Anti-Fibrotic Therapy 
Takahiro Ochiya (Japan) 

MS5-2: Scientific 
Rationale for the Efficacy 
of Topically Applied 
MSC Exosomes against 
Psoriasis and other 
Dermatological Diseases
Sai Kiang Lim (Singapore) 

MS5-3: The Protocol 
Optimization for Plasma 
Exosome Proteomics and 
its Application to
the Discovery of Protein 
Biomarkers of Triple-
Negative Breast Cancer
Chao-Jung Chen (Taiwan) 

MS5-4: Integrated 
Nanosensor Technologies 
for Molecular Analyses 
of Circulating Biomarkers 
Huilin Shao (Singapore) 

Short Talk*2
(10 mins each)
MS5-5: Synaptic Vesicle 
Protein Flower Dictates 
Exo-endo Coupling 
and Neurotransmission 
through Dual 
Transmembrane Domain-
dependent Mechanisms
Chi-Kuang Yao (Taiwan)

MS5-6: Rab37 Mediates 
Trafficking and Membrane 
Presentation of PD-1 
in T cells to Foster an 
Immunosuppressive 
Microenvironment in Lung 
Cancer
Wan-Ting Kuo (Taiwan)

Moderator:  
Ting-Fen Tsai (Taiwan)
Ao-Lin Hsu (Taiwan)

MS6-1: Translating Aging 
Discoveries to Delay 
Human Aging and Extend 
Healthspan 
Brian Keith Kennedy 
(Singapore)

MS6-2: The Dog Aging 
Project: An Open 
Science Study of Aging in 
Companion Dogs
Matt Kaeberlein (USA)

MS6-3: Roles for FoxO3 
in Mitochondrial and 
Metabolic Responses to 
Dietary Restriction in Mice 
Isao Shimokawa (Japan)

(10 mins each)
MS6-4: Mass Up Aging 
Skeletal Muscle  Study of 
mTORC1 and Sarcopenia 
Shih Yin Tsai (Singapore)

MS6-5: Dietary Restriction 
and Aging: A Gut Feeling 
of Improved Health
Pei-Yu Wang (Taiwan)

MS6-6: Enhancing CISD2 
Prolongevity Gene 
Expression to Promote 
Healthy Aging
Ting-Fen Tsai (Taiwan)

MS6-7: The Unexpected 
Role of HSF-1 in 
Modulating Histone
H4 in Mitochondria to 
Control Longevity
Ao-Lin Hsu (Taiwan)

Moderator:  
Shen-Ju Chou (Taiwan)
Chih-Cheng Chen (Taiwan)

MS7-1: Spatiotemporal 
Controlled Proteasomes 
Modulate Axon 
Maturation and Beyond
Pei-Lin Cheng (Taiwan)

MS7-2: Genetic and 
Cell Biological Strategies 
to Create Stereotyped 
Neuron Arbors
Adrian W Moore (Japan)

MS7-3: Cell Migration in 
the Developing Cerebral 
Cortex 
Kazunori Nakajima (Japan)

MS7-4: Transcription 
Factors and Cortical 
Patterning
Shen-Ju Chou (Taiwan)

Short Talk
MS7-5: TDP-43 is 
Essential for 
Oligodendrocyte 
Myelination by Regulating 
SREBF2-medidated 
Cholesterol Metabolism
Shuo-Chien Ling 
(Singapore)

Moderator:  
Ming-Daw Tsai (Taiwan)

MS8-1: Cryogenic 
Electron Tomography of 
Cells Reveals Structural 
Details from Organelles to 
Macromolecules
Wah Chiu (USA)

MS8-2: Structural Studies 
of Endogenous Proteins by 
Single Particle Cryo-EM
Yifan Cheng (USA)

MS8-3: Structural and 
Functional Annotations 
of Glycosylation of 
Coronavirus Spike 
Proteins 
Shang-Te Hsu (Taiwan)

MS8-4: Assembly 
Mechanism of the 
Pleomorphic Immature 
Poxvirus Scaffold
Matthias Wolf (Japan)

MS8-5: Identifying DNA 
Mismatch Governing 
Factors in Human DMC1 
and RAD51 from Cryo-EM 
Structures
Meng-Chiao Ho (Taiwan)
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14:40 
- 

15:10
Break

Time
Symposium 6: Noncoding RNA in Cell Biology and Diseases 
Moderator: Hsing-Jien Kung (Taiwan), Jing-Wen Shih (Taiwan)
Venue: International Conference Hall, 3F

15:10 
-

16:50

25 mins 
each

SP6-1: Mapping RNA Structures in Single Cells
Yue Wan (Singapore)

SP6-2: Genome Regulation through R-loops
Kavitha Sarma (USA)

SP6-3: Functions and Modes of Action of Long Noncoding RNAs in Mammalian Cells
Igor Ulitsky (Israel)

SP6-4: Mislocalized NEAT1-Induced Cytoplasmic TDP-43 Condensate Assembly Leads to TDP-43 
Proteinopathy in ALS Motor Neurons
Hung-Chih Kuo (Taiwan)

Time
Special Lecture 
Moderator: Cheng-Ting Chien (Taiwan)  
Venue: International Conference Hall, 3F

16:50 
-

17:50

SL1-1: Mapping Dynamic Memory Connectomes
Ann-Shyn Chiang (Taiwan)

Time
Student Talks for Awards 2
Moderator: Chi-Kuang Yao (Taiwan)                                 
Venue: 1st Conference Room, 3F (On-site only)

17:50
-

18:50

15 mins 
each

ST2-1: Epigenetic Regulation of Myocardial SERCA2a and Calcium Homeostasis by Long Noncoding RNA lnc-
SYNPO
Wei-Lun Song (Taiwan)

ST2-2: A Novel SOX17-low/NRF2-high Signature in Esophageal Squamous Cell Carcinoma with 
Chemoradiotherapy Resistance and Its Potential to Be a Therapeutic Target
Chih-Hsiung Hsieh (Taiwan)

ST2-3: Molecular Mechanisms Underlying Human Protein Primer GYG-Mediated Glycogen Metabolism in 
Glycogen Storage Disease XV
Tzu-Han Weng (Taiwan)

ST2-4: The Indispensable Role CD36 ＋ -Tissue Resident Macrophages in Cardiac Regeneration
Yen-Ling Hung (Taiwan)
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Thursday, November 10, 2022

08:30 
- 

17:30
Registration

Time
Symposium 7: Stem Cell Biology
Moderator: Sung-Jan Lin (Taiwan), Shau-Ping Lin (Taiwan)    
Venue: International Conference Hall, 3F            

09:00 
-

10:40

25 mins 
each

SP7-1: Regulation of Neural Stem Cell Fate
Yukiko Gotoh (Japan)

SP7-2: iPSCs from Reproductively Activated and Suppressed Naked Mole-Rats: A Toolbox for The Study of 
Developmental Tempo, Fertility and Aging 
Diana Laird (USA)

SP7-3: Using a Diverse Panel of ALS Patient Stem Cells to Identify Broadly-Effective Therapeutic Targets 
Justin Ichida (USA)

SP7-4: Environmental Effect on Hair Regeneration
Sung-Jan Lin (Taiwan)

10:40 
- 

11:00
Break

Time
Keynote Lecture 4
Moderator: Hsing-Jien Kung (Taiwan)                      
Venue: International Conference Hall, 3F

11:00 
-

12:00

KY-4: Regulation of Wnt Signaling by Liquid-Liquid Phase Separation
Ye-Guang Chen (China)

12:00 
- 

13:00
Lunch
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Time

Mini-Symposium 9: Novel 
Technologies
Venue: 1st Conference 
Room, 3F

Mini-Symposium 10: 
Tumor Microenvironment 
and Potential Therapeutic 
Approach
Venue: International 
Conference Hall, 3F

Mini-Symposium 11: 
Microbes and Host 
Interplay 
Venue: Recreation Hall, 
4F

Mini-Symposium 12: 
Autophagy 
Venue: 2nd Conference 
Room, 3F

13:00 
-

14:40

20 mins 
each

Moderator: 
Jung-Chi Liao (Taiwan)  

MS9-1: Cruising in the 
Cells
Atsushi Miyawaki (Japan)

MS9-2: In Vivo Tracking of 
Extracellular Vesicles and 
DNA Repairs
Charles Pin-Kuang Lai 
(Taiwan) 

MS9-3: 3D Multi-
Resolution Approach to 
Molecular and Nanoscale 
Processes in Biology 
Haw Yang (USA) 

MS9-4: Optoproteomics: 
Microscopy-Based 
Subcellular Proteomics 
Jung-Chi Liao (Taiwan) 

Short Talk
MS9-5: De novo Design of 
Proteins Materials across 
Multiple Length Scales
Yang Hsia (USA)

Moderator: 
Wen-Chun Hung (Taiwan)

MS10-1: Metabolism 
in Cancer and Immune 
Regulation
Hui-Kuan Lin (USA)

MS10-2: Replication 
Stress Response Defects 
Predict and Enhance 
Immune Checkpoint 
Therapy Response in Triple 
Negative Breast Cancer 
Shiaw-Yih Lin (USA)

MS10-3: Cellular 
Snescence and Cancer: A 
Gut Microbial Connection
Eiji Hara (Japan)

MS10-4: Dynamic 
Interplay between Cancer 
and Immune Cells during 
Tumor Progression
Muh-Hwa Yang (Taiwan)

MS10-5: Mitochondria 
Control Cancer 
Immunoescape and 
Resistance in the Tumor 
Microenvironment
Yueh-Luen Lee (Taiwan)

Moderator: 
Fu-Tong Liu (Taiwan)
Tzu-Ching Meng (Taiwan)

MS11-1: The Interplay 
between Helicobacter 
Pylori and Gastrointestinal 
Microbiota
Ming-Shiang Wu (Taiwan)

MS11-2: Spatial-, 
Temporal- and Inter-
Person Variation of 
Metabolites 
across the Upper 
and Lower Human 
Gastrointestinal Tract
Oliver Fiehn (USA)

MS11-3: Genome 
Instability Induced by the 
Helicobacter Pylori CagA 
Oncoprotein
Masanori Hatakeyama 
(Japan)

Short Talk
(10 mins)(14:00-14:10)
MS11-4: Epithelial-
microbial Diplomacy: 
Tighten Borders Reduce 
Inflammation in Colitis
Cheng-Yuan Kao (Taiwan)

(20 mins)(14:10-14:30)
MS11-5: The Human Skin 
Microbiome in Health and 
Disease 
Heidi Kong (USA)

Short Talk
(10 mins)(14:30-14:40)
MS11-6: Effect of Diet 
on the Restructuring of 
Microbiota in Patients 
with Colorectal Cancer 
after Surgical Treatment
Tzu-Ching Meng (Taiwan)

Moderator: 
Guang-Chao Chen (Taiwan)

MS12-1: Liquid-Liquid 
Phase Separation of TFEB 
in Autophagy Regulation
Hong Zhang (China)

MS12-2: Distinct 
Molecular Mechanisms 
and Functions of Non-
Canonical Autophagy in 
Lysosomal Biogenesis 
Oliver Florey (UK)

MS12-3: Targeted Protein 
Degradation via the 
Autophagy-Lysosome 
System: 
AUTOTAC (AUTOphagy-
TArgeting Chimera)
Yong Tae Kwon 
(South Korea)

MS12-4: Interplay 
between Oxidative 
Stress and Autophagy 
in Development and 
Diseases
Guang-Chao Chen (Taiwan)

Short Talk*2
(10 mins each)
MS12-5: Temporal 
Characteristics of 
Calcium-Elicited 
Autophagy
Wei-Yuan Yang (Taiwan)

MS12-6: Apolipoprotein 
J Chaperones mTOR to 
Suppress Lipophagy and 
Facilitate Hepatic Lipid 
Deposition
Hung-Yu Sun (Taiwan)

14:40 
- 

15:00
Break
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15:00
-

16:00
Poster Session 2

Time
Symposium 8: Epithelial Mesenchymal Transition 
Moderator: Muh-Hwa Yang (Taiwan)  
Venue: International Conference Hall, 3F

16:00
-

17:30

30 mins 
each

SP8-1: 3D Genome Organization in the Epithelial-Mesenchymal Transition Spectrum
Ruby Yun-Ju Huang (Taiwan)

SP8-2: Non-Canonical Functions of Matrix Metalloproteinases during EMT of Xenopus Neural Crest Cells
Eric Théveneau (France)

SP8-3: Deconstructing How EMT Transcription Factor Activation Leads to Coordinated Changes in Multiple 
Cellular Processes
Kyra Campbell (UK)

Time
Symposium 9: Cell Science in Translation Medicine 
Moderator: Li-Tzong Chen (Taiwan)
Venue: International Conference Hall, 3F

17:30
-

18:30

20 mins 
each

SP9-1: Deciphering the Integrated Cell Migration System to Achieve “Synthetic Dysmobility
Feng-Chiao Tsai (Taiwan)

SP9-2: Implementing Translational Research of New Drug Development: The Case for Hepatocellular 
Carcinoma (HCC)
Chiun Hsu (Taiwan)

SP9-3: B Cells and Antibodies are Major Players in Immunotherapy Response
Wolf H. Fridman (France)

19:30
- 

21:00

Farewell Banquet (Invited)
Venue: Grande Luxe Banquet Nangang
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Friday, November 11, 2022

08:30
-

13:30
Registration

Time
Symposium 10: Genome Instability and Cancer
Moderator: Hung-Yuan Chi (Taiwan), Zee-Fen Chang (Taiwan)     
Venue: International Conference Hall, 3F            

09:00
-

10:40

25 mins 
each

SP10-1: Impacts of Transcription and RNA on DNA Break Repair
Lee Zou (USA)

SP10-2: DNA Mismatch Repair in Cancer Immunotherapy 
Guo-Min Li (USA)

SP10-3: Genome Instability and Cancer: Lessons from Analysis of Homologous Recombination Factors 
Ian D. Hickson (Denmark)

SP10-4: Unveiling RAD51-Mediated DNA Dynamics in Replication Fork Restart
Hung-Yuan Chi (Taiwan)

10:40
-

11:00
Break

Time
Keynote Lecture 5 [Tang Prize lecture]
Moderator: Fu-Tong Liu (Taiwan)
Venue: International Conference Hall, 3F

11:00
-

12:00
KY-5: Interleukin 6: From Arthritis to COVID-19
Tadamitsu Kishimoto (Japan)

12:00
-

13:00
Lunch
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Time

Mini-Symposium 13: 
Liquid-Liquid Phase 
Separation in Health and 
Disease
Venue: 2nd Conference 
Room, 3F

Mini-Symposium 14: Cell 
Biology in Development
Venue: Recreation Hall, 
4F

Mini-Symposium 15: 
Epigenetics 
Venue: International 
Conference Hall, 3F

Mini-Symposium 16: 
Protein Quality Control 
Venue: 1st Conference 
Room, 3F

13:00
-

14:40

Moderator: 
Jen-Tse Huang (Taiwan) 
Jie-Rong Huang (Taiwan) 

(15 mins)(13:00-13:15)                              
MS13-1: Liquid-Liquid 
Phase Separation in 
Ciliogenesis
Jie-Rong Huang (Taiwan) 

(20 mins)(13:15-13:35)
MS13-2: Demixing 
Transition of Low-Density 
Condensates 
Yongdae Shin (South Korea) 

(15 mins)(13:35-13:50)
MS13-3: Learning from 
the Low Complexity 
Domain in DNA/RNA 
Binding Proteins:
From Basic Science to 
Applications
Jen-Tse Huang (Taiwan) 

(20 mins)(13:50-14:10)
MS13-4: Stimuli-
Responsive Peptide 
Coacervates as 
Universal Carriers for 
Intracellular Delivery 
of Macromolecular 
Therapeutics
Ali Miserez (Singapore) 

(30 mins)(14:10-14:40)
MS13-5: Biomolecular 
Condensates at the Nexus 
of Cellular Stress, Disease 
and Aging
Simon Alberti (Germany)

Moderator: 
Yi-Hsien Su (Taiwan)

(25 mins each)
MS14-1: Ribosomes 
in Gene Regulation: 
Controlling the Diversity 
of Proteins Made in Cells, 
Tissues & Organisms
Maria Barna (USA)

MS14-2: A Controlled 
Sequence of 
X-Chromosome 
Inactivation and 
Reactivation Defines 
Female Mouse in vitro 
Germ Cells with Meiotic 
Potential 
Bernard Payer (Spain)

MS14-3: A Push-
Pull Mechanism of 
Microtubule-Spectrin 
Mechanics Controls Apical 
Cell Shape Homeostasis 
during Epithelial Folding
Yu-Chiun Wang (Japan)

MS14-4: RNA-Binding 
Protein RBM24 Facilitates 
Cardiac Myofibrillogenesis 
in a Differentiation Stage-
Specific Manner
Su-Yi Tsai (Taiwan)

Moderator: 
Kou-Juey Wu (Taiwan)
Jun-An Chen (Taiwan)

(25 mins each)
MS15-1: Harnessing 
Genomic Technologies for 
Insights into Chromatin 
Architecture and 
Transcriptional Regulation
Chia-Lin Wei (USA)

MS15-2: Therapeutic 
Targeting of BAP1-
Deficient Tumors
Teh Bin Tean (Singapore)

MS15-3: Unraveling the 
Dynamic 3D Genome 
Architecture through 
Single-Cell DNA 
Replication Profiling
Ichiro Hiratani (Japan)

MS15-4: LncRNA Meg3 
Coalesces with Diverse 
Epigenetic Regulators to 
Administer Epigenetic 
Landscape upon Neuronal 
Maturation
Jun-An Chen (Taiwan)

Moderator: 
Hsueh-Chi Yen (Taiwan)

(20 mins each)
MS16-1: Ubiquitin-
Dependent Stress 
Signaling at the Crossroads 
of Development and 
Disease
Michael Rape (USA)

MS16-2: Ribosome-
Associated Quality Control 
from Bacteria to Humans
Claudio Joazeiro (Germany)

MS16-3: Risk during 
Translation of Negatively 
Charged-Rich Amino 
Acid Sequences and 
their Counteraction 
Mechanisms 
Hideki Taguchi (Japan)

MS16-4: C-Degron 
Pathways Guard the 
Fidelity of Proteome
Hsueh-Chi Yen (Taiwan)

Short Talk*2
(10 mins each)
MS16-5: Structural 
Polymorphism of Alpha-
synuclein Amyloid Fibrils 
Implicated in Parkinson’s 
Disease
Kuen-Phon Wu (Taiwan)

MS16-6: Cochaperone 
Deficiency in Aging and 
Neurodegenerative 
Diseases
Shu-Chun Teng (Taiwan)

14:40
-

15:00
Break

15:00
-

16:00
Closing Ceremony    

Venue: International Conference Hall, 3F

16:00
-

17:40
Adjourn / Panel Discussion
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Keynote Speakers

Keynote Speakers
KY-1

Prof. James C. Liao, Ph.D.
President, Academia Sinica
Taiwan

Brief Resume: Dr. James C. Liao, President of Academia Sinica, Taiwan. He is an elected Member 
of the US National Academy of Engineering, US National Academy of Sciences, and 
Academician of Academia Sinica in Taiwan. He is a pioneer in Metabolic Engineering 
and Synthetic Biology. His research has focused on metabolism, including its 
biochemistry, regulation and redesign. Currently, his projects include design and 
engineering biochemical pathways for CO2 fixation and production of fuels and 
chemicals. Dr. Liao received numerous awards and recognitions, including the US 
EPA Presidential Green Chemistry Challenge Award, the White House “Champion 
of Change” for innovations in renewable energy, the ENI Renewable Energy Prize 
bestowed by the President of Italy, the US National Academy of Sciences Award 
for the Industrial Application of Science, Novozyme Award for Excellence in 
Biochemical and Chemical Engineering, and the Israeli Samson-Prime Minister's 
Prize for Innovation in Alternative Energy and Smart Mobility for Transportation.
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Design and Evolution for New Metabolism

James C. Liao

With advances in biochemistry, biophysics, molecular biology and cell biology, our understanding of cellular 
functions has expanded significantly. The progress has further accelerated thanks to technological innovation 
in genomics, informatics, and various imaging tools.  In the next phase of biological research, design-based 
studies will play a major role.  Metabolism is one of the first targets amenable for new designs. However, 
because of the complexity of biological systems, even metabolic phenotypes cannot be predicted to the 
desirable precision. Directed cell evolution thus becomes an important approach to constructing new 
metabolism. Here we will present examples how design and evolution can be used to explore new chemistry in 
the cell. The first example will focus on β-alanine synthesis in E. coli. We will then discuss examples of design 
and evolution for CO2 and methanol assimilation using E. coli, cyanobacteria, and cell-free systems. 
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KY-2

Prof. Timothy J. Mitchison, Ph.D.
Hasib Sabbagh Professor of Systems Biology, Dept. of Systems Biology
USA

Brief Resume: Professional Memberships
2021 -  Present Member, Scientific Advisory Board of Angarus Therapeutics, 

Sunnyvale, CA
2020 -  Present Member, Scientific Advisory Board of the Shenzhen Bay Institute, 

Shenzhen, China 
2019 -  Present  Member, Scientific Advisory Board of Ribon Inc, Cambridge MA 
2019 -  Present Member,  Scientif ic  Advisory Board of the Inst itute for 

Mechanobiology, Singapore  
2018 -  Present Member, Scientific Advisory Board of the Institute for Protein 

Innovation, Boston MA 
2015 -  Present Member, Scientific Advisory Board of Dewpoint Inc, Cambridge 

MA

Honors and Awards
2016 Nanyan Honorary Adjunct Professor, Peking University, China
2014 Elected as member of the National Academy of Sciences (USA)
2014 Honorary PhD, Kings College, London, UK
2010 President, American Society of Cell Biology
2002 Harvey Society Lecturer
1997 Fellow of the Royal Society
1989 – 1992 Searle Scholarship
1988 – 1993 Packard Research Fellowship
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How do Microtubule Drugs Act as Medicines?

Timothy Mitchison

Dept. Systems Biology Harvard Medical School

Microtubules are dynamic protein fibers that transport vesicles in non-dividing cells and chromosomes during 
mitosis. Small molecule drugs that target microtubule polymerization dynamics, many of them derived from 
plant toxins, are important medicines. We know how they work at the molecular level, but not how they act 
therapeutically in the human body. Taxanes stabilize microtubules and are used to treat adult solid cancers. 
They block mitosis in cancer cells, but so do more recent drug candidates that failed in the clinic, so taxanes 
must have additional actions. We found that taxanes, alone among anti-mitotics tested in the clinic, promote 
chromatin bridge formation which triggers interferon secretion. This immune activating signal may contribute 
to tumor regression. The ancient drug colchicine destabilizes microtubules and is used at low doses to treat 
gout and other inflammatory diseases. Using mouse disease models, we found that colchicine acts selectively 
in the liver to trigger release of anti-inflammatory hepatokines which include a non-canonical form of GDF15. 
These act on circulating myeloid cells to inhibit inflammation. Our unexpected findings that both taxanes and 
colchicine modulate inflammatory signaling illustrates the importance of inflammatory pathways in disease and 
therapy and has implications for drug discovery. 
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KY-3

Prof. William Esco Moerner, Ph.D.
Harry S. Mosher Professor of Chemistry and 
Professor of Applied Phyiscs (courtesy)
USA

Brief Resume: W. E. (William Esco) Moerner, the Harry S. Mosher Professor of Chemistry and 
Professor by courtesy of Applied Physics at Stanford University, has conducted 
research in physical chemistry, biophysics, and the optical properties of single 
molecules, and is actively involved in the development of 2D and 3D super-
resolution imaging for cell biology. In addition to observations of protein 
superstructures and oligonucleotide positions, 3D dynamical tracking of single 
biomolecules in cells enables understanding of processing and binding interactions. 
A related research area concerns precise analysis of photodynamics of single 
trapped biomolecules in solution.

Professor Moerner’s scientific contributions were recognized with the 2014 
Nobel Prize in Chemistry "for the development of super-resolved fluorescence 
microscopy." The fundamentals of single-molecule super-resolution imaging 
arose from early work in the Moerner lab: optical detection and imaging of 
single molecules (1989) as well as the discovery of blinking and optical control of 
single copies of green fluorescent protein at room temperature (1997). Moerner 
has received numerous awards including the Earle K. Plyler Prize in Molecular 
Spectroscopy, the Wolf Prize in Chemistry, the Irving Langmuir Prize in Chemical 
Physics, and the Peter Debye Award in Physical Chemistry. He has been elected 
Fellow of the American Physical Society, Optical Society of America, American 
Association for the Advancement of Science, American Academy of Arts and 
Sciences, Royal Society of Chemistry, SPIE; and Member of the U.S.National 
Academy of Sciences.

Nobel Prize 
2014

Nobel Prize 
2014
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What Can Single Molecules Tell Us About Coronavirus 
Infection and Cryo-Electron Tomography?

William Esco Moerner

Stanford University
USA

First observed optically 33 years ago, single molecules have enabled a new strategy for observing and probing 
the nanoscale. One key application is super-resolution fluorescence microscopy, which uses single-molecule 
imaging and on/off control of emitters to enable visualization of biological structures and behavior in fixed and 
live cells with resolutions down to 10-20 nm and below. A recent application of super-resolution microscopy 
addresses coronavirus infection of mammalian cells by finding where the viral RNA structures are located in 
the cellular context of key viral proteins and oligonucleotides. Another new thrust uses low temperature single-
molecule imaging to answer this question: “In my high-resolution cyro-electron tomography (CET) cell images, 
where is my protein actually located?” Annotation of CET by single-molecule imaging provides an answer.
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KY-4

Prof. Ye-Guang Chen, Ph.D.
Professor, Tsinghua University
China

Brief Resume: Dr. Ye-Guang Chen, a professor at Tsinghua University, received his PhD degree 
from Albert Einstein College of Medicine in 1996. After trained in Memorial Sloan-
Kettering Cancer Center as a Howard Hughes Medical Institute postdoctoral 
research associate from 1996 to 2000, he was recruited to the University of 
California, Riverside as a tenure-track assistant professor, and then joined Tsinghua 
University as a Chung Kong Scholar in 2002.  He was elected to the Chinese 
Academy of Sciences in 2017.  He is the president of the Chinese Society of Cell 
Biology and the Editor-in-Chief of Cell Regeneration, and has been on the Editorial 
Board of Journal of Biological Chemistry, Cell Research, Open Biology, Biochemical 
Journal, etc. His research interests concern on how TGF-beta signaling and Wnt 
signaling are regulated, aiming to understand the role of TGF-beta and Wnt in stem 
cell biology, tissue homeostasis and related diseases.
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Regulation of Wnt Signaling by Liquid-Liquid Phase Separation

Ye-Guang Chen

The State Key Laboratory of Membrane Biology, Tsinghua-Peking Center for Life Sciences, School of Life Sciences, 
Tsinghua University, Beijing, China

In Wnt/β-catenin signaling, the β-catenin protein level is deliberately controlled by the assembly of the 
multiprotein β-catenin destruction complex composed of Axin, adenomatous polyposis coli (APC), glycogen 
synthase kinase 3β (GSK3β), casein kinase 1α (CK1α) and others. Here we present the evidence that formation 
of the destruction complex is driven by protein liquid-liquid phase separation (LLPS) of Axin. An intrinsically 
disordered region in Axin plays an important role in driving its LLPS. Phase-separated Axin provides a scaffold 
for recruiting GSK3β, CK1α and β-catenin. APC also undergoes LLPS in vitro and enhances the size and 
dynamics of Axin phase droplets. The LLPS-driven assembly of the destruction complex facilitates β-catenin 
phosphorylation by GSK3β and is critical for the regulation of β-catenin protein stability and thus Wnt/β-catenin 
signaling.
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KY-5

Prof. Tadamitsu Kishimoto, Ph.D.
Professor, Immunology Frontier Research Center (IFReC), Osaka University
Japan

Brief Resume: Positions Held:
1973 Assistant Professor in the Department of Medicine, 
 Johns Hopkins University, School of Medicine
1983 Professor, Institute for Molecular and Cellular Biology, Osaka University
1991    Professor and Chairman, Department of Medicine III, 
 Osaka University Medical School
1995    Dean, Osaka University Medical School
1997 President, Osaka University
2004 Member, Council for Science and Technology Policy, Cabinet Office
2007 Professor, Immunology Frontier Research Center, Osaka University

Award and Honors:
1998    The Order of Culture from Emperor
2003    Robert Koch Gold Medal
2009    The Crafoord Prize from the Royal Swedish Academy of Sciences
2011    The Japan Prize
2017    King Faisal International Prize from Saudi Arabia
2020    Tha Tang Prize
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Interleukin 6: From Arthritis to COVID-19

Tadamitsu Kishimoto

Immunology Fronter Research Center, Osaka University, Japan

Interleukin-6 (IL-6) possesses the diverse biological activity that contributes to the maintenance of 
homeostasis. Emergent cases of infection or tissue injury induce rapidly production of IL-6 and activates host 
defense through the augmentation of acute phase proteins and immune responses. However, excessive IL-6 
production and uncontrolled IL-6 receptor signaling have critical roles in disease pathogenesis. Over the years, 
therapeutic agents targeting IL-6 signaling, such as tocilizumab, a humanized anti-IL-6 receptor antibody, have 
shown remarkable efficacy for rheumatoid arthritis, Castleman`s disease, and juvenile idiopathic arthritis, 
and applicable diseases are continuously being reported. Emerging evidence has demonstrated the beneficial 
efficacy of tocilizumab for several types of acute inflammatory diseases including chimeric antigen receptor 
T-cell therapy-induced cytokine storms and coronavirus diseases 2019 (COVID-19). Here, we refocus 
attention on the biology of IL-6 and summarize the distinct pathological roles of IL-6 signaling in several acute 
and chronic inflammatory diseases.
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Special  Lecture
SL-1

Prof. Ann-Shyn Chiang, Ph.D.
Tsing Hua Distinguished Chair Professor & Director of Brain Research Center, 
National Tsing Hua University
Taiwan

Brief Resume: Ann-Shyn Chiang Received Ph.D. (1990), trained as a postdoctoral fellow (1992) 
in Rutgers University, joined Department of Life Science, National Tsing Hua 
University as an associate professor (1992), promoted as professor (1997), took 
sabbatical to study Drosophila memory at Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory (2001) 
and became the adjunct International Faculty of Kavli Institute for Brain and Mind 
(KIBM) at the University of California, San Diego (2011). For his contribution to our 
understanding of memory formation using a connectomics approach, Chiang was 
elected as an Academician of Academia Sinica (2014) and an Academician of The 
World Academy of Science (2016).

Chiang invented the world-first hydrophilic tissue clearing technology, 
reconstructed a brain-wide wiring diagram in Drosophila (the New York Times 
reported this discovery as the first step toward mapping human brain) and 
published the first Cell (2007) paper from Taiwanese scientists. Guiding by this 
connectomics map, he and his colleagues discovered that long-term memory 
formation requires new protein synthesis only in few brain neurons and published 
the first full article in Science (2012) from Taiwanese scientists. At his Presidential 
Special Lecture in the Society for Neuroscience 2016 Annual Meeting, Chiang 
announced the era toward whole-body connectomics. He received many awards, 
including: Outstanding Contributions in Science and Technology of Executive Yuan 
(2008); TWAS Prize in Biology (2012); and National Chair Award of Ministry of 
Education (2015, 2021). 
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Mapping Dynamic Memory Connectomes

Ann-Shyn Chiang

Brain Research Center, National Tsing Hua University
Taiwan

How is information of the external world represented in the brain? How does the brain compute and turn 
sensory reception into perception? Where does the brain form protein-synthesis-dependent long term 
memories and alter neural circuit structures? To address these questions, we started by developing novel 
imaging technologies for mapping whole-brain neural connections in the adult Drosophila. Gilded by this 
connectomic map, we systematically traced and manipulated information flow in the brain after an aversive 
associative learning to identify individual neurons storing long-term memories in the whole Drosophila brain. 
We anticipate that simulating the dynamics of memory connectome will pave the way for our understanding of 
the brain’s emergent properties in decision making.

Key reference
1.  Lin HW, Chen CC, de Belle JS, Tully T, Chiang AS (2021) CREBA and CREBB in two identified neurons gate 

long-term memory formation in Drosophila. Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. U.S.A. 118:ppe2100624118. https://doi.
org/10.1073/pnas.2100624118.

2.  Chu LA, Lu CH, Yang SM, Liu YT, Feng KL, Tsai YCh, Chang WK, Wang WC, Chang SW, Chen P, Lee TK, Hwu 
YK, Chiang AS, Chen BC (2019) Rapid single wavelength lightsheet localization microscopy for clarified 
tissue. Nature Communications 10:4762.

3.  Lin HH, Chu LA, Fu TF, Dickson BJ, Chiang AS (2013) Parallel neural pathways mediate CO2 avoidance 
responses in Drosophila. Science 340:1338-1341.

4.  Chen CC, Wu JK, Lin HW, Pai TP, Fu TF, Wu CL, Tully T, Chiang AS (2012) Visualing long-term memory 
formation in two neurons of the Drosophila brain. Science 335:678–685.

5.  Lin HH, Lai JSY, Chin AL, Chen YC, Chiang AS (2007) A map of olfactory representation in the Drosophila 
mushroom body. Cell 128, 1205-1218.
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COVID-19 Special  Sess ion
CS-1

COVID-Inspired Fundamental Research in Biomedicine, Informatics, and Bioengineering

James C. Liao, Han-Chung Wu, Hsin-Chou Yang, Yi-Chung Tung

Since the beginning of COVID-19 pandemic, numerous teams in the world have started COVID-related research. Many of 
them are focusing on immediate concerns, while others are addressing long-term needs for understanding and managing 
the SARS-CoV-2 induced pandemic from multiple angles. Here, we report our efforts in fundamental aspects and long-term 
needs for combatting future pandemics. Three examples will be discussed here. First, we discovered N protein mediated 
nucleic acid dispersion and used this principle to design an RNA delivery method. Second, we analyzed 10 million SARS-
CoV-2 genomes, and identified the signature single nucleotide variations that are associated with enhanced or suppressed 
temporal transmission patterns. Finally, we developed a microfluidic continuous-flow process that allows automatic 
synthesis, monitoring, and purification of mRNA in vitro.

CS-2

Inhibition of SARS-CoV-2 Infection by Natural Products

Mien-Chie Hung

President / Chair Professor, China Medical University 
Taiwan

The COVID-19 pandemic is caused by widely infected population with severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 
2 (SARS-CoV-2). The disease due to emerging variants and social economic issues continues to burden and overwhelm 
medical services. During the pandemic, the research team at China Medical University in Taichung has successfully used 
our experience and expertise in cancer targeted therapy to target SARS-CoV-2. We established functional assays on SARS-
CoV2 infectivity including Mpro, Furin, TMPRSS2, Vpp (virus particles pseudotyped) and others, and screened multiple 
natural products libraries. Up to date, we published several reports describing compounds that inhibit SARS-CoV-2, that 
are briefly described below. For natural produces, tannic acid serves as a potent dual inhibitor of viral main protease Mpro 
and TMRPRSS2 on the host cells (AJCR 2020a); Peimine inhibits several variants of SARS-CoV-2 cell entry via blocking the 
interaction between viral spike (S) protein and Angiotensin-Converting Enzyme 2 (ACE2) on the host cells (submitted). 
Also, several FDA-approved drugs for repurposing have been identified to associate anti-SARS-C-V2 activity, such as 
Flupirtine, a selective neuronal potassium channel opener, was identified as a potential TMPRSS2 inhibitor (AJCR 2021); 
Disulfiram, a drug for alcoholism treatment, blocked cell entry of SARS-CoV-2 via inhibiting the interaction of Spike protein 
and ACE2 (submitted); Imatinib (also known as STI571, Gleevec), a tyrosine kinase inhibitor for cancer treatment, inhibits 
the expression of ACE2 and cell entry of the SARS-CoV-2-derived pseudotyped viral particles (Int J Mol Sci. 2021); Anti-
malarial drug tafenoquine (TFQ) is identified to inhibit both Mpro and TMPRSS2 protease activity. Furthermore, one 
TFQ derivative, compound 7, showed a better therapeutic index than TFQ on TMPRSS2, and may therefore inhibit the 
infectibility of SARS-CoV-2, including that of several mutant variants (JBC 2022). From multiple co-crystallization structures 
between inhibitor compounds and Mpro of SARS-CoV-2, we have discovered an interesting nature of Mpro function (AJCR 
2020b and unpublished data). In addition, a set of traditional herbal medicine was shown to inhibit different strains of 
SARS-CoV-2 infectivity (AJCR 2020c and unpublished data). An IRB for clinical trial has been approved and the clinical trial 
is just initiated to recruit patients.
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CS-3

Learnings and Innovations in Continuing to Address the COVID-19 Pandemic

John L. Perez

Senior Vice President, Head of Late Development, Vaccines & Immune Therapies, AstraZeneca 
USA

As the COVID-19 pandemic is starting to shift to the endemic phase globally, vaccination remains the most effective 
approach to protect the public from severe outcomes. However, there is still an ongoing burden of COVID-19 on the 
immunocompromised patients. 
Dr Perez will discuss how AstraZeneca has worked with researchers to develop different preventive strategies against 
COVID-19, including vaccines and a long-acting antibody combination, and how the strategies have evolved with the 
emerging SARS-CoV-2 variants. He will also share his insights on the future direction of different preventive strategies and 
novel technology in the related fields. 

CS-4

Accelerated RNA Drug Development and Manufacturing by the Pandemic 

Chung-Hsiun Wu

Development Center for Biotechnology
Taiwan

In the past decade, advanced biomedical development has absolutely shifted the way global healthcare looks like, which 
in every sense plays an indispensable role in keeping the damage caused by coronavirus as minimum as it can be. To date, 
it has been years since the outbreak of COVID-19, which not only has made a huge impact on our life and work style, but 
also expedited the process of novel drug discovery toward its prevention and cure. During this pandemic, Pfizer-BioNTech 
and Moderna established a legacy of the successful provisional use authorization and subsequent full approval within 
an unprecedented timeline. Fast-paced evolution of such novel therapeutics with proven safety, efficacy and specificity 
enormously drives precision medicine development. Taiwan should take this opportunity to actively participate in this wave 
employing its world-renowned strengths such as renowned ICT, automated systems, smart manufacturing, just to name a 
few.
This lecture aims to provide information specifically on RNA drugs which you may find productive and beneficial. To kick 
off, an overview is prepared covering the history and landscape, followed by the details on the recent development and 
manufacturing technologies. To conclude, we would like to bring up the importance of scale-up production due to the 
increasingly broad applicability of these novel therapeutics, which is supposed to move forward in parallel with drug 
development to meet the advent of expected global demands down the track.
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CS-5

ITRI’s Open Innovation and Agile Development in Response to COVID-19

Chii-Wann Lin

Industrial Technology Research Institute 
Taiwan

In difference phases of pandemic, like COVID-19, a fast and accurate diagnostic tool is prerequisite to comprehend the 
prevalence and to help with clinical and public health decision making. Based on past experience of cancer and infectious 
disease diagnosis, ITRI developed SARS-CoV-2 iPMx Molecular Rapid Test System. The iPMx participated in the QCMD 
proficiency testing, and the results were all correct and consistent with most international manufacturers. In 2020, 
all devices and reagents received TFDA EUA, PMDA and EU CE approvals. The iPMx system has successfully entered 
Japan market with alliance from Taiwan and Japan partners. Our team also engineered the neutralizing antibody against 
COVID-19 BETA variants after vaccination. COVID-19 pandemics also trigger strong demand for nucleic acid therapeutics 
CDMO. Target delivery and biodata analysis will be applied to nucleic acid drug development. ITRI focuses on key material 
in vitro transcription (IVT) cap structure, LNP formulation design and oligonucleotide prototype synthesizer.

CS-6

The Rationale and Journey of Research for COVID-19 Pandemic Control in Taiwan

Yee-Chun Chen

Professor, Department of Internal Medicine, National Taiwan University College of Medicine, Taipei, Taiwan; Director, the Center 
for Infection Control, Chief; Division of Infectious Diseases, Department of Internal Medicine, National Taiwan University Hospital, 

Taipei, Taiwan

In light of the COVID-19 global crisis, the importance of being able to find ingenious, practical and timely solutions to 
the most challenging problems is even clearer. COVID-19 also provide an opportunity for society and experts of various 
discipline to work together to solve this crisis. The COVID-19 pandemic has shown all of us the vital importance of 
science and innovation. In this talk I will describe the journey and the rationale of research for pandemic control from the 
perspectives of an infectious disease specialist, infection control personnel and advisory board members of COVID-19 
of Taiwan central government. As frontline physicians who are sensitive to identify problems, not based on published 
literatures, our research interests and focus are clinical oriented and target unmet medical needs and/or mission oriented 
from society perspective. We design research to tackle these problems, including clarify the problem and find solution 
while combating it to save lives at the same time.
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CS-7

Molecular Virology Study of SARS-CoV-2 and Related Clinical Applications

Shin-Ru Shih

Research Center for Emerging Viral Infection & Department of Medical Biotechnology and Laboratory Science, Chang Gung 
University 

Taiwan

This talk discusses viral genetic diversity and its impact on virus stability and antigenicity of SARS-CoV-2 isolates in 
Taiwan and comparison of their evolutionary trajectories with the global strains. Moreover, a two-variable generalize 
additive model analysis of antibody binding was developed as a surrogate neutralization test, which is used for evaluation 
of vaccine efficacy and it helps the development of protein subunit vaccine. Regarding antiviral research, we identified 
inhibitors involved in viral replication complex formation as potent antivirals not only for coronaviruses but also for other 
RNA viruses by EditCell Virology screening platform. The molecular and cellular mechanisms will be dissected in the talk. 

CS-8

Development of Nucleic Acid-Based Vaccine against COVID-19

Shih-Jen Liu

National Institute of Infectious Diseases and Vaccinology, National Health Research Institutes Taiwan

Globally, more than 100 million people were infected, and more than 2 million people died of COVID-19, by Jan 2021. The 
average mortality rate is approximately 2.16 % before the Omicron variant outbreak globally. Although the mortality rate 
of SARS-CoV-2 is lower than that of MERS-CoV and SARS-CoV infection, its transmissibility is higher. The development 
of efficient vaccines against COVID-19 new variants is an emergent need for global public health. The spike protein 
of SARS-CoV-2 is a major target for the COVID-19 vaccine. To respond to the outbreak of the SARS-CoV-2 pandemic, 
different types of vaccines have been developed that included inactivated viral vaccine, recombinant virus vaccines, 
recombinant protein vaccines and nucleic acid-based vaccines. There are at least 8 different vaccines have been approved 
for limited used and more vaccine candidates are in clinical development. Beyond the traditional inactivated virus vaccine 
or recombinant protein vaccine, the recombinant viral vaccines and nucleic acid vaccines could be quickly respond to 
the emergent infection. Here, we report a DNA plasmid containing the SARS-CoV-2 spike gene (pSARS2-S) for delivery 
via electric device. After immunization, sera were collected for antigen-specific antibody and neutralizing antibody titer 
analysis. We found that pSARS2-S immunization induced high levels of neutralizing antibodies against SARS-CoV-2. We 
further analyzed SARS-CoV-2 S protein-specific T cell responses and found that the immune responses were biased toward 
Th1. Importantly, pSARS2-S immunization in hamsters could induce protective immunity against SARS-CoV-2 challenge in 
vivo. Furthermore, we developped mRNA-based COVID-19 vaccine against Omicron varaint using trimeric S. Interesting, 
the Omicron mRNA vaccine cannot induce neutralizing antibody titers against Wuhan strain virus but still can protect 
animals from Wuhan strain virus challenge. These results indicated that neutralizing antibodies are not major immune 
effectors in the protect SARS-CoV-2 infection-induced diseases. The non-neutralizing antibodies or T cells may play more 
important roles to control COVID-19. 
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CS-9

Adaptive Immune Responses to SARS-CoV-2 Vaccination and Infection

Kuo-I Lin

Genomics Research Center, Academia Sinica
Taipei, Taiwan

SARS-CoV-2 infection has caused more than 6 million of deaths worldwide by the end of May 2022. Developing a broadly 
protective vaccine against multiple coronaviruses and its variants is the next urgent task. To reach this goal, it is critical 
to understand how immune responses are elicited by SARS-CoV-2 infection and how vaccines for COVID-19 work. We 
investigated into the adaptive immune responses in mice received a broadly protective vaccine, a mono-GlcNAcdecorated 
state (SMG) form of Spike protein. Mice immunized with SMG induced better antibody responses against a broad spectrum 
of SARS-CoV-2 variants of concern, as compared with that induced by fully glycosylated Spike protein (SFG). T folicular 
helper (Tfh) cells are a specialized CD4+ T cell subset that instructs the class switch recombination of Ig subclasses by 
provision of various types of cytokines. Our analysis of IgG subclass titer, and IFN-g or IL-4 production by Tfh cells revealed 
that SMG vaccine induced higher levels of IgG2a, a more balanced Th1/Th2 response, and more IFN-g expressing Tfh cells. 
Furthermore, SMG vaccine induced higher frequency of IL-21+ Tfh cells and an elevated level of granzyme B-producing 
CD8+ T cells. These results demonstrated that more potent humoral and cellular adaptive immunity was elicited by a better 
cross-protective vaccine. We examined the frequency and the profiles of Spikeprotein-specific B cells from the spleen of 
mice immunized with SFG or SMG, and found thatantibodies derived from several specific loci of IGHV and IGKV genes 
were enriched in the SMGgroup. A monoclonal antibody (mAb) m31A7 from the SMG immunized mice were isolated by 
single B cell screening platform. m31A7 could neutralize SARS-CoV-2 wild type and variants with sub-picomolar potency. 
m31A7 also showed potent prophylactic activity of SARS-CoV-2 infection in hACE2 mice. Our study demonstrated that 
removal of glycan shields of Spike proteinelicited more robust Tfh and CD8 T cell responses against SARS-CoV-2, as well 
as induced broadly protective antibodies that can efficiently neutralize SARS-CoV-2 variants. In addition, the peripheral 
immune cell profiles of patients recovered from SARS-CoV-2 infection, and the potential mode of action of several human 
mAbs isolated by single B cell screening platform will be discussed. 
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CS-10

An Anti-viral Lectin and a Broad-Spectrum COVID-19 Vaccine

Che Alex Ma

Genomics Research Center, Academia Sinica
Republic of China, Taiwan

The influenza virus hemagglutinin (HA) and coronavirus spike (S) protein mediate virus entry. HA and S proteins are heavily 
glycosylated, making them potential targets for carbohydrate binding agents such as lectins. Here, we show that the lectin 
FRIL, isolated from hyacinth beans (Lablab purpureus), has anti-influenza and anti-SARS-CoV-2 activity. FRIL can neutralize 
11 representative human and avian influenza strains at low nanomolar concentrations, and intranasal administration 
of FRIL is protective against lethal H1N1 infection in mice. FRIL binds preferentially to complex-type N-glycans and 
neutralizes viruses that possess complex-type N-glycans on their envelopes. As a homotetramer, FRIL is capable of 
aggregating influenza particles through multivalent binding and trapping influenza virions in cytoplasmic late endosomes, 
preventing their nuclear entry. Remarkably, FRIL also effectively neutralizes SARS-CoV-2, preventing viral protein 
production and cytopathic effect in host cells. These findings suggest a potential application of FRIL for the prevention 
and/or treatment of influenza and COVID-19.
A major challenge to end the pandemic caused by severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2) is 
to develop a broadly protective vaccine that elicits long-term immunity. As the key immunogen, the viral surface spike 
(S) protein is frequently mutated, and conserved epitopes are shielded by glycans. Here, we revealed that S protein 
glycosylation has site-differential effects on viral infectivity. We found that S protein generated by lung epithelial cells has 
glycoforms associated with increased infectivity. Compared to the fully glycosylated S protein, immunization of S protein 
with N-glycans trimmed to the mono-GlcNAc-decorated state (SMG) elicited stronger immune responses and better 
protection for human angiotensin converting enzyme 2 (hACE2) transgenic mice against variants of concern (VOCs). In 
addition, a broadly neutralizing monoclonal antibody was identified from SMG immunized mice that could neutralize wild 
type (WT) SARS-CoV-2 and VOCs with sub-picomolar potency. Together, these results demonstrate that removal of glycan 
shields to better expose the conserved sequences has the potential to be an effective and simple approach for developing 
a broadly protective SARS-CoV-2 vaccine.
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CS-11

Development of SARS-CoV-2 Delta x Omicron Hybrid mRNA Vaccine

Mi-Hua Tao

CEO, Translational Medicine Division, Biomedical Translation Research Center, Academia Sinica 
Research Fellow, Institute of Biomedical Sciences, Academia Sinica 

Taiwan

Background 
With the continuous emergence of new SARS-CoV-2 variants that feature increased transmission and immune escape, 
there is an urgent demand for a better vaccine design that will provide broader neutralizing efficacy. 
Methods
We report an mRNA-based vaccine using an engineered “hybrid” receptor binding domain (RBD) that contains all 16 
pointmutations shown in the currently prevailing Omicron and Delta variants. 
Results
A booster dose of hybrid vaccine in mice previously immunized with wild-type RBD vaccine induced high titers of broadly 
neutralizing antibodies against all tested SARS-CoV-2 variants of concern (VOCs). In naïve mice, hybrid vaccine generated 
strong Omicron-specific neutralizing antibodies as well as low but significant titers against other VOCs. Hybrid vaccine also 
elicited CD8+/IFN-γ+ T cell responses against a conserved T cell epitope present in wild type and all VOCs. 
Conclusions
These results demonstrate that inclusion of different antigenic mutations from various SARSCoV-2 variants is a feasible 
approach to develop cross-protective vaccines.
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Educat ional Work shop
EW-1

Make the Most of Your PhD Study

Moses Shang-Min, Lin
 

Department of International Affairs, Academia Sinica
Taiwan

PhD study is exciting, stimulating, but also challenging and frustrating. One might even consider a marathon more 
manageable than a PhD, at least knowing when a marathon end. Therefore, you may be interested in knowing how to 
manage and make the most of your PhD journey from the other people’s experience. In this session, the speaker will share 
his experience about keeping balance between work and life during this journey. In addition, he will present the TACE 
(Transition, Acquisition, Completion and Employability) framework which is wildly applied in the UK doctoral academy 
system. He hopes this 4-stage indication concerning what learning opportunities to consider and when along your PhD 
journey can inspire you, although this will vary across disciplines and programs.

EW-2

What I have Learned when Studying for a PhD in TIGP

Cheng-Chung Wang

Institute of Chemistry; Chemical Biology and Molecular Biophysics Program, TIGP, Academia Sinica
Taiwan

Joining TIGP to pursue for a PhD is one of my most important decisions in my mid-twenties. I became one of the very 
first three students in CBMB and the first five in the entire TIGP. I have truly faced and overcame many great challenges 
and of course have also learnt a lot from this excellent program.  In this presentation, I will share my experience and some 
interesting stories of mine to hopefully inspire and aspire the younger students who are studying in TIGP. 
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EW-3

Decoding Postdoc Hunting and Hiring: a Case Study on Myself

Ming-Jung Liu
 

Agricultural Biotechnology Research Center, Academia Sinica
Taiwan

What are your plans after PhD? While the “default-postdoc” seems an option, why do you pursuit a postdoc position as the 
next career move? Even that is decided, a bunch of questions comes: When to start? Where (geographically) to go? How 
to choose a lab and a “good” boss? How to secure the dream position? In this talk, I will share personal experience from my 
own career for hunting a postdoc position and also for recruiting a postdoc.

EW-4

Resume Writing and Interview Skills

Wendy Ying-Wen Lin

AnHorn Medicines Co., Ltd.
Taiwan

This workshop on Resume Writing and Interview Skills addresses the practical skills and experiences in preparation of job 
searching in Taiwan. As such, it draws upon resume writing and interview skills to meet the industry hiring needs. Also the 
course provides the perspectives and insights of both interviewee and interviewer into structures, processes and dynamics 
that are inherent to real interview situations. Participants are invited to consider both structural and cultural aspects and 
the extent to which these can be influenced in an interview conversation. Topics covered include resume and cover letter 
writing to get interview opportunities, interview preparation and best practices, and finally dealing with difficult interview 
questions.
Please do not hesitate to approach the instructor for further explanations or clarifications should this be needed.
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Sympos ium 
SP1-1

MYC & Challenges in Targeting Cancer Metabolism

Chi Van Dang

Ludwig Institute for Cancer Research
Johns Hopkins University 

USA

Twenty-five years since MYC was linked to glucose metabolism and the Warburg effect through its regulation of glycolytic 
genes, particularly lactate dehydrogenase A (LDHA), there has been limited approval of cancer metabolism drugs. Although 
the first successful chemotherapeutic agent was the anti-metabolite anti-folate xxx that cured childhood cancers, recent 
advances in the science of cancer metabolism uncovered barriers to targeting metabolism, such as metabolic flexibility, or-
gan specific metabolic wiring, and the role of immune cell metabolism in cancers. Nonetheless, with the insight that targets 
whose inhibition render cancer cell vulnerable but do not harm anti-tumor immunity provides hope that unbiased CRISPR/
Cas9-mediated genetic screening will reveal novel therapeutic opportunities. Using glutaminase (GLS), which converts glu-
tamine to glutamate for mitochondrial catabolism, and LDH that converts pyruvate to lactate, proof-of-concept pre-clinical 
studies of a MYC-inducible transgenic model of liver cancer revealed that GLS inhibition can prolong survival, whereas 
LDH inhibition did not. These studies reveal unique metabolic dependency of this tumor model and raise the question of 
whether LDH inhibition might harm anti-tumor immunity because effector lymphocytes depending on robust glycolysis for 
cytolytic function. As such, studying well-controlled models that use both genetic and pharmacologic approaches will shed 
light on cancer metabolic vulnerabilities that are likely tumor type specific. While there are challenges, the hope of target-
ing cancer metabolism is vibrant and additional research should uncover unique opportunities that will end up helping can-
cer patients.

SP1-2

Plumbing Mysterious RNAs in “Dark Genome” for the Conquest of Human Diseases

Liuqing Yang

The University of Texas MD Anderson Cancer Center
USA

About 98% of the genes in our chromosomes appear to have no purpose, earning the unflattering nickname “junk DNA.” 
But with better tools developed over the last 20 years, scientists began to discover that all that junk actually produces a 
diverse menagerie of non-coding RNA species transcribed and set loose to drift around the cell. Currently, a fundamen-
tal challenge in the scientific community has been demonstrating the in-depth mechanistic characteristics of non-coding 
RNAs. Large-scale genomic or proteomic studies have been unable to provide answers and instead have generated enor-
mous amounts of information without solid genetic and molecular validation. Our latest research findings shift the scien-
tific paradigm by providing breakthroughs in the underlying molecular mechanisms of non-coding RNAs in various human 
diseases including Phenylketonuria, Muscular Dystrophy, and cancers. This presentation also aims to address “high-risk/ 
high-impact” ideas, approaches and/or technologies” by demonstrating the biological importance of long non-coding RNAs 
in human genetic diseases so that innovative non-coding RNA-based therapeutic avenues can be developed from the elu-
cidated molecular mechanisms.
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SP1-3

Cancer Modeling and Therapeutic Development Using Patient-Derived iPSCs

Dung-Fang Lee

1Department of Integrative Biology and Pharmacology, McGovern Medical School, The University of Texas Health Science Center 
at Houston, Houston, USA

2Center for Stem Cell and Regenerative Medicine, The Brown Foundation Institute of Molecular Medicine for the Prevention of 
Human Diseases, The University of Texas Health Science Center at Houston, Houston, USA

3Center for Precision Health, School of Biomedical Informatics, The University of Texas Health Science Center at Houston, Hous-
ton, USA

4The University of Texas MD Anderson Cancer Center UTHealth Graduate School of Biomedical Sciences, Houston, USA

In vitro modeling of human disease has recently become possible due to induced pluripotent stem cell (iPSC) methodolo-
gies. Characterized by their ability to self-renew indefinitely and differentiate into all cell lineages of an organism like em-
bryonic stem (ES) cells, iPSCs provide a powerful and unlimited source of cells to generate differentiated cells that can be 
used to elucidate disease pathogenesis, for drug discovery and development, toxicology screening, personalized healthcare 
and eventually cell transplantation-based therapies. 
Rare human hereditary disorders provide unequivocal evidence of the importance of genes in human disease pathogene-
sis and offer powerful insights into their roles in human disease pathogenesis. There is a cluster of familial syndromes that 
predispose to the development of osteosarcoma and are of relevance to understanding the underlying genetics. Li-Frau-
meni syndrome (LFS), hereditary retinoblastoma (RB), and Rothmund-Thomson syndrome (RTS), caused by germline p53 
mutation, RB1 deletion, and RECQL4 mutation, respectively, have been described to have a greatly increased incidence of 
osteosarcoma. Here, we update our current progress on applying patient-derived iPSCs to dissect the pathological signal-
ing which provides future insights for clinical treatment strategies targeting patient-associated malignancies.
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SP1-4

Marker-Guided Effective Therapy (Mget)

Mien-Chie Hung

President / Chair Professor, China Medical University 
Taiwan

Anti-PD-1/PD-L1 therapy is a promising approach in cancer therapy. We showed that glycosylation of PD-L1 is required 
for its protein stability and interaction with PD-1 (Nature Communications 2016). We demonstrated TNFα as a major factor 
triggering cancer cell immunosuppression against T cell surveillance via stabilization of programmed cell death-ligand 1 
(PD-L1) (Cancer Cell 2016). In collaboration with StCube Pharmaceuticals Inc., we have developed monoclonal antibod-
ies against glycosylation-specific PD-L1. Impressive therapeutic effect was observed through antibody-drug-conjugate 
approach (Cancer Cell 2018a & Cancer Res 2020). Furthermore, we developed effective combination therapy by met-
formin-activated AMPK kinase to downregulates PD-L1 through alteration of glycosylation of PD-L1 and (Molecular Cell 
2018). Our group has conducted a series of vigorous studies to identify additional potential targets to overcome PD-1/PD-
L1 resistance and develop effective combination therapy including c-MET inhibitors (Gastroenterology 2019), IL-6/JAK1 
pathway (J Clin Invest 2019), and Galectin-9 (Nature Comm 2021). These findings provide potential therapeutic strategies 
to enhance cancer immune therapy efficacy by targeting PD-L1 stabilization to combat multiple cancer types. We report-
ed a novel PD-L1 function that is independent of its role in immune checkpoint in Nature Cell Biology 2020--PD-L1 in the 
nucleus harbors a nuclear transcriptional activity and promotes tumor pyroptosis downstream of TNFα. More recently, 
we further identified molecular mechanisms that caused resistance to anti-PD-1/PD-L1 therapy (J Clin Invest, 2021) and 
currently are developing new therapeutic approach to overcome the resistance. This talk will include our discoveries on 
developing therapies for lung or pancreatic cancers (Cancer Cell 2018b, 2018c); a new methodology to retrieve antigen by 
protein deglycosylaton improves predictive ability of PD-L1 as a biomarker for immunotherapy. (Cancer Cell 2019, AJCR 
2022). I will also summarize multiple new advances of anti-PD-L1/ PD-1 that have recently been developed in the litera-
ture (Nature Reviews Clinical Oncology, 2022). In addition, we identified the inhibition of the protein kinase activity of PCK1 
as a potential treatment strategy in HCC (Nature 2020) and currently developed high throughput screening strategy to 
identify potential inhibitors for treatment.
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SP2-1

Biomechanics of Leukocyte Extravasation and Amoeboid Migration through 3D Matrices

Amy Schwartz1, Joshua Francois1,2, Adithan Kandasamy3,4, Yi-Ting Yeh3,4, Shu Chien2, Juan C. Lasheras1,2, and
 Juan Carlos. Del Alamo 3,4

1 Mechanical and Aerospace Eng. Dept., University of California San Diego, CA 
2 Bioengineering Dept., University of California San Diego, CA 

3 Mechanical Engineering Dept., University of Washington, Seattle, WA 
4 Center for Cardiovascular Biology, University of Washington, Seattle, WA 

USA

Leukocyte trafficking from blood vessels to injured or infected sites in surrounding tissues plays a primary role in inflam-
matory and innate immune responses. Trafficking requires leukocytes to negotiate environments with varied geometrical 
configurations and biophysical properties, including vascular endothelial cell (VEC) barriers and restrictive three-dimen-
sional (3D) extracellular matrices. Leukocytes have a unique migratory versatility and can achieve efficient locomotion 
without heavily relying on proteolytic degradation. We summarize recent advances in our biomechanical understanding 
of diapedesis, the process by which leukocytes the endothelial monolayer, and the subsequent 3D amoeboid migration 
through fibrous extracellular matrices. Finally, we demonstrate that the biomechanical stimuli experienced by leukocytes 
during diapedesis elicit changes in their subsequent 3D migration phenotype. 
Diapedesis occurs at specific transmigration hotspots within the endothelium like tricellular VEC junctions. Leukocytes 
are known to probe the endothelium in search of these hotspots. However, it remains unclear how VEC junctions become 
transmigration hotspots, how leukocytes can sense them, and how leukocytes open junctional gaps and thrust themselves 
across them. To study these questions, we measured the 3D traction forces exerted by the leukocytes and the VEC mono-
layer tension. Using micropatterned VEC islands with reproducible profiles of endogenous tension, siRNA perturbations of 
VEC junctional adhesion molecules, and pharmacological manipulations of VEC contractility, we found that leukocytes per-
form diapedesis preferentially in locations where the magnitude and/or spatial gradients of VEC tension are increased. Fur-
thermore, we quantified the sequence of mechanical events involved in diapedesis, demonstrating that the forces exerted 
by leukocytes can modulate the VEC tension to open junctional gaps, and subsequently push into the underlying matrix to 
thrust invasive protrusions. 
We also studied leukocytes chemotaxing through 3D collagen matrices of varying pore sizes and measured the cell-gen-
erated 3D matrix deformations. In large-pore matrices, leukocytes deformed the matrix significantly and followed straight 
trajectories. However, they adapted their migratory strategy in less deformable, small-pore matrices, turning more fre-
quently to circumvent rather than remodel matrix pores. To balance more frequent turning with chemotactic efficiency, 
leukocytes coordinated successive turning directions, correcting deviations from chemotactic paths. The Arp2/3 complex 
was essential to orchestrate frequent, coordinated turning events. Arp2/3 inhibition caused a decrease in the frequency of 
turning events, leading to more persistent trajectories. However, it also caused a loss of coherence among turning events, 
making the Arp2/3-inhibited cells less efficient at chemotaxis. Finally, inhibiting protrusive or contractile forces shifted the 
transition in migratory strategy to less restrictive matrices, implying that mechanics play a crucial role in defining migratory 
phenotypes.
To address whether intimate physical contact between leukocytes and VECs during diapedesis affects subsequent leu-
kocyte migration, we let leukocytes undergo transendothelial migration in a transwell chamber and studied their che-
motactic migration through a 3D collagen gel matrix. Data collected from thousands of leukocyte trajectories show that 
transwell-sorted cells exhibit significantly decreased migratory persistence and significantly reduced expression levels of 
chemokine receptors CXCR1 and CXCR2. These results suggest that transendothelial migration may cause a loss of che-
motactic sensitivity and elicit a migratory phenotype more closely associated with spatial exploration than directed migra-
tion. 
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SP2-2

Dissecting Integrin-Mediated Mechanotransduction by Optogenetics

Pakorn Kanchanawong

Mechanobiology Institute & Department of Biomedical Engineering,
National University of Singapore

Republic of Singapore

Integrin-based focal adhesions are supramolecular assemblies dynamically self-organized from diverse ensemble of adhe-
some proteins to mechanically couple actin cytoskeleton with the external microenvironment via the integrin adhesions 
receptor.  Focal adhesions orchestrate cell-extracullar matrix interactions and play pivotal roles in cell motility, mechano-
transduction, and numerous signaling pathways.  In focal adhesions, massive (~270 Kda) adaptor proteins from talin family 
(talin1 and talin2) form structural and mechanical links connecting integrin to actin and contribute to focal nanoscale archi-
tecture.  Talin is essential for integrin-dependent cell adhesions, cell migration, and a wide range of mechanotransduction 
signalling pathways. Talin functions are believed to be generally mediated by its modular construction, mechanosensitive 
domains, and numerous protein-protein interaction sites, including integrin activation, actin binding, and autoinhibition.  
Additionally, talin also contains a C-terminal dimerization domain that is closely associated with one of the actin binding 
sites.  How the configuration of these functional modules contribute to the dynamic cellular functions of talin has been 
challenging to dissect.   I will discuss our recent works in engineering chemogenetics and optogenetics toolbox to enable 
precise on-demand control of molecular force transmision in talin. Application of these optogenetics tool enable us to 
delineate how different structural elements of talin contribute to integrin-mediated mechanotransduction.  For example, 
we demonstrated the ability to control talin dimerization or monomerization in live cells with spatiotemporal precision.  
Light-induced talin dimerization promotes talin recruitment, adhesion formation, and actin retrograde flow engagement, 
while light-induced monomerisation rapidly disassemble focal adhesion, disrupt talin-actin linkage and promote rapid actin 
retrograde flow.  Additionally, we found that optogenetically heterodimerized talin1/talin2 appeared to be fully competent 
in supporting focal adhesion assembly and functions, underscoring potential roles of talin1/talin2 heterodimer in cells.  Our 
results highlights the essential role of talin dimerization in adhesion formation and demonstrates the utility of optogenetics 
in interrogating complex mechanobiological processes.
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SP2-3

Mechanisms of Nuclear Positioning during Cell Migration and Skeletal Muscle Formation

Edgar Gomes

Instituto Medicina Molecular – JLA, Faculdade Medicina, Universidade Lisboa
Portugal

 
Connecting the nucleus to the cytoskeleton is relevant for multiple cellular processes and disruption of these connections 
result in multiple pathologies. Nuclear positioning within cell cytoplasm requires de connection between nucleus and the 
cytoskeleton.
We are interesting to understand the processes involved in these connections and the role for nuclear positioning in cell 
function.
We study cell migration and skeletal myofiber formation which required the connection between the nucleus and the cy-
toskeleton and precise nuclear positioning. We use different molecular and cellular approaches in combination with time-
lapse imaging analysis to address these questions.

SP2-4

Roles of Microtubule and Motor Proteins in Neuronal Migration and Brain Development

Jin-Wu Tsai

Institute of Brain Science, College of Medicine, National Yang Ming Chiao Tung University (NYCU)
Taipei, Taiwan

Neuronal migration is one of the important processes during neural development, in which newborn neurons leave the ger-
minal zone and tranvel to their destinations to perform physiological functions in the nervous system. Neuronal migration 
disorders (NMDs) are a group of brain malformations resulting from defects in neuronal migration during development of 
the cerebral cortex, including lissencephaly, double cortex, and periventricular nodular heterotopia. The patients often suf-
fer from epilepsy, developmental delay, and cognitive impairments. To date, the genetic causes of a number of NMDs have 
been identified, such as LIS1, DCX, ARX, TUBA1A, NDE1, KATNB1, and CDK5. Many of these genes are associated with mi-
crotubules and/or the molecular motor dynein. Using in utero electroporation to knock down these genes and monitoring 
cellular and subcellular events with live cell imaging in brain slices, we found that LIS1 together with dynein facilitates cen-
trosomal and nuclear movements during neuronal migration. Recently, using whole exome sequencing (WES) in a cohort 
of patients with cortical malformation, we further identified variants in novel genes, CEP85L and BICD2, that cause lissen-
cephaly. We found that CEP85L is a centrosome protein localizing to the pericentriolar material, and knockdown of Cep85l 
causes a neuronal migration defect in mice. Similarly, BicD2 knockdown in mouse embryos inhibited neuronal migration. 
Surprisingly, we observed severe blockage of neuronal migration in cells overexpressing the specific lissencephaly-associ-
ated BICD2 variant p.Lys775Ter (K775X). Interestingly, BicD2 localized at the nuclear envelope (NE) through its interaction 
with NE protein Nesprin-2. K775X variant disrupted this interaction and further interrupted the NE recruitment of BicD2 
and dynein. These findings underscore impaired centrosomal and nuclear translocation during neuronal migration as an 
important mechanism of lissencephaly. Investigating the highly orchestrated molecular interactions in neuronal migration 
helps to understand the mechenobiology of brain morphogenesis during development and evolution. 
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SP3-1

Rethinking the Secretory Pathway

Benjamin Glick

Department of Molecular Genetics and Cell Biology, University of Chicago
USA

Newly synthesized secretory proteins traverse the Golgi apparatus, which is a set of disk-shaped cisternae. According to 
the cisternal maturation model, Golgi cisternae form de novo, progressively mature while carrying the secretory cargoes 
forward, and ultimately disintegrate into secretory vesicles and other carriers. Golgi cisternae are commonly depicted as a 
series of compartments, but the molecular basis of this concept is ambiguous. Cisternal maturation further complicates the 
attempt to define Golgi compartments. As an alternative, we propose that the Golgi should be viewed as a set of maturing 
cisternae, with various membrane traffic pathways being switched on and off during the lifetime of each cisterna. Charac-
terizing this system requires us to: 
•	 Identify the membrane traffic pathways that operate at the Golgi.
•	 Determine which components mediate each pathway.
•	 Elucidate the regulatory mechanisms that control the sequential activities of these pathways.
To achieve these goals, we are using kinetic analysis to track Golgi maturation in the yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae, which 
has optically resolvable non-stacked cisternae. This approach revealed that yeast cells lack distinct early endosomes and 
that endocytic vesicles fuse directly with the Golgi. It also revealed the existence of two AP-1-dependent intra-Golgi recy-
cling pathways downstream of COPI-driven intra-Golgi recycling. Kinetic and functional data are now enabling us to assign 
vesicle tethers to individual traffic pathways. Meanwhile, our study of endocytic recycling indicates that multiple traffic 
pathways coordinate to ensure that endocytic vesicles fuse with a maturing cisterna during an appropriate time window. 
More generally, we believe that the Golgi can be understood as a dynamic system controlled by a molecular logic circuit 
composed of GTPase networks and interconnected traffic pathways. S. cerevisiae is ideally suited to mapping the function-
al connections between different parts of the Golgi system. Functional pathways and logic circuits are central concepts in 
many areas of cell biology, and we propose that these concepts are equally powerful for describing membrane traffic.
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SP3-2

GTPase Regulation of Golgi Membrane Dynamics: A Structural Perspective

J. Christopher Fromme

Cornell University
USA

The Golgi complex is the central sorting station for nearly a third of all proteins in eukaryotic cells, but how cells regulate 
the flow of material through this organelle remains poorly understood. Secretory traffic must pass through the Golgi to be 
fully glycosylated and proteolytically processed. The Golgi must successfully traffic hundreds of membrane and lumenal 
proteins to several different sub-cellular destinations including the plasma membrane, endosomes, lysosomes, and the en-
doplasmic reticulum. Protein and membrane traffic into and out of the Golgi is controlled by GTPases of the Arf and Rab 
families that function by recruiting effector proteins to generate, transport, and tether membrane vesicles and tubules. 
The master regulators of these essential GTPase pathways are the GEF (guanine-nucleotide exchange factor) proteins that 
must “decide” where and when to activate their substrate GTPases. For most of these GEFs, we do not know how the lo-
calization, timing, and magnitude of their activity is regulated. Our understanding of regulation by GAPs (GTPase-activating 
proteins that inactivate GTPases by stimulating GTP hydrolysis) is better, but also incomplete. Therefore, we do not under-
stand the molecular logic of Golgi trafficking.
The Golgi Arf-GEFs and Rab-GEFs are large, conserved multi-domain proteins and multi-protein complexes, suggestive of 
complex regulatory behavior. Work from our lab and others has uncovered a network of cross-talk between multiple GT-
Pase pathways at the Golgi: these pathways communicate with each other through conserved protein-protein interactions 
in which an activated GTPase recruits the GEF or GAP of another GTPase to the correct Golgi compartment, and in some 
cases these interactions also regulate nucleotide exchange activity through allosteric mechanisms. This extensive cross-
talk between a relatively small number of Golgi trafficking pathways represents an outstanding model system for investi-
gating mechanisms of communication between signaling pathways within an organelle. 
We use the powerful budding yeast model, and all the factors we study are conserved across eukaryotes. Six different 
GTPases control virtually all traffic through the budding yeast Golgi complex, and these GTPases are activated by at least 
six different GEFs. Although conserved, the regulatory domains and subunits of these GEFs do not share obvious homol-
ogy with other domains of known function. For example, all of these GEFs must activate their GTPase substrates on the 
surface of the Golgi membrane, yet none of them possess canonical membrane-binding domains. Therefore, our work has 
focused on understanding the roles of these conserved non-catalytic domains and subunits in regulating membrane-bind-
ing and nucleotide-exchange activity. Although we have uncovered regulatory mechanisms for some of the Golgi GEFs, 
the others remain poorly understood, and the overall molecular logic of these pathways is only just beginning to come into 
focus. 
In this talk I will present recent work from our laboratory using cryoEM to determine the structures of multiple Golgi Arf-
GEFs and Rab-GEFs “caught in the act” of activating their GTPase substrates. The structures reveal how these GEFs inter-
act with the organelle membrane, how their activity is controlled, how they identify their substrates, and how the mem-
brane surface itself plays a key role in their behavior.
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SP3-3

The Cooperative Action of Two Different Classes of Tethers in 
Mediating Proper Recycling Transport upon Post-ER Stress

Fang-Jen S. Lee

Institute of Molecular Medicine, College of Medicine, and Department of Medical Research, National Taiwan University Hospital, 
National Taiwan University

Taiwan

The accumulation of misfolded proteins in the endoplasmic reticulum (ER) induces the unfolded protein response (UPR), 
which acts through various mechanisms to reduce ER stress. Whereas the UPR has been well studied for its effects on 
the ER, less understood has been its effects outside of the ER. The Golgi complex receives transport vesicles from the 
endosome through the following two types of tethering factors: long coiled-coil golgin and the multisubunit Golgi-associ-
ated retrograde protein (GARP) complex. Whether these two types of tethers cooperate in endosome-to-Golgi recycling 
remains unclear. Here, we report that ER stress induced by tunicamycin (TM) treatment increases the phosphorylation of 
golgin Imh1 to maintain the GARP-mediated recycling of the t-SNARE Tlg1 to the Golgi and the exocytic transport of the 
v-SNARE Snc1 from the Golgi to the plasma membrane. These effects of Imh1 requires its N-terminus region, which is 
conserved among the golgin tethers. Moreover, we identify the MAP kinase Slt2/ERK2 to phosphorylate Imh1, which is an 
Ire1-independent mechanism of activating Imh1. Altogether, these findings identify a specific function of the Golgi affect-
ed by ER stress, and elucidate a homeostatic response to restore this function, which involves both an Ire1-dependent and 
an Ire1-independent mechanism. The findings also identify a circumstance in which the cooperative action of two general 
types of tethers, as exemplified by Imh1 and GARP, is needed for endosome-to-Golgi transport. In doing so, we have also 
advanced a general understanding of how tethers act to mediate a transport pathway.
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SP3-4

Intracellular Transport and Kinesin superfamily Molecular Motors, KIFs: 
Regulation of Brain Functions, Development and Related Diseases 

Nobutaka Hirokawa

University of Tokyo, Graduate School of Medicine
Japan

The intracellular transport is fundamental for cellular morphogenesis, functioning and survival. To elucidate this mechanism 
we have identified and characterized kinesin superfamily proteins, KIFs, using molecular cell biology, molecular genetics, 
biophysics, and structural biology. 
KIFs transport various cargoes such as mitochondria (KIF1Balpha/KIF5s), synaptic vesicle precursor (KIF1A/KIF1Bbeta), 
NMDA type (KIF17/KIF3) and AMPA type (KIF5s) glutamate receptors and mRNAs with a large protein complex (KIF5s) in 
neurons and other cells along microtubules. Concerning regulation of transport cells use adaptor proteins for recognition 
of cargos and phosphorylation and hydrolysis of G-proteins for loading and unloading cargoes. Molecular genetics unrav-
eled that KIFs play significant roles not only on basic cellular functions by transporting various important cargoes, but also 
on fundamental phenomena in life such as memory and learning (KIF17/KIF1A/KIF3), pain sensation (KIF1A/KIF26A) and 
development including brain wiring (KIF2A), activity dependent neuronal survival (KIF4), enteric neuronal development 
(KIF26A), determination of left-right asymmetry (KIF3) and suppression of tumorigenesis (KIF3). Furthermore, our recent 
studies uncovered defects of KIFs relate deeply with pathogenesis of certain neuro-psychiatric diseases such as memory 
disturbance (KIF17), epilepsy (KIF2A/KIF5A), elevated anxiety (KIF13A), neuropathy (KIF1A/KIF1Bbeta), and metabolic 
diseases such as type II diabetes (KIF12) and nonalcoholic fatty liver disease(NAFLD)(KIF12). In this symposium I will focus 
on our recent studies on KIFs and intracellular transport and involvement of KIFs with the mechanisms of molecular patho-
genesis of neuro-psychiatric diseases such as neuropathies and schizophrenia and metabolic diseases such as type II diabe-
tes and NAFLD.

SP4-1

Humans as the Model: Human Organ Farms

Quin Wills

CSO and Co-founder at Ochre Bio
UK

‘Biology at Scale’ is a popular concept in modern drug discovery, where ‘big data’ and computation (‘AI’) intersect with biol-
ogy. However, without the correct models it often becomes ‘garbage in, garbage out’. In this talk we will cover how Ochre 
Bio is focusing on human-only ‘big data’ research of the liver to ensure correct models all the way through to the clinic. 
This includes the use of human ‘organ farms’ where human donor livers are maintained on machines to study the effects of 
therapies being developed.  
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SP4-2

The Starting Line of Your Next Cell Therapy Race Is the Right iPSC Line

Jiwu Wang

Ph.D., Allele Biotech and Scintillon Institute, USA
 
Cell therapies are ushering in a new era of breakthroughs across the clinic and transforming patient lives. Gene editing 
technologies further give us the power to reimagine cells as treatment vehicles. From islet replacement to cancer immuno-
therapy, cell therapies are realizing the power of precision medicine and bringing life-saving treatments to patients in dire 
need. While cell therapies can be equal parts exciting and challenging --from donor cell quality, consistency, to therapeutic 
scalability, cell therapies have many potentially derailing obstacles and nearly 43% of cell therapies experience develop-
mental roadblocks that can make them dead on arrival.  
There are important questions cell therapy developers need to ask about their donor cells, such as whether the donor cells 
are consistent in donor qualification, cell type, collection, and processing. Compared to other cell sources, iPSCs can be 
obtained and processed more easily under standard cGMP conditions, self-renew indefinitely to unlimited amount, differ-
entiate into virtually all cell types, and come with a clear runway to regulatory support due to transparency in the entire 
process. 
Good iPSC lines shouldn’t remember their origins; bad ones do. Reprogramming depth and efficiency yield iPSC lines ready 
for all differentiation protocols. From validated cleanroom operations to the most basic reagent, it is critical to begin with 
the cleanest possible slate to ensure that your therapeutic program achieves timely passage through all stages of clinical 
development all the way to marketable products.
CRISPR edited human iPSC can potentially create cell populations with corrected disease genotypes or added beneficial 
genes for cell therapeutic purposes. In recent history, it would be rather difficult to argue a more significant pair of innova-
tions in the field of biomedical sciences than the development of cellular reprogramming into iPSC and CRISPR-mediated 
genome editing in human cells, particularly human iPSCs.
While the employment of these two innovations have undoubtedly shaped the landscape of translational medicine, in vitro 
synthesized mRNA as a vehicle for transient gene expression has garnered an increased prominence due to very recent in 
vivo advancements brought about by the Covid 19 vaccines. Although the use of synthetic mRNA has been around for de-
cades, its recognition was revitalized by its use as a gene delivery platform for reprogramming cells into iPSC by teams such 
as Moderna and Allele Biotech. This reprogramming technique touts a footprint free method of introducing exogenous 
genes without the same concerns of genetic integration found in other gene delivery platforms like DNA or viruses. Just as 
mRNA has been harnessed to augment the development of stem cell and vaccine technology, it has and will continue to be 
an effective tool in CRISPR based gene editing in iPSC. A footprint free, efficient, and powerful gene expression platform 
like synthetic mRNA can be very appealing in the regulatory aspect for CRISPR-edited iPSC-based therapeutic pipelines.  
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SP4-3

The Light of Next-Generation CAR-T

Chien-Ting Lin

1. Adjunct Attending Physician, Department of Hemato-oncology, National Taiwan University Cancer Center Hospital, Taiwan
2. Senior medical advisor, Anbogen Therapeutics, Taiwan

Chimeric antigen receptor T cells (CART), as well as other immunotherapies, are important progress in cancer therapy in 
recent years. With the growth of treatment experience in clinical trials, we are more familiar with the CART toxicities such 
as cytokine release syndrome and CART-related encephalopathy syndrome. Although a lot of progress has been made, 
scientists have more and more tasks to do, including further improvement of efficacy, persistence, and safety. Extremely 
high cost is another hurdle for physicians and patients. Universal CART is currently under testing in clinical trials and may 
provide a good solution to reduce economic burdens. 

While CART targeting CD19 and B cell maturation antigen (BCMA) for various hematological cancers are so encouraging, 
targeting solid cancers is much more difficult because of the lack of good tumor-specific antigens and the complexity of 
tumor microenvironment. We will discuss several possible strategies to develop next-generation CAR-T. We will also try to 
analyze the possibility of non-viral transduced CAR-T.

SP5-1

Metabolic Stress Signaling by JNK

Roger J. Davis

Molecular Medicine, UMass Chan Medical School
USA

The cJun NH2-terminal kinase (JNK) signaling pathway is implicated in the pathogenesis of diabetes.  High fat diet-induced 
obesity causes activation of JNK in insulin target tissues.  JNK-deficient mice are resistant to the effects of feeding a high 
fat diet, including protection against insulin resistance and failure of obesity development.  We have used tissue-specific 
JNK-deficient mice to probe the mechanism of JNK regulation of insulin resistance and obesity.  We show that JNK plays 
different roles in multiple tissues and that the phenotype of whole body JNK-deficient mice reflects the interactions be-
tween these different JNK-dependent processes.  The molecular mechanisms of JNK function will be discussed.  
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SP5-2

Protein Tyrosine Phosphatases and the Regulation of Cell 
Signaling: From Basic Research to New Therapeutics

Nicholas K. Tonks

Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory, Cold Spring Harbor, NY 11724
USA

The protein phosphatases are critical, specific regulators of signaling that serve an essential function, in a coordinated 
manner with the protein kinases, to determine the response to a physiological stimulus. My laboratory takes a multidisci-
plinary approach to study the structure, regulation and function of the protein tyrosine phosphatase (PTP) family of en-
zymes, to illustrate their fundamental importance to the control of signal transduction under normal and pathophysiologi-
cal conditions. As functional studies have established links to disease, the PTPs have been garnering attention as potential 
therapeutic targets; however, they remain a largely untapped resource for drug development. 
A focus of the lab is PTP1B, the prototypic member of the PTP family that I discovered ~30 years ago. It is a validated tar-
get for diabetes and obesity, as well as HER2-positive cancer, and as such has been the subject of extensive drug discovery 
efforts. PTP1B is a challenging target for drug development, which led industry to conclude that the members of the PTP 
family are “undruggable”. Consequently, new approaches are required to exploit this important target effectively and rein-
vigorate drug discovery efforts. 
Now, the detailed understanding of the structure and function of PTP1B, which we have generated in an academic setting, 
is revealing new approaches to the development of small molecule drug candidates. This includes small molecules that 
harness the physiological regulation of PTP function by reversible oxidation, as well as allosteric inhibitors that stabilize 
an inactive conformation of PTP1B that is encountered in the absence of substrate and chelate copper specifically. These 
studies have opened up unanticipated ways to modulate the activity of critical signaling pathways in vivo. The application 
of these inhibitors is now revealing new functions of PTP1B and suggesting new indications in which these molecules may 
be applied for therapeutic benefit.

SP5-3

Cytokine Signaling: Many Answers, Many Remaining Questions

John Joseph O’Shea

NIAMS- NIH
USA

The discovery of the JAK-STAT pathway 30 years ago generated a new paradigm in signal transduction explaining how 
extracelular polypeptides could rapidly induce gene expresión.  These discoveries provided new insights to human disease 
but also facilitated the development of a new class of drugs, JAK inhibitors, for the treatment of autoimmune, autoinflam-
matory and allergic disease along with COVID-19.  Much is now being learned about how this pathway impacts the entire 
genome and despite the many advances much needs to learned how this pathway integrates with other signals and mech-
anisms to provide selective, rapid cell-cell communication in vivo.   
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SP5-4

IL-17 Family Cytokines in Inflammation and Cancer

Chen Dong

Shanghai Immune Therapy Institute and Institute for Immunology, Tsinghua University

Our mucosal systems protect us from environmental pathogens, and their barrier function must be well maintained and 
repaired after damage. IL-17 family cytokines have emerged as critical players in mucosal immunity and inflammatory dis-
eases. IL-17, also called IL-17A, is produced by specialized T cells, Th17 and other innate lymphocytes. Th17 cells are im-
portant in tissue inflammation and autoimmunity. On the other hand, several other members of the family are produced by 
epithelial cells, and function to regulate mucosal homeostasis and barrier maintenance, as well as directing certain type of 
adaptive immune responses. In the conference, I will discuss on our recent data on the function of IL-17 cytokines in mu-
cosal inflammation and homeostasis, especially on the new IL-17D/CD93 axis. IL-17 family cytokines serve as important 
targets in treating immune diseases.

SP6-1

Mapping RNA Structures in Single Cells

Yue Wan

Genome Institute of Singapore
Singapore

RNA structure is critical for multiple steps in gene regulation. However, how structures of transcripts differ both within and 
between individual cells in not known. Here, we develop a method enabling the simultaneous determination of transcript 
structure and abundance at single cell resolution and apply it to human embryonic stem cells (hESCs) and differentiating 
neurons. Remarkably, RNA structure overall is more homogeneous in hESCs compared to neurons, with the greatest ho-
mogeneity found in coding regions. More extensive heterogeneity is found within 3’ UTRs and is determined by specific 
RNA binding proteins. Overall RNA structure profiles better discriminate cell type identity and differentiation stage than 
gene expression profiles alone. We further discover a cell type variable region overlapping helix 44 of 18S rRNA that is as-
sociated with cell cycle and translation control. Our method thus opens the door to the systematic characterization of RNA 
structure-function relationships at single cell resolution. 
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SP6-2

Genome Regulation through R-Loops

Kavitha Sarma

The Wistar Institute

Numerous proteins function in regulating the cellular levels of R-loops, the three stranded nucleic acid structures that ac-
cumulate in neurological diseases and cancers and that contribute to genome instability.  Using a proximity-dependent la-
beling system, we uncovered the R-loop proteome and unexpectedly discovered an enrichment of zinc and homeodomain 
containing proteins.  We focus on the activity dependent neuroprotective protein (ADNP), a frequently mutated gene in 
autism spectrum disorder (ASD) and one of our top candidates and show that ADNP contains R-loop resolution activity in 
vitro that is dependent on its homeodomain.  In vivo, ADNP suppresses R-loops exclusively at its own binding sites.  No-
tably, deletion of the homeodomain, a common occurrence in ADNP syndrome patients, results in R-loop accumulation at 
ADNP sites and compromises neuronal differentiation.  Our findings point to a potential new role for homeodomain pro-
teins in R-loop regulation that have important implications to numerous developmental disorders and cancers.

SP6-3

Functions and Modes of Action of Long Noncoding RNAs in Mammalian Cells

Igor Ulitsky

Departments of Biological Regulation and Molecular Neuroscience, Weizmann Institute of Science, Rehovot, Israel

It is now clear that many intergenic regions in eukaryotic genomes give rise to a range of processed and regulated tran-
scripts that do not appear to code for functional proteins. A subset of these are long (>200 nt), capped, and polyadenylated 
RNAs transcribed by RNA polymerase II and collectively called long noncoding RNAs (lncRNAs). The recent estimates are 
that the human genome may have >50,000 distinct lncRNA-producing loci, many of which show tissue-specific activity 
and dysregulation in human disease, including cancer and neurodegeneration.  
Given the growing number of lncRNAs implicated in human disease or required for proper development, fundamental 
questions that need to be addressed are: Which lncRNAs are functional? How is functional information encoded in the 
lncRNA sequence? Is this information interpreted in the context of the mature or the nascent RNA? What are the iden-
tities and functional roles of specific sequence domains within lncRNA genes? These are challenging questions, primarily 
because of the substantial heterogeneity in mechanisms utilized by lncRNAs and the current paucity of lncRNAs with 
well-understood mechanisms. We are tackling these questions by combination of experimental methods with a focus on 
lncRNA functions in early cell fate decisions and computational methods focused on lncRNA evolution. I will describe our 
efforts to decode conserved combinations of short functional sequence elements in lncRNAs, with a particular focus on 
the Chaserr/Chd2 and Silc1/Sox11 pathways.
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SP6-4

Mislocalized NEAT1-Induced Cytoplasmic TDP-43 Condensate Assembly 
Leads to TDP-43 Proteinopathy in ALS Motor Neurons

Hung-Chih Kuo

Institute of Cellular and Organismic Biology, Academia Sinica
Taiwan

Amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS) is a progressive motor neuron degenerative disease with a pathological hallmark of cy-
toplasmic TDP-43 aggregates. However, the mechanisms underlying TDP-43 proteinopathy are still unknown. Our in vitro 
differentiation of ALS-induced pluripotent stem cells and isogenic controls revealed upregulation of paraspeckle-associat-
ed lncRNA NEAT1 isoforms in ALS-iPSC-derived motor neurons (MNs). Intriguingly, the upregulated NEAT1 isoforms were 
mislocalized to the cytoplasm of ALS-iPSC-MNs, and cytoplasmic NEAT1 provoked TDP-43 and TDP-43M337V liquid-liquid 
phase separation, generating long-lived protein condensates. These condensates had reduced mobility and were convert-
ed into aggregates, which ultimately co-aggregated with phospho-TDP-43. Disruption of NEAT1 expression lowered its 
cytoplasmic levels and also reduced levels of TDP-43/TDP-43M337V condensates. Treatment of NEAT1-antisense oligonucle-
otides to ALS-3D neuromuscular organoids promoted neuromuscular junction formation, function and muscle contractility. 
These findings suggest that cytoplasmic NEAT1 initiates TDP-43-associated pathology, and NEAT1-ASO attenuates patho-
logical TDP-43 aggregation, which may prevent motor neuron degeneration and muscle weakness in ALS. 

SP7-1

Regulation of Neural Stem Cell Fate

Yukiko Gotoh

1Graduate School of Pharmaceutical Sciences, 2International Research Center for Neurointelligence (WPI-IRCN), The University of 
Tokyo, Tokyo 

Japan

Neurogenesis in the adult mammalian brain takes place at two regions; the subventricular zone of the lateral ventricles and 
the subgranular zone of the hippocampal dentate gyrus, where neural stem cells (NSCs) persist, arguably, throughout life. 
Adult neurogenesis has been implicated in promoting cognitive and mood-regulating functions as well as innate behaviors. 
Accumulating evidence has indicated that enriched environment, exercise, and anti-depressant treatment increase adult 
neurogenesis, while stress and aging reduce it. Adult NSCs are mostly in the “quiescent” state (i.e., they do not frequently 
divide for neurogenesis), and the rate of neurogenesis depends on the abundance and activation (division) frequency of 
adult NSCs. A fundamental question in understanding adult neurogenesis is therefore how adult NSCs emerge during de-
velopment at these two neurogenic niches and what regulates this emergence and activation process of NSCs. I would like 
to discuss these points and their possible relevance for cognitive/mood impairment.
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SP7-2

iPSCs from Reproductively Activated and Suppressed Naked Mole-Rats: a 
Toolbox for the Study of Developmental Tempo, Fertility and Aging

Jonathan Bayerl1, Bryan Pavlovic3, Julia Bernard1,2, Melissa Holmes4, Alex Pollen3, Diana J Laird1,2

1 Department of ObGyn and Institute for Regeneration Medicine, University of California - San Francisco, San Francisco, CA USA
2 Bakar Aging Research Institute

3 Weill Institute for Neurosciences and Institute for Regeneration Medicine, University of California - San Francisco, San Francisco, 
CA USA

4 Department of Psychology, University of Toronto, Mississauga, Toronto, Canada

Despite advances in understanding of systemic aging, the decline in female fertility and age-dependent changes in the 
ovary remain elusive. The naked mole-rat (NMR) enjoys a life expectancy of over 30 years with lifelong fecundity. Similar to 
honeybees, NMRs live in colonies with one reproducing queen while the remainder of females remain pre-pubertal through 
social suppression; hence, this model organism permits separation of reproduction from aging. We generated the first col-
lection of skin fibroblasts and induced pluripotent stem cells (iPSCs) from both male and female NMRs of differing social 
status and age. We established a robust and efficient drug-inducible reprogramming platform. By optimizing growth condi-
tions (oxygen concentration, temperature, cell signal requirements), we derived alkaline phosphatase-positive iPSCs from 
NMR skin fibroblasts from neonates to 12 years of age and all social classes including queens, thus representing an entire 
NMR colony in a dish. Remarkably, 6-8 week iPSC reprogramming trajectories exceeded the duration in any other species 
and may reflect epigenetic resilience and intrinsic developmental timing unique to NMRs. Established iPSC lines exhibited 
a gene expression signature reminiscent of the inner cell mass (Oct4, Sox2, Nanog) and could be differentiated to all three 
germ layers in embryoid bodies, demonstrating they are bona fide iPSCs. Preliminary karyotypic analysis of different iPSC 
lines confirmed maintenance of euploidy without major chromosomal aberrations. In optimized culture conditions, estab-
lished NMR iPSCs from all social classes spontaneously gave rise to blastocyst-like structures and upregulated transcripts 
associated with trophectoderm (GATA3 and CDX2) and primitive endoderm (GATA6 and SOX17). Two key observations 
suggest that NMR iPSCs maintain epigenetic memory of their somatic source: (1) de-accelerated growth behavior in cells 
derived from queens compared to subordinates and (2) spontaneously silenced OKSM transgenes at a much higher fre-
quency in queen iPSCs compared to subordinates. Together these studies demonstrate that NMR iPSCs are a versatile and 
widely-accessible tool for studying chronology and are uniquely suited for untangling the molecular and epigenetic mecha-
nisms of aging and reproduction.
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SP7-3

Using a Diverse Panel of ALS Patient Stem Cells to Identify 
Broadly-Effective Therapeutic Targets

Justin Ichida

Department of Stem Cell Biology and Regenerative Medicine, University of Southern California Keck School of Medicine
USA

Amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS) is a fatal neurodegenerative disease that results from many diverse genetic causes. 
Although therapeutics specifically targeting known causal mutations may rescue individual types of ALS, these approach-
es cannot treat most cases since they have unknown genetic etiology. Thus, there is a pressing need for new therapeutic 
strategies that rescue multiple forms of ALS, particularly those with unknown etiologies. Misfolded protein accumulation 
induces neurodegeneration and is a common feature of ALS, but key aspects of canonical proteostasis pathways such as 
lysosomal function decline with age and may be difficult to stimulate effectively. Here, we performed a large-scale screen 
on a diverse panel of ALS patient-derived motor neurons to identify new targets that mitigate neurodegeneration across 
multiple forms of ALS. We show that pharmacological inhibition of PIKFYVE kinase activates an unconventional protein 
clearance mechanism involving exocytosis of aggregation-prone proteins. PIKFYVE inhibition ameliorates ALS pathology 
and motor dysfunction, and extends survival of animal models and patient-derived motor neurons representing diverse 
forms of ALS. Thus, ALS patient-derived neurons provide a valuable platform for identifying new therapeutic targets and 
reducing PIKFYVE activity may be a broadly-effective approach for treating ALS.

SP7-4

Environmental Effect on Hair Regeneration

Sung-Jan Lin

Departments of Biomedical Engineering and Dermatology, National Taiwan University Hospital
Taiwan

In mammals with a dense hair coat, hair provides first-line protection by insulating skin from environmental insults. Skin 
injury or external environmental changes can activate hair follicle stem cells hair regeneration, suggesting hair follicle stem 
cells are endowed with the ability to sense cues from the external environment and skin injuries. Understanding how hair 
follicle stem cells react to these cues for activation can thus help to development new treatment strategies for hair loss. In 
this lecture, I will talk about how hair follicle stem cells sense the external environmental stimuli, such as light, temperatura 
and chemical stimulus, for regeneration through both non-inflammatory and inflammatory pathways. These are mediated 
by neuronal circuit initiated in distant sites or by different component cells in the hair follicle stem cell niche that relay the 
signals to hair follicle stem cells. 
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SP8-1

3D Genome Organization in the Epithelial-Mesenchymal Transition Spectrum

Ruby Yun-Ju Huang

School of Medicine, College of Medicine, National Taiwan University
Taiwan

The plasticity along the epithelial-mesenchymal transition (EMT) spectrum has been shown to be regulated by various 
epigenetic repertoires. Emerging evidence of local chromatin conformation changes suggests that regulation of EMT may 
occur at a higher order of three-dimensional (3D) genome level. Through Hi-C analysis and combine ChIP-seq data across 
cancer cell lines representing different EMT states, we demonstrate that the epithelial and mesenchymal genes are regu-
lated distinctively. We find that EMT genes are regulated within their topologically associated domains (TADs), with only 
a subset of mesenchymal genes being influenced by A/B compartment switches, indicating topological remodeling is re-
quired in the transcriptional regulation of these genes. At the TAD level, epithelial and mesenchymal genes are associated 
with different regulatory trajectories. The epithelial gene-residing TADs (eTADs) are enriched with H3K27me3 marks in the 
mesenchymal-like states. The mesenchymal gene-residing TADs (mTADs), which do not show enrichment of H3K27me3 
in epithelial-like states, exhibit increased interaction frequencies with regulatory elements in the mesenchymal-like states. 
To further decipher the heterogeneity of EMT spectrum, we propose a novel workflow coupling immunofluorescence and 
dielectrophoresis to unravel EMT heterogeneity at single-cell resolution. The predicted 3D structures of chromosome 10, 
harboring Vimentin, identify cell clusters of different states. Our results pioneer a novel avenue to decipher the complexi-
ties underlying the regulation of EMT and may infer the barriers of plasticity in the 3D genome context.

SP8-2

Non-Canonical Functions of Matrix Metalloproteinases 
during EMT of Xenopus Neural Crest Cells

Eric Théveneau

Center for Integrative Biology, CNRS, Toulouse
France

Matrix metalloproteinases (MMPs) are well known for their roles in matrix remodelling. However, it is now clear that MMPs 
can cleave numerous proteins outside of the matrix realm, can traffic to intracellular compartments and display non-cata-
lytic activities. In addition, MMPs expression patterns during embryo development and in adult tissues indicate that MMPs 
are not restricted to sites of matrix turnover or degradation. Therefore, these observations indicate that MMPs may have 
multiple non-classical roles that remain to be investigated and whose physiological relevance awaits demonstration. Cur-
rently, MMPs are not considered as important players during EMT but rather seen as late effectors that come into play 
during migration post-EMT. Our lab recently focused on MMP28 in the development of neural crest cells in Xenopus lae-
vis. We found MMP28 to be expressed prior to the initiation of EMT. MMP28 acts as a paracrine signal between adjacent 
tissues and its trafficking to intracellular compartments is critical for EMT of neural crest cells. This work provides a clear in 
vivo example of a physiologically relevant non-canonical role of an MMP.
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SP8-3

Deconstructing How EMT Transcription Factor Activation Leads 
to Coordinated Changes in Multiple Cellular Processes

Jamie Adams, Andrew Plygawko, Kyra Campbell

School of Biosciences
The University of Sheffield

Sheffield, UK

The epithelial-to mesenchymal transition (EMT) is a highly conserved cellular program through which cells switch from 
static epithelial to more migratory mesenchymal states. This switch in cell behaviour is driven by changes in many cellu-
lar processes including apicobasal polarity, cell-cell adhesion, cytoskeletal and basement membrane organisation, vesicle 
trafficking, and migratory capacity. While several transcription factors capable of regulating EMTs have been isolated, how 
these actually influence the cellular responses underlying EMT has remained poorly understood. 
To further understand this, we have been studying the EMT that underpins the formation of endodermal tissues in Dro-
sophila melanogaster. We have shown that this depends on the activation of a single transcription factor – Serpent, the 
Drosophila orthologue of human GATAs 4/6. We have been combining deep tissue live imaging, super resolution confocal 
microscopy and OMICs approaches to address how Serpent drives the precisely timed and coordinated changes in many 
cell processes. This approach has allowed us to identify novel cues acting together with Serpent to activate subsets of cell 
behaviours, allowing us to begin deconstructing EMT into its constituent networks.

SP9-1

Deciphering the Integrated Cell Migration System to Achieve “Synthetic Dysmobility”

Feng-Chiao Tsai

Dept. of Pharmacology, National Taiwan University College of Medicine, and  
Dept. of Internal Medicine, National Taiwan University Hospital, 

Taipei, Taiwan.

Cell migration is a potential therapeutic target regarding its importance in embryonic development, tissue regeneration, 
angiogenesis and cancer metastasis. Based on the fact that cell migration machinery is an integrated system intertwining 
cell signaling with cytoskeletons, and the success of “synthetic lethality” in antimicrobial & anticancer treatments, we ex-
amined if synthetic strategies could also be used in cell migration and conducted a screen of “synthetic dysmobility”. In this 
screen, human umbilical vein endothelial cells (HUVECs) were simultaneously treated with an shRNA targeting one of the 
119 genes and a drug suppressing one of the three major signaling pathways. Scratch wound healing assays were then em-
ployed to evaluate synthetic interaction between shRNAs and drugs.
This screen revealed several known shRNA-drug pairs with synthetic interaction, and several pair candidates that had not 
been identified previously. Our verification work started with the shSTK40-PD98059 (MAPK inhibitor) pair. Simultaneous 
suppression of STK40 and MAPK signaling synergistically reduced the migration of human endothelial cells, epithelial can-
cer cells and trophoblasts, supporting the generality of STK40-MAPK interaction across cell types. Single cell analysis with 
computational quantitation disclosed that STK40 regulated cell-cell coordination and cell-matrix adhesion via force-medi-
ated focal adhesion turnover. We further found that STK40 altered the stability and nuclear transportation of YAP, while 
MAPK signaling mediated the functional effectors of YAP, resulting in the collaborative remodeling of adhesion cytoskel-
etons. Thus, STK40, YAP and MAPK constitute an integrated system regulating cell migration. We are currently working 
on the translation of STK40-MAPK interaction to clinical application, and on the verification of other candidate pairs with 
potential synthetic interaction. Most importantly, our results prove the concept of “synthetic dysmobility,” which will lead 
to novel therapeutic strategies for cell migration-related diseases.
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SP9-2

Implementing Translational Research of New Drug Development: 
The Case for Hepatocellular Carcinoma (HCC)

Chiun Hsu

Graduate Institute of Oncology, National Taiwan University College of Medicine, Taipei, Taiwan

Multi-kinase inhibitors (MKI), immune checkpoint inhibitors (ICI), and their combinations, broaden the treatment landscape 
for patients with advanced-stage HCC. However, the efficacy of anti-PD1/ anti-PD-L1-based combination therapy ap-
peared plateaued. In this presentation, the role of translational research for HCC new drug development will be discussed 
from 3 perspectives. Firstly, the landmark studies underpinning progress of systemic therapy, and their accompanying 
biomarker research, for unresectable HCC will be reviewed. Secondly, the challenges of preclinical studies for HCC will be 
discussed using preclinical studies of MKI as examples. Finally, the recent development of multi-omics analyses of the HCC 
micro-environment will be explored for their potential roles in mechanistic exploration as well as biomarker identification.

SP9-3

B Cells and Antibodies are Major Players in Immunotherapy Response

Wolf H. Fridman

Cordeliers Research Centre, Université Paris-Cité, France

The presence of tertiary lymphoid structures (TLSs) and a high intratumoral density of B lymphocytes have been associ-
ated with improved survival in several tumor types. We investigated the impact of TLS on responses to immunotherapy 
and, analyzing a large-scale retrospective analysis of three independent cohorts of patients with cancer who were treated 
with anti-PD-1 or anti-PD-L1 antibodies, we showed that the presence of mature TLSs was associated with improved ob-
jective response rates, progression-free survival and overall survival, independent of PD-L1 expression status and CD8+ 
T cell density. To decipher the role of B cells in such responses, we performed spatial transcriptomics and examined the 
nature of B cell responses within TLS structures in renal cell carcinoma (RCC). B cells were enriched in TLS, and therein 
we could identify all B cell maturation stages toward plasma cell (PC) formation. B cell repertoire analysis revealed clonal 
diversification, selection, expansion in TLS and the presence of fully mature clonotypes at distance. In TLS+ tumors, IgG 
and IgA producing PCs disseminated into the tumor beds along fibroblastic tracks. TLS+ tumors exhibited high frequencies 
of IgG-producing PCs and IgG-stained and apoptotic malignant cells, suggestive of anti-tumor effector activity. Therapeu-
tic responses and progression-free survival correlated with IgG-stained tumor cells in RCC patients treated with immune 
check-point inhibitors. Thus, intratumoral TLS structures sustain B cell maturation and antibody production that is associat-
ed with response to immunotherapy, potentially via direct anti-tumor effects. We validated these findings in a prospective 
trial in metastatic Soft Tissue Sarcoma bearing patients. PEMBROSARC is a multi-cohort phase II study of pembrolizumab 
combined with low-dose cyclophosphamide in patients with advanced STS. The primary efficacy endpoint was 6-months 
non-progression rate (NPR). The 6-months NPR and the objective response rates previously reported in cohorts including 
all comers were 4.9% and 2.4%, respectively. We report here the results of the cohort enrolling patients selected based on 
the presence of TLS. 30 patients were eligible for the efficacy analysis. The 6-month NPR was 40%, the objective response 
rate was 30%. Exploratory analyses revealed that infiltration by antibody-producing plasma cells was associated with 
improved outcome as well as the presence of IgG antibodies on tumor cells. Altogether, these results establish that mat-
uration, selection and amplification of B cells in intratumoral TLSs results in Plasma Cells generation which may produce 
anti-tumor antibodies. The latter may amplify in situ antitumor immune responses leading to better therapeutic responses 
to immunotherapy.
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SP10-1

Impacts of Transcription and RNA on DNA Break Repair

Lee Zou

Massachusetts General Hospital Cancer Center, and Department of Pathology
Harvard Medical School, Charlestown, MA 

USA

Recent studies by others and us suggest that transcription and RNA have play important roles in the repair of DNA dou-
ble-stranded breaks (DSBs). Using a modified DR-GFP assay, we showed that the local transcription at sites of DSBs 
enhances homologous recombination (HR) substantially. Furthermore, when RNAs mimicking the pre-existing RNA tran-
scripts at DSBs are tethered to DNA damage sites, they are sufficient to stimulate HR, suggesting that the HR in tran-
scribed regions is enhanced by local RNA transcripts. Our data also show that RAD51AP1, a factor that promotes R-loop 
formation at DSBs, is critical for the stimulation of HR by transcription and RNA transcripts. Importantly, RAD51AP1 not 
only generates R-loops at DSBs but also in donor DNA, giving rise to DR-loops, an intermediate containing both DNA-
DNA and DNA-RNA hybrids. In vitro biochemical experiments show that DR-loops facilitate RAD51-mediated ssDNA 
invasion, providing a possible mechanism by which transcription stimulates DSB repair through HR. In addition to its stim-
ulatory role in HR, transcription also has a surprising function in suppressing erroneous DSB repair. We find that inhibition 
of RNA polymerase II leads to drastic reorganization of nucleoli and formation of aberrant protein condensates on rRNA. 
Concomitantly, transcriptionally active chromatin regions are mis-localized to nucleoli, resulting in an increase of gene fu-
sions. This increase of gene fusion preferentially occurs in the transcriptional active chromatin compartment and is depen-
dent on the formation of protein condensates in nucleoli. Taken together, our results have revealed that transcription plays 
critical roles in promoting accurate DSB repair and suppressing inaccurate DSB repair, thereby contributing to the mainte-
nance of genomic integrity.   

SP10-2

DNA Mismatch Repair in Cancer Immunotherapy

Guo-Min Li

University of Texas Southwestern Medical Center
USA

Tumors with defective mismatch repair (dMMR) are responsive to immunotherapy because of dMMR-induced neoanti-
gens and activation of the cGAS-STING pathway. While neoantigens result from the hypermutable nature of dMMR, it is 
unknown how dMMR activates the cGAS-STING pathway. We show here that loss of the MutLα subunit MLH1, whose 
defect is responsible for ~50% of dMMR cancers, causes loss of MutLα-specific regulation of exonuclease 1 (Exo1) during 
DNA repair. This leads to unrestrained DNA excision by Exo1, which induces increased ssDNA formation, RPA exhaustion, 
DNA breaks, and aberrant DNA repair intermediates. Ultimately, this generates chromosomal abnormalities and the release 
of nuclear DNA into the cytoplasm, which activates the cGAS-STING pathway and stimulates IFN production, leading to 
T-cell proliferation and tumor infiltration. Radiation further stimulates the immune signaling response. Correspondingly, 
MLH1-deficient cancer patients who resist anti-PD-1 therapy express low levels of cGAS/STING.  This study refines our 
understanding of the mechanisms underlying immunotherapy sensitivity and identifies new biomarkers for predicting effi-
cacy for dMMR patients.
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SP10-3

Genome Instability and Cancer: Lessons from Analysis of Homologous Recombination Factors

Ian D. Hickson

Center for Chromosome Stability, University of Copenhagen
Denmark

Our laboratory focuses on understanding how chromosomal instability impacts on human disease. We are particularly 
interested to define the role played by oncogene-induced DNA replication stress (RS) in the etiology of human cancer. 
Several years ago, we showed that cancer cells exposed to RS use a homologous recombination-based process to com-
plete the replication of certain loci (mainly very large, late-replicating genes such as common fragile sites). This process, 
which we term MiDAS, requires RAD52, POLD3 and PIF1, but is at least partially independent of RAD51. Through study-
ing RAD51-independent MiDAS, we have uncovered a key role for RAD51 (along with BRCA2) in protecting cells against 
genomic instability driven by conflicts between the replication and transcription machineries in early S-phase. These tran-
scription-replication conflicts occur at a set of loci distinct from those affected by drug-induced RS, and are largely early 
replicating, small genes. We also have a long-standing interest in the BLM gene, which is mutated in the cancer predispo-
sition syndrome, Bloom’s syndrome. BLM also functions during homologous recombination to protect replication forks 
from irreversible inactivation in S-phase, but also plays a key role in mitosis alongside the PICH translocase in ensuring the 
sister chromatid disjunction occurs faithfully. Our recent data indicate that BLM is required for the so-called abscission 
checkpoint, which prevents cell division until all DNA linkages between the segregating sister DNA molecules are resolved. 
We propose that this role might be critical for BLM’s tumor suppressive effects. The latest findings on these topics will be 
discussed.

SP10-4

Unveiling RAD51-Mediated DNA Dynamics in Replication Fork Restart

Hung-Yuan Chi 

Institute of Biochemical Sciences, National Taiwan University, Taipei, Taiwan 
Institute of Biological Chemistry, Academia Sinica, Taipei, Taiwan

Homologous recombination (HR)-mediated DNA dynamics is a prerequisite for the maintenance of genome stability. Dys-
regulation of the HR pathway is linked to tumorigenesis and cancer progression. Most importantly, cancer cells with HR 
deficiency are sensitive to PARP inhibitors by synthetic lethality. As such, unveiling the mechanisms of HR-mediated DNA 
transaction is critical for cancer prevention and precision medicine. RAD51 recombinase is the crucial player driving the 
homology-directed DNA exchange to repair the most lethal double-stranded breaks (DSBs). Interestingly, recent studies 
evidence that RAD51 machinery also participates in restarting stalled or collapsed replication forks. Specifically, RAD51 
and its accessory factors are required to form and protect the reversed fork, an intermediate DNA structure of the remod-
eling fork generated by converting a three-way stalled fork to a four-way chicken-foot structure. It remains enigmatic how 
RAD51 machinery regulates fork remodeling and stability mechanistically. In this conference, I will present our current 
progress on the functional significance of RAD51 and its associated partners in regulating the dynamics of replication forks 
in response to replication stress. The biochemical attributes of RAD51 machinery in the stability of stress forks will be dis-
cussed.
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Mini-Sympos ium
MS1-1

The Tubulin Code: A Cytoskeletal Mechanism Underlying Cellular Homeostasis

Carsten Janke

Institut Curie, CNRS UMR3348
Paris, France

The microtubule cytoskeleton has essential roles in cell division, shaping, intracellular transport, and motility. Despite their 
functional heterogeneity, microtubules are made from almost identical molecular building blocks called tubulin proteins. A 
variety of posttranslational modifications (PTMs) of tubulins are thought to fine-tune the properties and functions of the 
microtubules, a concept known as the ‘tubulin code’. A comprehensive understanding of the principles of the tubulin code, 
connecting its functions from the molecular to the cellular and organismal level, is today still lacking.
Having discovered the enzymes that catalyse tubulin polyglutamylation and polyglycylation allowed us to demonstrate 
their importance in organism homeostasis. We developed a panel of knockout mouse models lacking modifying enzymes 
involved in either polyglutamylation or polyglycylation. Analyses of these mice demonstrated that perturbation of specific 
tubulin PTMs can lead to neurodegeneration, male infertility, ciliary dysfunctions, or cancer. Strikingly, many of the 
observed defects develop slowly, over the lifetime of the animals, suggesting that similar perturbations could be involved 
in human age-onset disorders. 
Our current goal is to determine the molecular and cellular mechanisms underlying the observed physiological roles of 
tubulin PTMs. I will present our recent advances in developing biochemical assays with which we determine how tubulin 
PTMs affect intrinsic molecular properties of microtubules, how they control the interactions of microtubules with a variety 
of associated proteins, and how these molecular processes translate into specific cellular functions of the microtubule 
cytoskeleton. 
Understanding how the tubulin code regulates microtubule functions may substantially change our perception of the 
cytoskeleton’s role in the regulation of cellular functions over longer periods of time. It will help revealing the biological 
importance of the so-far barely studied molecular mechanisms that, if perturbed, can lead to disease.
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MS1-2

Non-Catalytic Allostery in α-TAT1 by a Phospho-Switch 
Drives Dynamic Microtubule Acetylation

Takanari Inoue

Department of Cell Biology
Center for Cell Dynamics
 Johns Hopkins University

USA

Spatiotemporally dynamic microtubule acetylation underlies diverse physiological and pathological events. Despite its 
ubiquity, the molecular mechanisms that regulate the sole microtubule acetylating agent, α-tubulin-N-acetyltransferase-1 
(α-TAT1) remain obscure. Here we report that dynamic intracellular localization of α-TAT1 along with its catalytic activity 
determines efficiency of microtubule acetylation. Specifically, we newly identified a conserved signal motif in the 
intrinsically disordered C-terminus of α-TAT1, consisting of three competing regulatory elements - nuclear export, nuclear 
import and cytosolic retention. Their balance is tuned via phosphorylation by CDK1, PKA and CK2, and dephosphorylation 
by PP2A. While the un-phosphorylated form binds to importins and resides both in cytosol and nucleus, the 
phosphorylated form binds to specific 14-3-3 adapters and accumulates in the cytosol for maximal substrate access. 
Unlike other molecules with a similar phospho-regulated signal motif, α-TAT1 uniquely uses the nucleus as a hideout. This 
allosteric spatial regulation of α-TAT1 function may help uncover a spatiotemporal code of microtubule acetylation in 
normal and aberrant cell behavior.
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MS1-3

Single-Molecule Imaging of Cytoplasmic Dynein in Cellulo Reveals 
the Mechanism of Motor Activation and Cargo Capture

Vaishnavi Ananthanarayanan

EMBL Australia Node in Single Molecule Science, School of Medical Science, University of New South Wales, Sydney
Australia

Cytoplasmic dynein 1 (dynein) is the primary minus end-directed motor protein in most eukaryotic cells. Dynein remains 
in an inactive conformation until the formation of a tripartite complex comprising dynein, its regulator dynactin and a 
cargo adaptor. How this process of dynein activation occurs is unclear, since it entails the formation of a three-protein 
complex inside the crowded environs of a cell. Here, we employed live-cell, single-molecule imaging to visualise and 
track fluorescently tagged dynein. First, we observed that only ~30% of dynein molecules that bound to the microtubule 
engaged in minus end-directed movement, and that too for a short duration of ~0.5 s. Next, using high-resolution imaging 
in live and fixed cells and using correlative light and electron microscopy and, we discovered that dynactin remained 
persistently attached to microtubules, and endosomal cargo remained in proximity to the microtubules and dynactin. 
Finally, we employed two-colour imaging to visualise cargo movement effected by single motor binding. Taken together, 
we discovered a search strategy that is facilitated by dynein’s frequent microtubule binding-unbinding kinetics: (1) in a 
futile event when dynein does not encounter cargo anchored in proximity to the microtubule, dynein unbinds and diffuses 
into the cytoplasm, (2) when dynein encounters cargo and dynactin upon microtubule-binding, it moves cargo in a short 
run. Several of these short runs are undertaken in succession for long-range directed movement. These discoveries were 
confirmed in a stochastic model incorporating dynamic motors binding to stationary cargo located along microtubules, and 
in a 3-state run-and-tumble particle (RTP) model that faithfully recapitulates the emergent cargo behaviour. In conclusion, 
we demonstrate that dynein activation and cargo capture are coupled in a step that relies on reduction of dimensionality 
to enable minus end-directed transport in cellulo.

MS1-4

Precise Control of Microtubule Disassembly in Living Cells

Yu-Chun Lin

Institute of Molecular Medicine, National Tsing Hua University
Taiwan

Microtubules (MTs) are components of the evolutionarily conserved cytoskeleton, which tightly regulates various cellular 
activities. Our understanding of MTs is largely based on MT-targeting agents, which, however, are insufficient to dissect 
the dynamic mechanisms of specific MT populations due to their slow effects on the entire pool of MTs in cells. To address 
this limitation, we have used chemogenetics and optogenetics to disassemble specific MT subtypes including tyrosinated 
MTs, primary cilia, mitotic spindles, and intercellular bridges, by rapid recruitment of engineered MT-cleaving enzymes onto 
target MTs. The MT disruption of our system is ~9-fold faster than two widely used MTAs and can be rapidly reversed by 
inhibiting the activity or MT association of the cleaving enzymes. Acute MT disassembly swiftly halted vesicular trafficking 
and lysosome dynamics. It also immediately triggered Golgi dispersal and endoplasmic reticulum reorganization and slowed 
down the fusion/fission of mitochondria without affecting mitochondrial membrane potential. Cell rigidity was increased 
after MT disruption owing to the elevated actomyosin. Unexpectedly, these MT disruption-triggered defects did not lead 
to cell death during interphase. In summary, the disassembly of targeted MTs with spatial and temporal accuracy enables 
to uncover new insights of how MTs and MT-based structures precisely regulate cellular architectures and functions in 
different physiological and pathological conditions. 
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MS1-5

γ-TuRC Regulates Neuronal Migration During Cortical Development

Jen-Hsuan Wei

Institute of Molecular Biology, Academia Sinica
Neuroscience Program of Academia Sinica

The γ-tubulin ring complex (γ-TuRC) is a multi-subunit protein complex composed of γ-tubulin and γ-tubulin complex 
proteins (GCPs, GCP2-6). γ-TuRC promotes microtubule assembly by serving as a template that allows efficient nucleation 
and elongation of α/β-tubulins into microtubule filaments. Therefore, it plays a crucial role in various cellular processes 
including cell division, cell polarization, cell migration and cell differentiation. Recent studies revealed that mutations 
in the γ-TuRC subunits and its activator Cdk5Rap2 cause malformations of cortical development (MCD), especially 
microcephaly. However, it remains largely elusive how γ-TuRC regulates cerebral cortex formation during embryonic brain 
development. In this study, we set out to systematically dissect the roles of γ-TuRC in this process and illuminate the 
molecular mechanisms underlying clinical deficits using mouse model. Our data indicate that knockdown of individual 
γ-TuRC subunits by in utero electroporation severely delays neuronal migration in developing brain. In particular, GCP2 
knockdown cells are stalled at the intermediate zone. Surprisingly, loss of GCP2 does not affect progenitor proliferation 
or induce neuronal cell death. Instead, GCP2 knockdown cells fail to differentiate into the neuronal lineage. Furthermore, 
using live brain-slice imaging, we found that GCP2 knockdown compromises radial migration. These findings suggest that 
GCP2 is indispensable for establishing neuronal polarity that guides directional migration and neuronal maturation during 
embryonic brain development.

MS1-6

Tubulin Concentration and Nucleation by Centrosomal Scaffolding 
Proteins through Liquid-Liquid Phase Separation

Hui-Chun Cheng1*, Shiou-Lan Lin1, Hung-Wei Yeh1, Yu-Hsun Chen1, Po Pang Chen1

National Tsing Hua University, Taiwan1

Centrosomes are the major microtubule nucleation center that regulates bipolar spindle assembly. Emerging evidence 
suggests that centrosomes’ pericentriolar material (PCM) concentrates tubulin dimers for microtubule polymerization. 
However, the underlining mechanism is not fully understood. Based on the highly negatively charged feature of tubulin 
C-terminal tails, we postulated that a short sequence motif enriched with Lys and Arg residues (poly-KR) might account for 
tubulin concentration in the PCM. Using in-vitro phase separation systems and bioinformatic analysis, we demonstrated 
that the poly-KR motifs are prevalent in centrosomal coiled-coil proteins, concentrate tubulins in condensates in vitro, and 
recruit microtubules in cells. As an essential centrosomal scaffolding protein at the core of the PCM, Cep57 carries such 
sequence motifs. Purified Cpe57 undergoes liquid-liquid phase separation and concentrates tubulin dimers for microtubule 
polymerization. Our work discovered a general function encoded in centrosomal scaffolding proteins whose tubulin 
concentration activity is coupled to phase separation.
Keyword(s): microtubule; centrosome; coiled-coil proteins; phase separation; PCM
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MS2-1 

Cellular Mechanisms Generating Robustness in the Morphogenesis of Arabidopsis

Adrienne H. K. Roeder1, Shuyao Kong1, Avilash Singh Yadav1, Mingyuan Zhu1,2, Lilan Hong1,3, M. Regina Scarpin4, Longfei 
Jia1, Shu-Bing Qian1, Jake Brunkard5, Richard Smith6, Arezki Boudaoud7

1Cornell University, 2Duke University, 3Zhejiang University, 4U.C. Berkeley, 5University of Wisconsin, Madison, 6John Innes Centre, 
Norwich, and 7Ecole Polytechnique

USA, China, UK, France

Development is remarkably reproducible, producing organs with the same size and shape repeatedly from individual to 
individual. Yet, these reproducible organs are composed of cells that are highly variable in size, shape, growth, and division. 
My laboratory uses genetics, live imaging, image processing, mechanical assays, and computational modeling to elucidate 
the mechanisms that produce robust organ size and shape from cellular heterogeneity. We use Arabidopsis sepals as a 
model organ because there are four sepals on each flower enabling statistical tests of robustness, sepals are accessible for 
imaging and manipulation, and sepals are relatively unresponsive to environmental fluctuations. To identify mechanisms 
generating robustness we have screened for variable organ size and shape (vos) mutants that disrupt the robustness of 
sepal morphology (Hong et al., 2016). Through analyzing the vos2 mutant (also known as drmy1; Zhu et al., 2020), we 
have identified a specific role for TOR signaling (Target Of Rapamycin signaling, a central element involved in controlling 
cell growth) and protein translation in regulating the timing and positioning of sepal primordium initiation. Inhibition of 
TOR signaling or inhibition of translation is sufficient to alter the patterns of auxin and cytokinin signaling in the early 
stage floral meristem, causing defects in the initiation of sepal primordia. Our analysis of the vos3 mutant has revealed 
that coordination of growth across the sepal is required for a robustly smooth surface. We have live imaged the early 
development of the vos3 sepal in 3D and precisely captured the initiation of lumps, folds and outgrowths on the abaxial 
side. We hypothesize that the folds might be an outcome of mechanical buckling due to defects in growth coordination. To 
test this we are measuring the growth rates on the abaxial and adaxial surfaces. Our work points to fundamental processes 
essential for robustness in plant morphogenesis. 

MS2-2

Cell Type-Specific Regulation of Brassinosteroid Signaling in Stomatal Lineage

Jenny Russinova

Department of Plant Biotechnology and Bioinformatics, Ghent University, 9052 Ghent; Center for Plant Systems Biology, VIB, 
9052 Ghent

Belgium

Our previous research revealed that brassinosteroid (BR) signal transduction pathway shares signaling components with 
the signaling pathway controlling stomatal development. Stomatal cell lineage is an archetypal example of asymmetric cell 
division (ACD), which is necessary for plant survival. In stomatal lineage of Arabidopsis thaliana, the GSK3-like kinase BR 
INSENSITIVE2 (BIN2) phosphorylates and renders inactive both, the plasma membrane localized mitogen-activated protein 
kinase signaling module and the nuclear transcription factor SPEECHLESS to promote and restrict ACD, respectively. These 
mutually exclusive activities depend on the stomatal lineage-specific scaffolding protein POLAR. POLAR recruits BIN2 
into a distinct macromolecular complex in the plasma membrane to initiate ACD. BR hormones negatively regulated BIN2 
activity, but how they govern stomatal development remains unclear. By mapping the single-cell transcriptome of stomatal 
lineages with either exogenous BRs or the specific BIN2 inhibitor, we revealed the mechanistic framework underlying the 
involvement of BRs in the induction of stomatal ACD.
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MS2-3

Genome Maintenance Strategies in Plant Stem Cells

Masaaki Umeda

Graduate School of Science and Technology, Nara Institute of Science and Technology
Japan

Stem cells are the origin of all somatic cells and thus expected to maintain a high level of genome integrity. Plants 
continuously generate organs from pluripotent stem cells under changing environments; therefore, how to preserve 
genome integrity is crucial requirements for plant survival. We have unraveled the mechanisms of DNA damage response 
that arrest the cell cycle and renew stem cells in Arabidopsis roots. Interestingly, two phytohormones play a central role 
in causing stem cell death. First, auxin level and signaling are decreased through systemic upregulation of cytokinin 
biosynthesis, change in auxin transport, and local induction of Aux/IAA genes. Consequently, stem cells become 
hypersensitive to DNA damage, thereby dying immediately. Another hormone brassinosteroid exhibits a burst of its 
signaling through a novel pathway, activating quiescent center cell division and replenishing stem cells. Our results indicate 
that alterations in hormonal signals coordinate stem cell renewal, which contributes to genome maintenance and plant 
longevity.

MS2-4

Leaf Epidermal Development: Fate Determination and Coordination

Chin-Min Kimmy Ho

Plant and Microbial Biology, Academia Sinica
Taiwan

Extreme climates such as rising CO2, drought, and heavy rain have affected plant growth and productivity. Leaf 
epidermis is at the plants’ front line to control CO2 entry for photosynthesis and to protect plants from dehydration. 
The demonstration of leaf epidermal development and the identification of key players modulating the composition and 
pattern of the epidermal cells in response to climate change provides a way to understand the developmental plasticity in 
plants and to offer opportunities for improving plant growth in ever-changing conditions. By approaches in computational 
and system biology, we identified molecular signatures of a rare cell type, which may give rise to stomata or pavement 
cells in leaf epidermis (Ho, 2021). Further study showed that stomatal development interplayed with cuticle formation to 
regulate mechanical property on epidermis, thereby generating a proper stomatal pattern during leaf morphogenesis (Yang, 
2022). Through cell sorting and profiling cell type specific transcriptome, we have found, in addition to the control of 
transcription factor, chromatin organization is also important for cell fate determination. Understanding the development 
of leaf epidermis and signaling transduction in plants could be a profound step to improve plant growth in ever-changing 
conditions.
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S2-5

Visualizing Recombination Filaments in Plant Meiosis using Expansion Microscopy (ExM)

Chung-Ju Rachel Wang1*, Jeremy Catinot1, Ding-Hua Lee1

Academia Sinica, Taiwan1

DNA recombinases DMC1 and RAD51 are both required for homologous recombination during meiosis, ensuring the 
generation of viable gametes. They bind with nano-scaled single-stranded DNA (ssDNA) resected from programmed DNA 
double-strand breaks (DSBs). These ssDNAs appear as recombination filaments to execute strand invasion and exchange, 
eventually giving rise to crossovers or noncrossovers. Although DMC1 and RAD51 share a high identity in amino acid 
sequence and biochemical properties, their precise localizations of both recombinases on ssDNA filaments and molecular 
relationships remain unclear. A comprehensive understanding of meiotic recombination requires visualization of ultra-
structures of recombination intermediates at a nanoscale resolution in 3D. Plants are particularly challenging subjects for 
super-resolution microscopy because they have cell walls, crowded organelles, and a large vacuole with variable refractive 
indices, resulting in significant spherical aberrations and light scattering under microscopes. Expansion microscopy (ExM) is 
a method to magnify physically a specimen with preserved ultrastructures. We overcome the inherent challenges of using 
ExM on plant samples and adapted ExM to investigate RAD51 and DMC1 configurations on ssDNA at different stages 
of maize meiosis. Our results show that during the early stage of recombination, DMC1 and RAD51 have distinct spatial 
localization on ssDNA where longer stretches of DMC1 signals are detected near the ends of filaments, and RAD51 signals 
are often located close to chromosome axes. We also found that both ends of a DSB are capable of releasing ssDNA. In 
addition, we observed complex configurations at a later stage. This in-depth analysis of single-cell landscapes of RAD51 
and DMC1 accumulation patterns at DSB repair sites at super-resolution revealed the variability of foci composition, and 
defined functional consensus configurations that change over time during plant meiosis.
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MS2-6

Rapid Alkalinization Factors in Apical Tip Growth- It Takes Two to Tango

Ooi Kock Teh1*

Institute of Plant and Microbial Biology, Academia Sinica
Taiwan1

Small signalling peptides are indispensable signalling molecules which have been shown to be involved in literally every 
aspect of a plant¡¦s life. In Arabidopsis the model plant, the number of small signalling peptides are estimated to be >1,000 
but only a handful have been characterized and their receptors identified. These small signalling peptides can be classified 
either as post-translationally modified peptides or as the cysteine-rich polypeptides that are synthesized as precursor 
proteins. The Rapid ALkalinization Factor (RALF) belongs to the latter group and is one of the most intensively investigated 
small peptides due to its functional diversity. The RALF gene family is conserved in all land plants but absent in the algae 
and its emergence coincides with the terrestrialization of land plants. This suggests that RALF plays an important role in the 
land plant evolution. We therefore set out to investigate the ancestral function of RALF in a moss Physcomitrium patens 
(P. patens) which belongs to the bryophytes group that marks the transition to land. By generating knock-out mutants for 
all three RALFs in P. patens (PpRALF1~PpRALF3), we found that mutants of PpRALF1 and PpRALF2 exhibited smooth 
edges in their colony growth, an indication of compromised tip growth in chloronemta. Similarly, chloronemal cell length 
in the PpRALF1 and PpRALF2 overexpressors was also shortened. Hence our genetic data suggest that both PpRALF1 
and PpRALF2 are required for apical tip growth. Intriguingly, PpRALF1 and PpRALF2 adopted different localization 
patterns when expressed from their native promoters, with PpRALF1-Citrine evenly localized on the plasma membrane 
and PpRALF2-tagRFP accumulated at the growing tip. We further performed bulk RNA-sequencing on the PpRALF1 and 
PpRALF2 overexpressors to understand gene regulatory networks controlled by the PpRALFs. Consistent with the genetic 
data, both PpRALFs up-regulated genes that are involved in signalling receptor activity and GTPase binding, implying that 
the PpRALF-mediated tip growth may initiates a receptor-dependent signalling cascade. We are currently employing a 
phosphoproteomics approach to identify cognate receptors for PpRALF1 and PpRALF2. In conclusion, we have uncovered 
a pair of small signalling peptides that share overlapping functions in mediating chloronemal tip growth in moss. Our 
finding suggests that RALF is likely a novel genetic toolkit acquired by the early diverging land plants to facilitate tip growth 
which is important for strong anchorage to growth substrate and nutrient acquisition. 
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MS3-1

Cilia-Secretory Hybrid Cells in Airway Development and Disease States 

Mu He1, Bing Wu2, Spyros Darmanis2, Lily Y Jan1,3,4

School of Biomedical Sciences, Faculty of Medicine, the University of Hong Kong, SAR1

Genentech, South San Francisco, CA, USA2

Department of Biochemistry and Biophysics, University of California, San Francisco, CA, USA3

Howard Hughes Medical Institute, University of California, San Francisco, CA, USA4

The conducting airway for air passage forms a protective mucosal barrier and presents the primary target of various airway 
disorders. Previous studies utilizing single-cell RNA sequencing (scRNAseq) have systematically characterized airway cell 
types in adults and lineage networks within the developed airway in normal and chronic inflammatory conditions. Whether 
the same programs for airway regeneration in adults are also operating during embryogenesis, however, remains an open 
question. To better understand how the airway developmental programs are established to support air breathing and the 
barrier functions in newborns, we constructed a single-cell atlas of the human and mouse developing airway. Our data 
reveal hitherto unrecognized heterogeneity of cell states with distinct differentiation programs and immune features 
associated with the airway epithelium. Ciliated cells, one of the major cell types found in the airway epithelium, form motile 
cilia and generate efficient ciliary flow essential for mucus clearance. From our transcriptomic analysis, we identified gene 
modules associated with embryonic ciliated cells and postnatal ciliated cells, as well as a ciliated precursor state conserved 
in mice and humans. Furthermore, we identified a cell cluster exhibiting two sets of gene modules, the Foxj1 associated 
cilia module and the Gp2 associated secretory module. This cell state has not been observed in healthy adult airway during 
homeostasis and regeneration, but is prevalent in human patients with asthma and airway allergies. The shared features 
of this newly identified cilia-secretory hybrid cells in the neonatal mouse airway and in asthma patients suggest that this 
hybrid cell state can occur in both physiological and pathological conditions. In parallel, we characterized a mouse mutant 
that shows altered epithelial cell landscape and multiple airway defects, including mucous cell hyperplasia and abnormal 
mucociliary clearance. Our data suggest that efficient mucociliary clearance depends on both ciliated cells and secretory 
cells. Together, our study illuminates unique programs for mammalian airway development and present a tractable mouse 
model for understanding the basis for airway regeneration and disease. 

MS3-2

Biological Information Underlying Cellular Complexity 

Kanako Ozaki1, Ting-Jui Chang2, Avital Shulman1,3, Denisse Izquierdo1,3, T. Tony Yang2

 Meng-Fu Bryan Tsou1,3,#

Cell Biology Program, Sloan Kettering Institute, Memorial Sloan Kettering Cancer Center, New York1

Department of Electrical Engineering, National Taiwan University, Taiwan2

Weill Cornell Graduate School of Medical Sciences, Cornell University, New York3

Corresponding author#

Protein molecules are formed with instructions from DNA/RNA through a series of template-based assemblies. In 
surprising contrast, the assembly of higher-order protein complexes, regardless of the size and complexity, is thought to 
occur de novo, relying on information intrinsic to each protein component. How such complexity emerges reproducibly 
from the information stored in individual protein molecules remains a fascinating question in biology, impacting topics 
ranging from science/technology to philosophy/religion. Here we report an example in nature of a protein complex using 
elements cultivated by itself as structural templates to reproduce complexity. During centriole biogenesis, a proteinaceous 
structure called the cartwheel is grown inside the centriole, which is split and shed from the centriole and then used as 
structural templates to instruct new centriole assembly. Our findings reveal a new class of information carriers in nature 
underlying cellular complexity, aside from DNA/RNA.
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MS3-3

Application of the Centrosome in Cancer Therapy

Won-Jing Wang

Institute of Biochemistry and Molecular Biology, National Yang Ming Chiao Tung University, Taiwan

The centrosome is an evolutionarily conserved organelle that serves as the microtubule-organizing center (MTOC) as well 
as the template for cilia formation. Centrosome amplification is a phenomenon frequently observed in human cancers, 
so centrosome depletion has been proposed as a therapeutic strategy. However, despite being afflicted with a lack of 
centrosomes, many cancer cells can still proliferate, implying there are impediments to adopting centrosome depletion as 
a treatment strategy. Here, we show that TFEB- and TFE3-dependent autophagy activation contributes to acentrosomal 
cancer proliferation. We uncover that both TFEB and TFE3 are novel PLK4 (polo like kinase 4) substrates. Centrosome 
depletion inactivates PLK4, resulting in TFEB and TFE3 dephosphorylation and subsequent promotion of TFEB and 
TFE3 nuclear translocation and transcriptional activation of autophagy- and lysosome-related genes. A combination of 
centrosome depletion and inhibition of the TFEB-TFE3 autophagy-lysosome pathway induced strongly anti-proliferative 
effects in cancer cells. Thus, our findings also point to a new strategy for combating cancer

MS3-4

Development of Multiciliated Ependymal Cells

Nathalie Spassky

Institut de Biologie de l’Ecole Normale Supérieure, INSERM, CNRS
France

Multiciliated ependymal cells are glial cells positioned at a strategic location at the interface between brain ventricles 
and parenchyma. The coordinated beating of their motile cilia is required for the flow of cerebrospinal fluid through the 
ventricles. These cells also provide physical and trophic support that creates a permissive neurogenic environment in the 
adult. Defects in the generation of these cells are associated with a variety of severe neurological disorders. My lab has 
identified the cellular and molecular mechanisms of their development. We showed that they derive from radial glia, whose 
primary cilium controls brain ventricle morphogenesis. Different cell cycle actors regulate the ependyma versus adult stem 
cell fate and the successive steps of ependymal cell centriole amplification and maturation. Ciliary beating orientation 
and coordination are set-up through a coupling between hydrodynamic forces and the planar cell polarity pathway. 
Multiciliated ependymal cells and adult neural stem cells share a common glial cell lineage regulated by the Geminin 
family members Geminin and GemC1/Mcidas. Ependymal precursors require GemC1/Mcidas expression to massively 
amplify centrioles and become multiciliated cells. Our recent in vivo results show that GemC1-dependent differentiation is 
initiated in actively cycling radial glial cells, in which a DNA damage response including DNA replication-associated damage 
and dysfunctional telomeres is induced, without affecting cell survival. Genotoxic stress is not sufficient by itself to induce 
ependymal cell differentiation, although the absence of p53 or p21 in progenitors hinders differentiation by maintaining 
cell division. Activation of the p53-p21 pathway downstream of GemC1 leads to cell cycle slowdown/arrest, which permits 
timely onset of ependymal cell differentiation in progenitor cells.
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MS3-5

Nucleolar Spindle-Associated Protein NuSAP: A novel Regulator of Centrosome Integrity

Yih-Cherng Liou1*

Department of Biological Sciences, Faculty of Science, National University of Singapore
Singapore1

Microtubule-associated proteins (MAPs) have been considered to be important for the initial assembly and the 
maintenance of spindle structure and function. In addition, MAPs are also found to play vital roles in regulating 
chromosome oscillation by tightly maintaining both the dynamics of kMTs. NuSAP (Nucleolar Spindle-Associated Protein) 
is a RanGTP-regulated microtubule-associated protein that plays an important role in spindle assembly. NuSAP has also 
been identified as a microtubule stabiliser from its ability to induce microtubule crosslinking, bundling, and attachment 
to chromosome. The protein levels of NuSAP are tightly regulated by anaphase-promoting complex/cyclosome (APC/C) 
during the cell cycle. We and others have previously shown that depletion of NuSAP results in defective mitotic spindle 
formation, chromosome segregation, and cytokinesis. Interestingly, both the high expression and the reduced expression 
of NuSAP are observed in several types of cancers, suggesting that NuSAP could have a role in tumourigenesis. Recent 
studies have shown that centrosome aberrations might be a potential diagnostic and therapeutic target of cancer 
metastasis. In this talk, using a combination of microscopy and biochemical techniques, I would like to share our recent 
work and also discuss a novel function of NuSAP in governing centrosome integrity.

MS3-6

Single-Molecule Localization Microscopy of Expanded Mammalian Centrioles 
Unravels the Ultrastructural Constitution of Distal Appendages

Ting-Jui Ben Chang1,2,3, Jimmy Ching-Cheng Hsu3, T. Tony Yang*3,4

Department of Physics, National Taiwan University, Taipei, Taiwan1

Nano Science and Technology Program, Taiwan International Graduate Program, Academia Sinica and National Taiwan University, 
Taipei, Taiwan2

Department of Electrical Engineering, National Taiwan University, Taipei, Taiwan3

Graduate Institute of Biomedical Electronics and Bioinformatics, National Taiwan University, Taipei, Taiwan4

Distal appendages (DAPs) are vital in ciliogenesis, mediating membrane docking and ciliary gating. Although the nine-fold 
symmetric constitution of DAP proteins has been investigated via superresolution microscopy analyses, the root structure 
of DAPs remains elusive owing to insufficient spatial optical resolution. Here, we proposed the in-situ drift correction for 
optimized two-color imaging incorporating single-molecule localization microscopy with sample expansion approaches 
to achieve effective localization precision down to sub-5 nm. The robust workflow enables us to systematically perform 
the ultrastructural imaging study of protein mapping within cells, not limited to the proximity of coverslips. Notably, our 
findings unraveled the ultrastructural arrangement of the core DAP proteins (CEP83, CEP89, SCLT1, FBF1, and CEP164) 
and their spatial connection to microtubule triplets. Surprisingly, we found that C2CD3 was localized near A tubule of 
triplets guiding the DAP formation from microtubules to outer components of blades with nine-fold symmetry. We further 
identified the dual-layered distribution of ODF2. Intriguingly, the distal-layered ODF2 displayed a high spatial correlation 
with other DAP proteins, acting as a structural coordinator at the DAP root. Moreover, our results showed that the N- 
and C-terminus of ODF2 jointly encircled the microtubule triplets. Together, our studies suggest the unprecedented 
architectural framework of DAPs and provide a pragmatic roadmap for protein mapping with optical resolution at a 
molecular level.
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MS4-1

TREM2-Based Strategies in Neurodegeneration and Cancer

Marco Colonna

Department of Pathology and Immunology
Washington University School of Medicine in St Louis

TREM2 is an activating receptor of the Ig-superfamily expressed in tissue resident macrophages that binds lipids and 
transmits intracellular signals through the adaptor DAP12. DAP12 recruits the protein tyrosine kinase Syk, which initiates 
a cascade of tyrosine phosphorylation events that activate downstream mediators ultimately leading to cell activation. 
We have studied TREM2 in microglia for its capacity to sustain microglial responses to Alzheimer’s disease (AD). Rare 
hypomorphic variants of TREM2 are associated with increased risk of developing AD in human. We found that TREM2 
deficiency in a mouse model of AD results in reduced microglia activation and increased amyloid pathology. I will 
illustrate the mechanisms by which TREM2 sustains microglia at the transcriptional and biochemical level and explore 
the potential of TREM2 agonists for AD immunotherapy. In addition to microglia, TREM2 is also expressed in several 
peripheral macrophage populations involved in host defense and metabolism. In the adipose tissue, TREM2 sustains 
the presence of a population of lipid-associated macrophages that prevent the dysmetabolism engendered by a high-fat 
diet. In atherosclerosis, TREM2+ macrophages are enriched in atherosclerotic lesions and specialize in lipid catabolism. 
In the liver, a TREM2+ subset of macrophages expands during liver cirrhosis and contributes to fibrosis. We found that 
TREM2+ macrophages are abundant in different types of human tumors. Moreover, TREM2-deficient mice were more 
resistant to tumor growth than wild-type mice in different mouse models and more responsive to anti-PD1 treatment. 
I will highlight how TREM2 deficiency is associated with alterations in macrophage subsets that promote an increase in 
intratumoral CD8+ T cells. Moreover, I will show that TREM2 blockade with a monoclonal antibody can enhance antitumor 
responses mediated by checkpoint immunotherapy. Thus, reshaping of tumor-associated macrophages by anti-TREM2 
mAb is a promising avenue for complementing checkpoint immunotherapy.
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MS4-2

Memory Responses by Innate-Like T Cells after Strong Antigenic Stimulation

Mitchell Kronenberg

La Jolla Institute for Immunology
USA

Some types of T lymphocytes are considered similar to cells of the innate immune system, because of their immediate 
and apparently hard-wired responses.  Two examples of innate-like T cells are natural killer T (NKT) cells and mucosal 
associated invariant T (MAIT) cells.  We have examined if these cells types can undergo long-term changes exemplified by 
increased responses, similar to memory CD4 and CD8 T cells.  We tested these cell types after strong antigenic stimulation, 
by glycolipid antigens for iNKT cells and by bacterial infection for MAIT cells.  Antigen generates two new functional 
subsets of NKT cells, one is similar to follicular helper T cells, which are important for maturation of antibody responses.  
The other subset is similar to cytotoxic effector-like functions.  In contrast, for mouse MAIT cells the IL-17 producing 
(MAIT17) and IFNg-producing (MAIT1) subsets found prior to infection are maintained, but increased in number and they 
are more antigen responsive, long after the bacterial challenge has been cleared.  The memory-like NKT and MAIT cells 
undergo long-term changes in their transcriptional landscape and transcriptomes.  The MAIT cell functional subsets also 
differ with regard to their metabolic state.  For example, antigen-exposed IL-17 producing mouse MAIT cells (MAIT17) 
have higher lipid uptake, lipid storage and mitochondrial potential compared to IFNg-producing MAIT1 cells.  Furthermore, 
different types of responses by these cells have different metabolic requirements.  An in vitro analysis shows that antigen 
stimulation of their TCRs is more dependent on mitochondrial activity.  Typical of innate-like T lymphocytes, NKT and 
MAIT cells also respond independently of antigen to IL-12 plus IL-18 to produce IFNg.  This cytokine-mediated response 
is heavily dependent on glycolysis.  In conclusion, our data indicate that innate-like T cells are capable of physiologic 
alterations to attain a memory-like state, and that metabolism influences the responses of the memory-like subsets of NKT 
and MAIT cells.  

MS4-3

The Critical Role of Platelet-Neutrophil Interactions in 
SARS-CoV-2-Induced Immunothrombosis

Shie-Liang Hsieh

Genomics Research Center, Accademia Sinica
Immunology Research Center, National Health Research Center

Thromboinflammation is the major cause of morbidity and mortality in COVID-19 patients, and post-mortem examination 
demonstrates the presence of platelet-rich thrombi and microangiopathy in lung and other visceral organs. Recent 
studies indicate that excessive NET production is associated with thrombo-emboli formation in human diseases. Because 
platelets are hyperactivated in critically ill COVID-19 patients, and platelets-neutrophil interactions play critical roles in 
endothelial damage and immunothrombosis of COVID-19 patients. We found that virus-free extracellular COVID-19 
EVs induced robust NET formation via Syk-coupled C-type lectin member 5A (CLEC5A) and TLR2, and simultaneous 
blockade of CLEC5A and TLR2 further suppressed SARS-CoV-2-induced NETosis in vitro. Moreover, thromboinflammation 
was attenuated dramatically in clec5a-/-/tlr2-/- mice. Thus, SARS-CoV-2-activated platelets produce EVs to enhance 
thromboinflammation via CLEC5A and TLR2, and highlight the importance of CLEC5A and TLR2 as therapeutic targets to 
reduce the risk of ARDS in COVID-19 patients.
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MS4-4

The Ketone Body β-Hydroxybutyrate Mitigates ILC2-Driven 
Airway Inflammation by Regulating Mast Cell Function

Ya-Jen Chang

Institute of Biomedical Sciences, Academia Sinica, 
Taiwan 

Asthma is a disease of the airway characterized by airway hyperreactivity (AHR) and inflammation. Despite being a 
heterogeneous disease, allergen-induced allergic asthma remains the most prevalent form, affecting most children and 
approximately 50% of adults. Recent studies have identified group 2 innate lymphoid cells (ILC2s) as a critical immune 
component in driving allergic asthma development. Ketone bodies are increasingly understood to have regulatory effects 
on immune cell function, with β-hydroxybutyrate (BHB) exerting a predominantly anti-inflammatory response. Dietary 
strategies to increase endogenous ketone body availability such as the ketogenic diet (KD) have recently been shown 
to alleviate inflammation of the respiratory tract. However, the role of BHB has not been addressed. Here, we observe 
that BHB suppresses ILC2-mediated airway inflammation. Central to this are mast cells, which support ILC2 proliferation 
through IL-2. Suppression of the mast cell/IL-2 axis by BHB attenuates ILC2 proliferation and the ensuing type 2 cytokine 
response and immunopathology. Mechanistically, BHB directly inhibits mast cell function in part through GPR109A 
activation. Similar effects are achieved with either the KD or 1,3-butanediol. Our data reveals the protective role of BHB in 
ILC2-driven airway inflammation, which underscores the potential therapeutic value of ketone body supplementation for 
the management of asthma.
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MS4-5

The Protective Roles of Interleukin-33 in Acute Tissue Injury

Wei-Yu Chen1*

Department of Biochemistry and Molecular Biology, National Cheng Kung University, Taiwan1

Objectives: Interleukin (IL)-33, which signals by ST2 receptor binding, is associated with group 2 innate lymphoid cell (ILC2) 
activation and regulates tissue homeostasis and repair following tissue injury in various tissues. However, the distribution 
and the effector functions of IL-33-responsive ILC2s in the context of acute tissue injury remain elusive. In this study, we 
investigated the tissue protective roles of IL-33-responsive cardiac-resident ILC2s and IL-33-mediated immunomodulatory 
functions in the heart and kidney in mouse models.
Methods: We first examined the distribution of cardiac ILC2s by using flow cytometry. The roles of IL-33-mediated ILC2 
expansion in cardiac fibrosis were evaluated in the mouse model of catecholamine-induced cardiac fibrosis. ILC-deficient 
Rag2‒/‒IL2Rγc‒/‒ mice were implemented to determine the contribution of endogenous ILC in the progression of cardiac 
fibrosis. Histopathological assessments, speckle tracking echocardiography, and transcriptome profile analysis were 
performed to determine the effects of IL-33-mediated cardiac protective functions. We also examined the role of IL-33 in a 
mouse model of rhabdomyolysis-driven acute kidney injury (Rb-AKI). 
Findings: In the context of acute cardiac injury, we identified the resident cardiac ILC2s, which share similar cell surface 
marker and transcriptional factor expression characteristics as peripheral blood and lung tissue ILC2s. IL-33 treatment 
induced ILC2 expansion via ST2. In vivo, ILC-deficient Rag2‒/‒IL2Rγc‒/‒ mice developed exacerbated cardiac fibrosis 
following catecholamine-induced stress cardiac injury. IL-33 treatment expanded cardiac ILC2s and revealed protective 
effects against cardiac tissue damage. Transcriptome analysis revealed that IL-33 attenuated extracellular matrix synthesis- 
and fibroblast activation-associated gene expressions. IL13-knockout or epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR) 
inhibition abolished IL-33-mediated cardiac protective function, confirming IL-13 and EGFR signaling as crucial for IL-33-
mediated cardioprotective responses. Moreover, ILC2-produced BMP-7 served as a novel anti-fibrotic factor to inhibit 
TGF-β1-induced cardiac fibroblast activation.
In the context of AKI, IL-33 expanded ILC2s and eosinophils whereas suppressed neutrophil accumulation and alleviated 
kidney injury with altered gene expression signatures in Rb-AKI. Transcriptome analysis revealed that IL-33 attenuated 
extracellular matrix synthesis-, fibroblast activation-, and proinflammatory responses-associated gene expressions.
Conclusions: Our findings indicate the presence of IL-33-responsive ILC2s in cardiac tissue and that IL-33-mediated 
ILC2 expansion affords optimal cardioprotective function via ILC2-derived factors. In the mouse models of Rb-
AKI, IL-33 treatment also alleviated acute kidney injury. Collectively, our results demonstrated that IL-33-mediated 
immunomodulatory functions contributed to tissue repair and alleviated tissue fibrosis in the heart and the kidney 
following acute injury.
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MS4-6

How Resident Thymic Macrophages Cope with the Work and Life Balance

Chia-Lin Hsu1*

Institute of Microbiology and Immunology, National Yang Ming Chiao Tung University, Taiwan1

Tissue-resident macrophages (TRMs) are heterogeneous cell populations found throughout the body. Depending on their 
location, they perform diverse functions maintaining tissue homeostasis and providing immune surveillance. To survive and 
function within, TRMs adapt metabolically to the distinct microenvironments. However, little is known about the metabolic 
signatures of TRMs. The thymus provides a nurturing milieu for developing thymocytes yet efficiently removes those 
that failed the selection, relying on the TRMs ¡V resident thymic macrophages (TM£ps). This study harnesses multiomics 
analyses to characterize TM£ps and unveils their metabolic features. We find that the pentose phosphate pathway (PPP) 
is preferentially activated in TM£ps, responding to the reduction-oxidation demands associated with the efferocytosis 
of dying thymocytes. The blockade of PPP in M£ps leads to decreased efferocytosis, which can be rescued by ROS 
scavengers. Our study reveals the key role of PPP in TM£ps and underscores the importance of metabolic adaptation in 
supporting M£p efferocytosis.

MS5-1

Extracellular Vesicles from Human Progenitor Cells towards Anti-Fibrotic Therapy

Takahiro Ochiya

Professor, Tokyo medical University, Tokyo Japan

Hepatocytes are regarded as the only effective cell source for cell transplantation to treat liver diseases; however, their 
availability is limited due to a donor shortage. Thus, a novel cell source must be developed. We recently reported that 
mature rodent hepatocytes can be reprogrammed into progenitor-like cells with a repopulative capacity using small 
molecule inhibitors. Here, we demonstrate that hepatic progenitor cells can be obtained from human infant hepatocytes 
using the same strategy (Cell Stem Cell, 2017). These cells, named human chemically induced liver progenitors (hCLiPs), had 
a significant repopulative capacity in injured mouse livers following transplantation (eLIFE, 2019). hCLiPs redifferentiated 
into mature hepatocytes in vitro upon treatment with hepatic maturation-inducing factors. These redifferentiated cells 
exhibited cytochrome P450 (CYP) enzymatic activities in response to CYP-inducing molecules and these activities were 
comparable with those in primary human hepatocytes. These findings will facilitate liver cell transplantation therapy, liver 
organoid formation, and drug discovery studies (Nat Commnun, 2021). Furthermore, we currently established that hCLiP-
producing extracellular vesicles (EVs) showed highly anti-fibrotic effect. Several therapeutic microRNAs such as anti-
fibrosis, anti-NASH, anti-inflammation, anti-HCC, etc., are loaded into hCLiP-EVs. Here we will discuss on reprogrammed 
progenitor cell-derived EVs as a new therapeutic strategy for fibrotic diseases.
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MS5-2

Scientific Rationale for the Efficacy of Topically Applied MSC Exosomes 
against Psoriasis and other Dermatological Diseases

Sai Kiang Lim

Institute of Molecular and Cell Biology
Singapore

The most clinically trialled cells, Mesenchymal stem/stromal cell (MSC) are now known to exert their therapeutic activity 
through exosomes. Non-living MSC exosomes could be produced using infinitely expansible, highly characterized 
monoclonal immortalized cell line for scalable, reproducible manufacture of MSC exosomes.  Myc-immortalised MSCs 
do not form tumors in athymic nude mice or exhibit anchorage-independent growth and their exosomes do not promote 
tumor growth. Topically applied covalently labelled fluorescent MSC exosomes on human skin explants were detected in 
the stratum corneum for about 24 hours with negligible exit out of the stratum corneum.  Despite their confinement to 
the stratum, topical applications of MSC exosomes in a mouse model of IMQ-induced psoriasis could alleviate IL-17, IL-
23 and terminal complement complex, C5b9 in prosriatic skin. As psoriatic stratum corneum are uniquely characterised 
by activated complements and Munro microabscesses, we postulated and demonstrated that topically applied exosomes 
permeate the psoriatic stratum corneum to inhibit C5b9 complement complex through CD59.  This inhibition attenuated 
neutrophil secretion of IL-17and is abrogated by a neutralizing anti-CD 59 antibody. Topically applied MSC exosomes were 
also efficacious in alleviating collagen deposit in a mouse model of bleomycin-induced scleroderma. Although psoriasis and 
scleroderma are both inflammatory dermatological diseases, their underlying pathologies are different. Here I will present 
preliminary evidence of the versatility of topically applied MSC exosomes in mediating different activities against different 
diseases.   

MS5-3

The Protocol Optimization for Plasma Exosome Proteomics and its Application 
to the Discovery of Protein Biomarkers of Triple-Negative Breast Cancer

Chao-Jung Chen

Graduate Institute of Integrated Medicine, China Medical University, Taichung, Taiwan
Proteomics Core Laboratory, Department of Medical Research, China Medical University Hospital, Taichung, Taiwan

Exosomes have attracted increasing attention in biomarker discovery, because they can carry promising biomarkers for 
disease diagnosis and treatment. Exosomes are the nanoscopic lipid bi-layered extracellular vesicles and are abundant 
in biological fluids. Many methods including ultracentrifugation (UC), commercial precipitation and size-exclusion 
chromatography (SEC) have been developed and gradually used to isolate exosomes. However, the exosome yield and 
purity can be greatly affected in sample preparation. To optimize the exosome purification protocol, the purity of SEC 
method and the UC method in isolating exosome from human plasma were compared by analyzing their proteome via 
nanoLC-MS/MS. Finally, we designed a practical protocol to obtain the high purity of exosomes from plasma. Triple-
negative breast cancer (TNBC) is collectively associated with poor prognosis, high risk of relapse, and short progression-
free survival (PFS)/overall survival (OS). The optimized exosome-purification protocol was combined with TMTpro 
quantitative proteomics to discover potential exosome protein markers for the early detection of TNBC.
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MS5-4

Integrated Nanosensor Technologies for Molecular Analyses of Circulating Biomarkers

Huilin Shao

Department of Biomedical Engineering Institute for Health Innovation & Technology 
National University of Singapore

Singapore

The growing emphasis on personalized medicine significantly increases the need to analyze key molecular markers. In 
comparison to tissue biopsies, circulating biomarkers (liquid biopsies) can be conveniently and repeatedly obtained from 
biofluids with minimal complications. Extracellular vesicles have recently emerged as a promising circulating biomarker. 
Extracellular vesicles are nanometer-sized membrane vesicles actively shed off by cells and possess unique advantages: 
they abound in biofluids and harbor diverse molecular contents. In this talk, I will describe various nanosensor systems 
we have developed for quantitative analyses of diverse circulating biomarkers. These technologies integrate advances in 
device engineering, nanomaterial sciences and molecular biology. By enabling rapid, sensitive and cost-effective detection 
of circulating biomarkers, these platforms could significantly expand the reach of preclinical and clinical research, in 
informing therapy selection, rationally directing trials, and improving sequential monitoring to achieve better clinical 
outcomes.

MS5-5

Synaptic Vesicle Protein Flower Dictates Exo-endo Coupling and Neurotransmission 
through Dual Transmembrane Domain-Dependent Mechanisms

Chi-Kuang Yao1*

Institute of Biological Chemistry, Academia Sinica, Taiwan1

Fast synaptic vesicle (SV) exocytosis triggers neurotransmission for brain activation. Subsequent induction of SV 
endocytosis is known to be tightly coupled with exocytosis to equilibrate plasma membrane lipids and proteins as well as 
proper vesicle pool. Nevertheless, how can diverse exocytic cues be coordinated to govern exo-endo coupling in space 
and time is still missing. Past studies from my lab have revealed that a SV-associated Ca2+ channel, named as Flower, 
can be translocated to the presynaptic endocytic zone along with exocytosis. Under weak neuronal stimulations, Flower 
promotes clathrin-mediated endocytosis (CME) independently of Ca2+ channeling. Instead, intense neuronal stimulations 
elicits Flower to conduct Ca2+ to induce bulk endocytosis (ADBE). Currently, through characterizing the activities of the 
disease-associated variants of CACFD1 which encodes the sole human Flower homolog, we find that the transmembrane 
domains (TMs) of Flower also play the crucial role in controlling both CME and ADBE, which however does not depend on 
its channel function. Structural prediction suggests that the Flower TMs refer inwardly curved membranes. Indeed, in vitro 
reconstitution analysis further illustrates that inward membrane curvature induced by Ca2+-mediated PI(4,5)P2 clustering 
can promote Flower to aggregate. Hence, our work highlights that membrane curvature engaged by the convergent action 
of exocytosis, high Ca2+, and PI(4,5)P2 may contribute to focal Flower concentration to dictate exo-endo coupling, after 
which Flower initiates different modes of endocytosis. 
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MS5-6

Rab37 Mediates Trafficking and Membrane Presentation of PD-1 in T cells 
to Foster an Immunosuppressive Microenvironment in Lung Cancer

Wan-Ting Kuo1, I-Ying Kuo2, Yi-Ching Wang1*

Department of Pharmacology, College of Medicine, National Cheng Kung University, Tainan, Taiwan1, Department of 
Biotechnology, College of Biomedical Science, Kaohsiung Medical University, Kaohsiung, Taiwan2

Objectives: Programmed cell death protein 1 (PD-1) expressed on the surface of CD8+ T cells is known as an immune 
checkpoint protein. High expression of PD-1 leads to T-cell dysfunction in the tumor microenvironment. Our published 
studies show that Rab37 small GTPase mediates trafficking of cargoes to influence cancer metastasis, stemness, 
and angiogenesis. Notably, we recently reported the downregulation of PD-1 expression on splenic CD8+ T cells 
isolated from whole body Rab37 knockout mice (Rab37 KO) compared to those from wild-type (WT) mice. Here, we 
identify novel mechanisms of intracellular trafficking and plasma membrane presentation of PD-1 mediated by Rab37.  
Methods: Imaging and biochemical assays were performed in Jurkat T cells. Clinical validation was done in 38 lung cancer 
patients.
Findings: Confocal immunofluorescence (IF) and vesicles isolation data demonstrated that PD-1 colocalized with 
Rab37-specific vesicles in T cells in a GTP-dependent manner. Total internal reflection fluorescence imaging, membrane 
fractionation, and flow cytometric analyses confirmed the dynamic trafficking and membrane presentation of PD-1 
by Rab37. In addition, sucrose density gradient centrifugation and IF revealed that the level of glycosylated wild-
type PD-1 in membrane compartment was more than glycosylation mutant PD-1, suggesting that glycosylation 
mutant PD-1 delayed in cargo recruitment to the Rab37 vesicles and thus stalled in membrane presentation. 
Furthermore, T cell proliferation and activity were downregulated in Rab37-WT splenocytes co-cultured with cancer 
cells compared to those from Rab37 KO group using various T cell functional assays. Clinically, the multiplex IF-
immunohistochemical assay indicated that the tumor infiltrated Rab37+/PD1+/TIM-3+/CD8+ exhaustion T cells 
were more in late staged lung cancer patients compared to those in early staged patients. Importantly, patients with 
Rab37+/PD-1+/TIM-3+/ CD8+ tumor infiltrated T cells expression profile correlated with poor overall survival.  
Conclusions: Our results provide first trafficking mode of PD-1 mediated by Rab37 small GTPase and novel evidence of the 
tumor promoting function of Rab37/PD-1 axis in T cells of tumor microenvironment.

MS6-1

Translating Aging Discoveries to Delay Human Aging and Extend Healthspan

Brian Keith Kennedy

Departments of Biochemistry and Physiology, Yong Loo Lin School of Medicine, National University of Singapore and Centre for 
Healthy Longevity, National University Health System. 

Singapore

Aging research has slowly gained momentum over the last three decades and now become a mature field of scientific 
endeavor. This has occurred only just in time, as aging is likely the largest medical challenge of the 21st Century. Aging is 
now recognized as the biggest risk factor for the onset of chronic diseases and the biggest predictor of complications in 
many infectious diseases. Given that over 20% of the population will be over 65 years of age in the not-too-distant future, 
it is imperative that strategies are developed to slow or reverse aging processes. Fortunately, as a result mostly of research 
in animal models, there are no shortage of interventions that have the potential to extend human healthspan. Delaying 
aging in animals is one thing, but validating them for efficacy in humans is entirely different. Here, I will discuss strategies 
to “get human” illustrating possible interventions that have a likelihood of success and discussing the possible clinical 
endpoints to test them in the clinic. People have tried to delay or reverse aging for millennia, and it certainly appears 
possible that this nearly ageless quest can be achieved in the near future. 
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MS6-2

The Dog Aging Project: An Open Science Study of Aging In Companion Dogs

Matt Kaeberlein

Department of Laboratory Medicine and Pathology, University of Washington
USA

Age is the greatest risk factor for most major causes of death and disability in developed nations. Although many aspects 
of aging are shared, the rate and order of various functional declines and onset of disease can vary greatly among 
individuals. The mechanisms underlying individual trajectories of aging are influenced by a complex combination of genes, 
environment and lifestyle that remains poorly understood. Most of what we know about the biology of aging comes from 
laboratory studies of inbred, lab-adapted species--yeast, worms, flies, and mice.  While these laboratory models have 
facilitated rapid progress in identifying conserved mechanisms of aging, translation has been limited by the challenge of 
identifying causal determinants of aging in the real world.  To better understand how genes and environment shape aging 
outside of the lab, we have turned to the companion dog as a powerful animal model that ages rapidly and shares the 
human environment. Here, I will describe the Dog Aging Project (DAP), an Open Science long-term longitudinal study of 
aging in tens of thousands of companion dogs. The objectives of this study are to identify the genetic, environmental, and 
lifestyle factors that influence aging in dogs, to discover the underlying molecular mechanisms by which they do so, and to 
test potential ways to increase the duration of healthy lifespan in dogs and people.

MS6-3

Roles for FoxO3 in Mitochondrial and Metabolic Responses to Dietary Restriction in Mice

Isao Shimokawa

Department of Pathology, Nagasaki University School of Medicine and Graduate School of Biomedical Sciences
Japan

Dietary energy restriction (DR) is known to extend lifespan and reduce the risk of various diseases in aging animals. 
Current studies have identified key genes for the effects of DR such as sirtuin (Sirt) and forkhead box O (Foxo) transcription 
factors. Using Foxo1 and Foxo3 gene knockout heterozygotic (Foxo1+/– and Foxo3+/–) mice, we demonstrated that 
FoxO1 and FoxO3 play differential roles in the tumor-inhibiting and life-extending effects of DR. In Foxo1+/– mice, the 
tumor inhibiting effect of DR was diminished, though lifespan was extended to the same extent as that of control (Ctrl) 
wild-type mice. In contrast, Foxo3+/– mice showed a significant reduction in cancer incidence by DR, but little extension 
of lifespan. These studies clearly indicate distinct roles for Foxo1 and Foxo3 genes in regulation of mammalian aging. To 
understand the mechanisms by which DR extends lifespan, we have investigated the role for FoxO3 in mitochondrial and 
metabolic responses to DR in the liver of Ctrl mice and Foxo3+/– mice. Dietary regimens included the ad-libitum feeding 
throughout life (AL) or 30% DR feeding initiated at 12 weeks of age. Results indicated that DR ameliorated the aging-
related changes in Ctrl mice such as morphological enlargement of mitochondria, the reduction of mitochondrial DNA 
content, the hyperpolarization of mitochondrial membrane potential, and the elevation of cardiolipin in mitochondrial 
membrane. In addition, DR promoted formation of mitochondrial respiratory supercomplex and induced mitohormetic 
response in Ctrl mice. However, these effects of DR were diminished in Foxo3+/– mice, indicating a substantial role for 
FoxO3 in the salutary effects of DR. A metabolomic analysis in the liver at middle age showed that DR down-regulated the 
glycolysis, pentose phosphate pathway, and purine metabolism in Ctrl mice, whereas upregulated gluconeogenesis and 
arginine biosynthesis. These metabolic alterations induced by DR were also compromised in Foxo3+/– mice. Our findings 
indicate that FoxO3 plays pivotal roles in mitochondrial and metabolic responses to DR, which could underlie the life-
extending effect of DR.
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MS6-4

Mass Up Aging Skeletal Muscle  Study of mTORC1 and Sarcopenia

Shih Yin Tsai 

Elisa M. Crombie1, Seonyoung Kim1, Stuart Adamson3, Han Dong1, Tzu-Chiao Lu9, Yiju Wu1, Yajun Wu4, Yotam Levy 5, 
Nolan Stimple3, Wing Moon R. Lam6, Hwee Weng D. Hey6, Dominic J. Withers7, Ao-Lin Hsu9, 10, Boon Huat Bay4, Julien 

Ochala5,8, Shih-Yin Tsai1,2

1 Department of Physiology, Yong Loo Lin School of Medicine, National University of Singapore, Singapore, Singapore. 2 Healthy 
Longevity Translational Research Programme, Yong Loo Lin School of Medicine, National University of Singapore, Singapore, 

117456, Singapore.3 Buck Institute for Research on Aging, Novato, California, USA.4 Department of Anatomy, Yong Loo Lin School 
of Medicine, National University of Singapore, Singapore, Singapore.5 Centre of Human and Applied Physiological Sciences, School 

of Basic and Medical Biosciences, Faculty of Life Sciences & Medicine, King’s College London, UK 6 Department of Orthopedic 
Surgery, Yong Loo Lin School of Medicine, National University of Singapore, Singapore, Singapore.7 Metabolic Signalling Group, 
Medical Research Council Clinical Sciences Centre, Imperial College London, Hammersmith Campus, London, UK.8 Department 
of Biomedical Sciences, University of Copenhagen, Copenhagen, Denmark 9 Research Center for Healthy Aging, China Medical 

University, Taichung, 404, Taiwan.10 Institute of Biochemistry and Molecular Biology, National Yang Ming Chiao Tung University, 
Taipei 112, Taiwan 

Aging is an emerging health issue worldwide. Sarcopenia is commonly related to aging and is a major risk factor for 
mortality. To date, there is no effective and approved pharmacological intervention to treat sarcopenia. The mechanisms 
to control skeletal muscle growth during aging is also not well understood. The mTORC1 signaling axis is a central hub 
regulating proteostasis and metabolism. Repression of the mTORC1 signaling cascade extends lifespan and promotes 
healthspan across model organisms. In contrast, genetically activating muscle mTORC1 signaling recapitulates sarcopenic 
features, including muscle atrophy and myopathy. Herein, we identified the following novel phenotypes associated with 
mTORC1 dysregulation in post-mitotic skeletal muscle. (1) While autophagic flux was reduced in mTORC1 hyper-activated 
skeletal muscle, our data show a previously unreported phenomenon where sustained mTORC1 activation impaired 
lysosomal acidification, thus inhibiting lysosomal degradation. We have also confirmed that this impaired lysosomal 
acidification upon fasting was conserved during natural aging in skeletal muscle, suggesting that lysosomal dysfunction 
might be driven by mTORC1-induced sarcopenia.  (2) Additionally, excess cellular waste was taken up by mitochondria, 
leading to the accumulation of dysfunctional mitochondria and oxidative stress. (3) Lastly, we found that activating the 
mTORC1 downstream translation regulator 4EBP1 could rescue mTORC1-induced sarcopenia by expanding lysosomal 
degradation capacity to compensate for the autophagy impairment, consequently relieving proteotoxic stress resulting 
from the accumulation of damaged proteins and mitochondria. This work identifies 4EBP1 as a regulatory node in the 
translation-degradation axis, maintaining the proteomic integrity of skeletal muscle during ageing.
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MS6-5

Dietary Restriction and Aging: A Gut Feeling of Improved Health

Pei-Yu Wang

Graduate Institute of Brain and Mind Sciences, College of Medicine, 
National Taiwan University, Taiwan

Dietary restriction (DR, 20% to 40% reduction in daily food intake without malnutrition) is the best-known strategies for 
improving healthspan and lifespan across different species. Recent studies suggested that gut microbiota has emerged as 
a crucial factor in mediating DR-induced benefits during the aging process. However, the specific bioactive components 
and the underlying mechanisms remain elusive. Using multiomics approaches, we demonstrated that a specific set of gut 
bacteria may thrive under DR, and secrete specific metabolites that interact with the host to confer health and longevity. 
Fecal microbiota transplantation and dietary supplementation of bacteria-derived metabolites were sufficient to mimic 
some aspects of DR-induced responses in both physiological and pathological contexts. We believe our studies will provide 
crucial implications for the future treatment of age-related dysfunction, with the ultimate goal of promoting human health.

MS6-6

Enhancing CISD2 Prolongevity Gene Expression to Promote Healthy Aging

Ting-Fen Tsai1,2,3

1Department of Life Sciences and Institute of Genome Sciences
2Center for Healthy Longevity and Aging Sciences, National Yang Ming Chiao Tung University, Taipei, Taiwan

3Institute of Molecular and Genomic Medicine, National Health Research Institutes, Zhunan, Taiwan

The CDGSH Iron Sulfur Domain 2 (CISD2) gene is an evolutionarily conserved gene. CISD2 protein can be localized on 
the endoplasmic reticulum (ER), outer mitochondrial membrane (OMM) and mitochondria-associated membrane (MAM). 
CISD2 mediates the intercommunication between ER and mitochondria in order to regulate intracellular Ca2+ homeostasis 
and allow the maintenance of properly functioning of mitochondria. Importantly, in humans, CISD2 gene is located within 
a longevity region mapped on chromosome 4q. In mice, Cisd2 has been recognized as a prolongevity gene and the level 
of Cisd2 is a key determinant of lifespan and healthspan. Our mouse studies revealed that Cisd2 levels decrease during 
natural aging and that Cisd2 knockout shortens lifespan resulting in premature aging. Intriguingly, in naturally aging mice, 
a persistently high level of Cisd2, which is achieved by transgenic overexpression, prolongs lifespan and healthspan as well 
as ameliorates a variety of age-related disorders, including cardiac dysfunction, fatty liver disease and inflammation, muscle 
degeneration and sarcopenia. These findings highlight CISD2 as a potential target for developing novel regimens to slow 
down aging, and create a need for the translation of the above genetic evidence into novel pharmaceutical interventions 
that are able to alleviate age-related disorders and extend a healthy lifespan in humans.
Currently, we are developing anti-aging drugs using CISD2 as a molecular target. As a proof-of-concept, we evaluate the 
feasibility of a promising CISD2 activator, namely PZ-19b, as an effective regimen for delaying natural aging in mice. 
Three discoveries are pinpointed. Firstly, orally administered PZ-19b late in life (started at 20-22 months old) enhances 
Cisd2 expression and prolongs healthspan in old mice. Secondly, PZ-19b functions mainly in a Cisd2-dependent manner 
to ameliorate age-related metabolic decline, body composition changes, glucose dysregulation, and organ senescence. 
Finally, a youthful transcriptome pattern is regained after PZ-19b treatment during old age. Taken together, our findings 
indicate that CISD2 activators, e.g. PZ-19b, represent a promising and broadly effective translational approach to 
slowing down aging and promoting longevity via the activation of CISD2.
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MS6-7

The Unexpected Role of HSF-1 in Modulating Histone 
H4 in Mitochondria to Control Longevity

Ao-Lin Hsu

Department of Internal Medicine, Division of Geriatric & Palliative Medicine, University of Michigan, USA.
Institute of Biochemistry and Molecular Biology, National Yang Ming Chiao Tung University, Taiwan.

Heat shock factor-1 (HSF-1) is a master regulator of stress responses across taxa.  Over-expression of HSF-1 or genetic 
ablation of its conserved negative regulator, heat shock factor binding protein 1 (HSB-1), have been shown to result 
in robust life span extension in C. elegans. Recently, we found that increased HSF-1 activity elevates histone H4 levels 
in somatic tissues during development, while knockdown of H4 completely suppresses HSF-1-mediated longevity.  
Moreover, over-expression of H4 is sufficient to extend life span.  Ablation of HSB-1 induces an H4-dependent increase 
in micrococcal nuclease-protection of both nuclear chromatin as well as mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA), which consequently 
results in reduced transcription of mtDNA-encoded genes, decreased respiratory capacity and a mitochondrial unfolded 
protein response-dependent life span extension.  Interestingly, we found that this phenomenon is also conserved in both 
mammalian liver cells as well as undifferentiated myoblast cells.  Collectively, our findings unveil a novel role of HSF-
1 signalling in modulation of mitochondrial function via mediating histone H4-dependent regulation of mtDNA gene 
expression, and concomitantly acting as a determinant of organismal longevity.

MS7-1

Spatiotemporal Controlled Proteasomes Modulate Axon Maturation and Beyond

Pei-Lin Cheng

Institute of Molecular Biology, Academia Sinica
Taiwan

The ubiquitin-proteasome system (UPS), which constitutes the cellular machinery governing local protein turnover and 
antigen processing, also contributes to many facets of neuronal development, including axon growth and guidance. 
Neurons distribute 26S proteasomes to different subcellular regions during axon/dendrite polarization, but previously 
unclear how they do so. In this talk, I will review our past findings on molecular, cellular, and developmental mechanisms 
underlying proteasome positioning and the UPS-modulated axon polarization and maturation. I will describe molecular 
imaging approaches designed for proteasome tracking and functional axonal imaging. I will also report our current 
effort in using cell type-specific immunopeptidomics for studying brain immunity, particularly the role of myelinating 
oligodendrocytes in modulating the local Teff/Treg balance upon physiological or autoimmune responses in the central 
nervous system. I will introduce our newly developed brain mimicking hydrogel-based platform and molecular approaches 
in axon-myelin units to understand better how brain parenchymal cells coordinate their antigen-presenting ability for the 
establishment, refinement, and maintenance of antigenic landscapes. 
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MS7-2

Genetic and Cell Biological Strategies to Create Stereotyped Neuron Arbors

Adrian W Moore

RIKEN Center for Brain Science
Japan

Neurons have stereotyped dendrite and axon arbors. These scaffold synaptic connectivity, and control computation of 
information by the cell. From vertebrates to invertebrates, dendrite arbor wiring patterns are genetically programmed; our 
laboratory asks how these programs are decoded. We approach this by examining arbor differentiation as a sequential and 
changing process, in which different sequences or durations of cell behaviors create specialized wiring pattern outcomes. 
To reveal the molecular control processes, we integrate in vivo high spatiotemporal resolution time-lapse imaging and 
quantitation of arbor differentiation, with state-of-the-art transcriptomics. Our recent studies using Drosophila peripheral 
sensory neurons as an experimental system, have led to a new model for stereotyped arbor specification; transcription 
factors encode the growth and branching dynamics of arbor differentiation by setting the identity, spatial organization, and 
amplitude of microtubule generation events in the neuron. 

MS7-3

Cell Migration in the Developing Cerebral Cortex

Kazunori Nakajima

Keio University School of Medicine
Japan

Neurons and a major population of glial cells in the cerebral cortex are generated directly or indirectly from the progenitors 
in the ventricular zone (VZ). To investigate the migratory behavior of the cells that derive from the cortical VZ, time-lapse 
imaging of brain slices has been extensively performed, revealing various modes of migration. However, most research has 
been done for neuronal migration, and not much is know for glial cells.
Astrocytes are among the most abundant cell types in the mammalian brain. They play essential roles in maintaining and 
regulating synapses, blood brain barrier, blood flow, and metabolism in the mature brain. During development, astrocytes 
are generated from radial glia, mainly after neurogenesis has ended. They migrate into the cortical plate (CP) at the time of 
neural network formation and actively participate in synapse formation, maturation, and elimination. Therefore, astrocyte 
positioning at the right place and time is important for proper neural network formation. However, how astrocytes migrate 
and settle in the CP is largely unknown because of the lack of specific markers for astrocyte progenitors and the numerous 
cell divisions they undergo after leaving the VZ. 
Here, we labeled cells derived from the cortical VZ in the late stages of CP development in mice by in utero electroporation 
of fluorescent protein-expression vectors, and identified a novel migration mode, named erratic migration, in which cells 
move rapidly and almost randomly within the intermediate zone and the CP. Cell fate analysis of erratically migrating cells 
reveal that they are astrocyte progenitors. We also find astrocyte progenitors migrate along blood vessels and spread 
in the CP using both erratic and blood vessel-guided migrations. These blood vessel-independent (erratic) and vessel-
guided migration can be observed by two-photon in vivo imaging. These two migration modes are seen only for astrocyte 
progenitors derived from prenatal VZ, which eventually differentiate into protoplasmic astrocytes within the cortical gray 
matter, whereas progenitors derived from postnatal VZ remain in the white matter and differentiate into fibrous astrocytes. 
We further find that astrocyte progenitors that bridge neighboring blood vessels support angiogenesis itself. Moreover, 
we uncover the chemokine receptors, Cxcr4 and Cxcr7, and the downstream integrin b1 are involved in blood vessel-guided 

migration. Indeed, their functional blocking reduce the astrocyte density in the superficial cortical gray matter, indicating the importance 

of blood vessel-guided migration for proper positioning of astrocytes. Altogether these data provide fundamental mechanisms of astrocyte 

migration and positioning in the developing cerebral cortex.
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MS7-4

Transcription Factors and Cortical Patterning

Shen-Ju Chou

Institute of Cellular and Organismic Biology, Academia Sinica
Taiwan

The mammalian cerebral cortex is a remarkably complex organ responsible for the perception of sensory stimuli, 
the execution of motor actions, learning, cognition, and consciousness. To perform such complicated functions, it 
is compartmentalized into multiple functional units or cortical regions, including the newly evolved neocortex and 
evolutionarily older paleocortex and archicortex. Each cortical region has unique cytoarchitectures, patterns of gene 
expression, and distinct sets of input and output projections to perform specific functions: the neocortex, consists of 
six layers of neurons and processes visual, auditory, and somatosensory inputs and implements motor functions, the 
piriform cortex, the major component in the paleocortex, consists of three layers of neurons and processes olfaction, and 
the hippocampus, the major component in the archicortex, consists of three layers of neurons and is involved in spatial 
learning and memory formation. The research in my laboratory concerns the patterning of the cerebral cortex into different 
cortical regions. We focus on the functions of transcription factors (TFs) in specifying neuronal properties in different 
cortical regions. Our goal is to understand the mechanisms (i) controlling the number of neurons produced in different 
cortical regions, (ii) endowing cortical neurons with their region-specific properties, and (iii) integrating cortical neurons 
into functional neuronal circuits. Uncovering the mechanisms controlling cortical regional specification would allow us to 
understand how the brain functions, which is the first step toward understanding cortical dysfunction in disease states.

MS7-5

TDP-43 is Essential for Oligodendrocyte Myelination by 
Regulating SREBF2-Medidated Cholesterol Metabolism

Shuo-Chien Ling1*, Wan-Yun Ho1

National University of Singapore, Singapore1

Cholesterol metabolism operates autonomously within the central nervous system (CNS), where the majority of cholesterol 
resides in myelin. We demonstrate that TDP-43, the pathological signature protein for amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS) 
and frontotemporal dementia (FTD), influences cholesterol metabolism in oligodendrocytes. TDP-43 binds directly to 
mRNA of SREBF2, the master transcription regulator for cholesterol metabolism, and multiple mRNAs encoding proteins 
responsible for cholesterol biosynthesis and uptake, including HMGCR, HMGCS1, and LDLR. TDP-43 depletion leads to 
reduced SREBF2 and LDLR expression, and cholesterol levels in vitro and in vivo. TDP-43-mediated changes in cholesterol 
levels can be restored by reintroducing SREBF2 or LDLR. Additionally, cholesterol supplementation rescues demyelination 
caused by TDP-43 deletion. Furthermore, oligodendrocytes harboring TDP-43 pathology from FTD patients show reduced 
HMGCR and HMGCS1, and co-aggregation of LDLR and TDP-43. Collectively, our results indicate that TDP-43 plays a role 
in cholesterol homeostasis, and cholesterol dysmetabolism may be implicated in TDP-43 proteinopathies-related diseases. 
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MS8-1

Cryogenic Electron Tomography of Cells Reveals Structural 
Details from Organelles to Macromolecules

Wah Chiu

Stanford University and SLAC National Accelerator Laboratory
USA

 
Cryogenic electron tomography (cryoET) has been advanced to visualize all sorts of cells, which have been vitrified 
without chemical fixatives or dehydration using 300 kV transmission electron microscope. Tomograms can be annotated 
with artificial intelligence-based methods not only to highlight features of interest in organelles but also to quantify their 
volumes, distributions and occurrence frequency. Such observations can be correlated to the physiological states of the 
cells. In some cases, subvolumes of tomograms can be extracted, classified and averaged. Such advanced image processing 
can produce structural details of protein components of macromolecular assemblies at subnanometer resolutions. I will 
illustrate this cryoET application in the context of infectious and neurodegenerative diseases.

MS8-2

Structural Studies of Endogenous Proteins by Single Particle Cryo-EM

Wooyoung Choi1, Hao Wu1 and Yifan Cheng1,2

1Department of Biochemistry and Biophysics, University of California San Francisco, CA 94158
2Howard Hughes Medical Institute, University of California San Francisco, CA 94158

USA

Structural biology aims to provide structural information of biological macromolecules in great details to facilitate 
unraveling how these macromolecules perform their functions in complex biological processes. In the era of single 
particle cryogenic electron microscopy (cryo-EM), the vision of structural biology has been extended beyond determining 
atomic structures from well-behaved conformational homogeneous samples towards mechanics understanding of how 
the targeted biological macromolecules carry out their functions in complicated biological environments, such as within 
cells or from cells of different animal tissues. Correlated to this transition, protein production also needs to be extended 
from the highly successful recombinant approach towards capturing endogenous macromolecular complexes. To this goal, 
tagging endogenous proteins with various affinity tags has the potential to enable affinity purification of endogenous 
macromolecular complexes for structural studies by single particle cryo-EM. 
The CRISPR/Cas9 technology provides an ideal tool kit to enable tagging endogenous proteins. Here, we present an 
approach that enables rapid CRISPR-based knock-in of affinity tags to protein in HEK293 cells by using a plasmid 
homology directed repair (HDR) donor we designed. Using this approach, we tagged six different genes with different 
endogenous expression levels, and determined four high-resolution structures from endogenous proteins. We will highlight 
two endogenous complexes, human methylsome, which is composed of protein arginine methyltransferase 5 (PRMT5) 
and WD-repeat containing protein (MEP50), and human glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate dehydrogenase (GAPDH). Tagging 
endogenous protein also enabled separation of cytosolic and nuclear GAPDH and reveal their structural differences. 
Overall, our work demonstrates the enabling potential of tagging endogenous proteins in HEK cells by CRISPR/Cas9 for 
structural studies by single particle cryo-EM. 
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MS8-3

Structural and Functional Annotations of Glycosylation of Coronavirus Spike Proteins

Shang-Te Hsu

Institute of Biological Chemistry, Academia Sinica
Taiwan

Coronavirus (CoV) spike proteins are responsible for host recognition and viral entry.  They bind to specific host (co)
receptor molecules and they are targeted by neutralizing antibodies.  Spike proteins highly glycosylated, and their surface 
glycans provide camouflaging shields to help CoVs evade host immunity.  Understanding the structure-activity relationship 
of CoV spike proteins therefore requires better structural understanding in the context of glycosylation.  Atomic insights 
into these glycan structures are challenging not least because of the intrinsic dynamic nature and heterogeneity in 
composition.  To address this issue, we integrated cryo-electron microscopy (cryo-EM), mass spectrometry and molecular 
modelling to demonstrate the feasibility to directly visualize extended N-glycan structures and build atomic models of fully 
glycosylated spike proteins.1  We also established a robust mass spectrometry-based workflow to quantitatively evaluate 
the glycosylation patterns of CoV spike proteins.3  We showed that mutations of emerging variants of concern (VOCs) of 
SARS-CoV-2 not only alter the protein structures of the receptor-binding domain (RBD), which is responsible for receptor 
ACE2 binding,3 they also alter the structure of the hyper-antigenic N-terminal domain (NTD) of SARS-CoV-2 spike variants, 
and importantly change the glycosylation within the NTD, which directly contribute to immunity escapes from neutralizing 
antibodies.4  We recently demonstrated by cryo-electron tomography (cryo-ET) and cryo-EM that the spike protein of 
a highly virulent Pintung 52 (PT52) strain of porcine epidemic diarrhea virus (PEDV) from Taiwan exhibits hitherto not 
observed structural polymorphism on intact viral particles.  We observed co-existence of the up and down conformations 
of the N-terminal domain 0 (D0) unique to alphacoronaviruses.  Cryo-EM and mutation studies confirmed the regulatory 
role of a particular N-glycan positioned at the hinge region in modulating the D0 up/down conformation equilibrium.5  Our 
findings underscored the functional importance of glycosylation of CoV spike proteins, and provided a platform to dissect 
the functional contributions of these glycans. 

MS8-4

Assembly Mechanism of the Pleomorphic Immature Poxvirus Scaffold

Matthias Wolf

Molecular Cryo-Electron Microscopy Unit, Okinawa Institute of Science and Technology (OIST)
Japan

In Vaccinia virus (VACV), the prototype poxvirus, scaffold protein D13 forms a honeycomb-like lattice on the viral 
membrane that results in formation of the pleomorphic immature virion (IV). The structure of D13 is similar to those of 
major capsid proteins that readily form icosahedral capsids in nucleocytoplasmic large DNA viruses (NCLDVs). However, 
the detailed assembly mechanism of the nonicosahedral poxvirus scaffold has never been understood. Here we show 
the cryo-EM structures of the D13 trimer and scaffold intermediates produced in vitro. The structures reveal that the 
displacement of the short N-terminal α-helix is critical for initiation of D13 self-assembly. The continuous curvature of the 
IV is mediated by electrostatic interactions that induce torsion between trimers. The assembly mechanism explains the 
semiordered capsid-like arrangement of D13 that is distinct from icosahedral NCLDVs. Our structures explain how a single 
protein can self-assemble into different capsid morphologies and represent a local exception to the universal Caspar-Klug 
theory of quasi-equivalence.
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MS8-5

Identifying DNA Mismatch Governing Factors in Human 
DMC1 and RAD51 from Cryo-EM Structures

Meng-Chiao Ho

Institute of Biological Chemistry, Academia Sinica
Taiwan

Both high-fidelity and mismatch-tolerant recombination, catalyzed by RAD51 and DMC1 recombinases, respectively, 
are indispensable for genomic integrity. Here, we use cryo-EM, MD simulation and functional analysis to elucidate the 
structural basis for the mismatch tolerance of DMC1. Structural analysis of DMC1 presynaptic and postsynaptic complexes 
suggested that the lineage-specific Loop 1 Gln244 (Met243 in RAD51) may help stabilize DNA backbone, whereas Loop 
2 Pro274 and Gly275 (Val273/Asp274 in RAD51) may provide an open “triplet gate” for mismatch tolerance. In support, 
DMC1-Q244M displayed marked increase in DNA dynamics, leading to unobservable DNA map. MD simulation showed 
highly dispersive mismatched DNA ensemble in RAD51 but well-converged DNA in DMC1 and RAD51-V273P/D274G. 
Replacing Loop 1 or Loop 2 residues in DMC1 with RAD51 counterparts enhanced DMC1 fidelity, while reciprocal 
mutations in RAD51 attenuated its fidelity. Our results show that three Loop 1/Loop 2 residues jointly enact contrasting 
fidelities of DNA recombinases.

MS9-1

Cruising in the Cell

Atsushi Miyawaki

RIKEN CBS
Japan

The behavior of biological molecules in cells reminds me of a school of whales migrating in the ocean, whose journey is 
captured by the Argos artificial satellite system. When sending a whale with a transmitter attached to its dorsal fin back 
into the sea, every staff member hopes that it will return safely to a school of its species. Current transmitters are minute 
in size, but it was not so in the past. There used to be concern that a whale fitted with a transmitter would be ostracized by 
other whales for “wearing something annoying.” How is whale migration related to the tide or a shoal of small fish? What 
kind of interaction exists among different species of whales? Humans have attempted to fully understand their fellow 
creature in the sea since the age of whale fishing. 
In a live cell imaging experiment, a luminescent (fluorescent/bioluminescent) probe plays the role of a transmitter. After 
labeling a specific region of a biological molecule with a luminescent probe, the labeled biomolecule is returned back into 
a cell to visualize its behavior in response to external stimuli. Because luminescence is a physical phenomenon, we can 
extract various kinds of information by making full use of its characteristics. Imagine the labeled biomolecule cruising 
inside cells in a supermicro corps, gliding down in a microtubule like a roller coaster, and pushing its way through a jungle 
of chromatin while hoisting a flag of nuclear localization signal --- our imaginative minds remind us to retain a playful and 
adventurous perspective at all times. What matters is mobilizing all capabilities of science and technology and empowering 
our imagination. I believe that serendipitous findings can arise out of such an adventurous mind, a frame of mind that 
prevails while enjoying whale-watching. 
Over the past two decades, various genetically encoded probes have been generated principally using luminescent 
proteins. Newly emerging genetically encoded tools will undoubtedly stimulate the imagination of many neuroscientists, 
and this is expected to spark an upsurge in the demand for them. I will discuss how the probes have advanced our 
understanding of the spatio-temporal regulation of biological functions, such as cell-cycle progression, autophagy, and 
metabolism inside cells, neurons, embryos, and brains. I will also speculate on how these approaches will continue to 
improve owing to yet unexplored features of luminescent proteins. 
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MS9-2

In Vivo Tracking of Extracellular Vesicles and DNA Repairs

Charles Pin-Kuang Lai1,2,3

1Institute of Atomic and Molecular Sciences, Academia Sinica, Taipei, Taiwan
2Chemical Biology and Molecular Biophysics Program, TIGP, Academia Sinica, Taipei, Taiwan
3 Genome and Systems Biology Degree Program, National Taiwan University, Taipei, Taiwan

Taiwan

Extracellular vesicles (EVs), including exosomes and microvesicles, are nanosized, membrane-bound vesicles released 
by cells. These EVs are capable of delivering a select subset of proteins, nucleic acids and lipids to mediate “wireless” 
intercellular communication without direct cell-to-cell contacts.  In fact, EVs have been found to play an important role 
in development, disease, and therapy. Therefore, it is paramount to understand spatiotemporal property of EVs under 
(patho)physiological conditions. However, accurate in vivo monitoring of EVs is challening due to a lack of suitable 
EV detection methods. Meanwhile, genome editing tools are being actively investigated for precision medicine and 
diagnostic applications. Yet, studying DNA repair outcomes (a critical part of genome-editing) is time-consuming and 
typically requires disruption of cells for subsequent DNA sequence analyses. In this seminar, I will describe a series of 
highly sensitive imaging reporter systems, PalmGRET and BLRR, to accurately track EVs and DNA repairs, respectively. 
PalmGRET is a multi-resolution EV imaging platform which employs bioluminescence (BL) for excitation to track EVs with 
both BL and fluorescence emission signals via bioluminescence resonance energy transfer (BRET). Using PalmGRET, we 
first demonstrated that cancer EV biodistribution is a dynamic process at organ systems level. BLRR is a multiplexed BL 
reporter comprised of secreted Gaussia and Vargula luciferases to simultaneously detect homology directed repair (HDR) 
and non-homologous end joining (NHEJ). Though BLRR, we first identified HDR-suppressing function of anticancer cardiac 
glycosides in human glioblastomas and glioma-cancer stem-like cells via DNA repair protein RAD51 homolog 1 (RAD51). 
Further applications of PalmGRET and BLRR will be discussed in this seminar. 

MS9-3

3D Multi-Resolution Approach to Molecular and Nanoscale Processes in Biology

Haw Yang

Department of Chemistry, Princeton University
USA

The 3D multi-resolution approach allows the real-time study of fast 3D nanoscale dynamics of a single nanoscale reporter 
(10 nm XYZ spatial localization precision and 10 μs time resolution), and the spectroscopy thereof, while concurrently 
recording the reporter’s contextual surroundings. During this 20-minute presentation, we will attempt to cover the basic 
ideas—which is essentially a hardware-based mechanical coordinate transformation from lab-based frame to nano-
reporter-based frame, its implementation, applications, as well recent new developments.
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MS9-4

Optoproteomics: Microscopy-Based Subcellular Proteomics

Jung-Chi Liao

CEO, Syncell Inc.
Taiwan

Mapping the subcellular spatial proteome is essential to understand cellular activities underlying cell physiology and 
pathology. Here, we introduce an integrated platform combining epifluorescence microscopy, multiphoton illumination, 
automated region of interest assigning, photochemical biotinylation, biochemical purification, and mass spectrometry 
to achieve region-specific protein isolation and identification at ~240 nm precision. We termed this technology 
“optoproteomics”, a novel solution to connecting the field of microscopy with mass spectrometry-based proteomics.

MS9-5

De novo Design of Proteins Materials across Multiple Length Scales  

Yang Hsia

University of Washington; Institute for Protein Design
USA

Proteins are the primary workhorse of life. These nanoscale machines not only perform the life sustaining reactions, they 
also function as dynamic structural building blocks that give shape and biochemical addressability to organisms. As the 
field of protein design has evolved over the last decade, researchers have been able to explicitly design computationally 
from scratch a wide variety of protein materials that self-organize and self-assemble across a multiple length scales, from 
discretely addressable repeating units at the single nanometer scale to symmetrical unbounded 2- and 3-dimentional 
arrays and crystals in the micron scale. We utilize an heavily hierarchical approach so that every designed building block 
can be transferred, re-used, and modified as necessary for different tasks. Our newest generation of materials take another 
step away from native-like globular proteins and aim to fully gain access to human-intuitive programmable structures, 
moving towards tailor-made protein materials for every application and minimize shotgun approaches. These designed 
materials are moving their way into real life applications such as superagonist epitope custering for cell signalling and novel 
vaccines for the recent SARS-COVID-19 outbreak.
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MS10-1

Metabolism in Cancer and Immune Regulation

Hui-Kuan Lin

Anderson Discovery Professor for Cancer Research at Wake Forest University School of Medicine
USA

Deregulated cell metabolism has merged to play a key role in cancer and immune regulation. Recent advances reveal that 
cancer cell metabolism not only provides energy and building blocks  and orchestrates redox balance for maintaining cancer 
cell proliferation and survival, but also generates a series of unique metabolites that are critically involved in signaling and 
epigenetic regulation. Glucose is a major source for cancer cell metabolism, which is taken to the cell through glucose 
transporters that are often upregulated in cancer cells, and plays a pivotal role in diverse biological processes involved in 
cancer and human diseases. In this talk, I will highlight our recent findings revealing how glucose metabolism orchestrates 
signaling, immunity and cancer. In this talk,  I will discuss the role of metabolism regulation in cancer control. Second, I 
will reveal the novel crosstalk between metabolism and innate immunity and their functional interplays in metabolism and 
immune regulation. Finally, I will discuss the therapeutic strategy to target metabolism for cancer treatment. Our studies 
open the new avenue and frontiers for studying and understanding the metabolism, but also offer novel paradigms and 
therapeutic strategies for targeting cancer and likely many other diseases associated with derailed metabolism.  

MS10-2

Replication Stress Response Defects Predict and Enhance Immune 
Checkpoint Therapy Response in Triple Negative Breast Cancer

Shiaw-Yih Lin

MD Anderson Cancer Center
USA

We have recently found that defects of the replication stress response (RSRD) may enhance the immunogenicity of TNBC 
and therefore its responsiveness to immnue checkpoint therapy (ICT). TNBC cells expressing high levels of an RSRD 
gene signature accumulate cytoplasmic DNA and induce immunostimulatory cytokine production, which is required for 
the effectiveness of ICT. Intriguingly, the RSRD gene signature score correlated perfectly with the response of TNBC 
to ICT in syngeneic mouse models and patient cohorts. All these intriguing findings strongly suggest that RSRD acts 
as a key determinant of ICT outcomes in TNBC, and that RSRD-enhancing drugs may sensitize ICT-resistant TNBC to 
immunotherapy.
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MS10-3

Cellular Senescence and Cancer: A Gut Microbial Connection

Eiji Hara

Research Institute for Microbial Diseases, Osaka University
Japan

Over the last few decades, it has become apparent that oncogenic proliferative signals are coupled to a variety of growth 
inhibitory responses, such as the induction of apoptotic cell death or irreversible cell cycle arrest known as “cellular 
senescence”. Thus, both apoptosis and cellular senescence are thought to act as important tumor suppression mechanisms.  
Unlike apoptotic cells, however, senescent cells remain viable for long periods of time and accumulate with age in various 
organs and tissues in vivo.  Moreover, recent studies have revealed that although cellular senescence initially functions as 
a tumor suppressive process through induction of stable cell cycle arrest, it may eventually promote chronic inflammation 
through secretion of various pro-inflammatory factors called “senescence associated secretory phenotype (SASP)”.   It is 
therefore quite possible that accumulation of senescent cells in vivo may contribute to inflammatory disorders, such as 
cancer.  However, it remains unclear how cellular senescence is actually induced in vivo.  
The human commensal microbiome provides a variety of benefits that contribute to proper functional activity in the host 
through the modulation of functional processes such as signal transduction, immunity and metabolism.  The unbalance of 
this microbial profile, or dysbiosis, has been correlated with the development of several diseases such as cancers.  Here, we 
introduce our recent work on identification and characterization of gut bacteria provoking cellular senescence, focusing on 
positive and negative roles of cellular senescence in cancer development.  We believe that a better understanding of the 
molecular mechanisms involved will lead to new strategies for the prevention of cancer.
 

MS10-4

Dynamic Interplay between Cancer and Immune Cells during Tumor Progression

Muh-Hwa Yang

Institute of Clinical Medicine, National Yang Ming Chiao Tung University
Taipei, Taiwan

The communication and mutual influences between cancer cells and immune cells have been well established. However, 
understanding the dynamic interaction between cancer cells and microenvironmental immune cells during cancer 
progression is relatively limited. The epithelial-mesenchymal transition (EMT) has been recognized as a major mechanism 
responsible for cancer progression. Here, we present the dynamic interplay between EMT-undergoing cancer cells and 
microenvironmental immune cells during cancer progression. We previously have shown that acetylation of the EMT 
transcriptional factor Snail in cancer cells promotes the recruitment of tumor-associated macrophages (TAM) by secreting 
CCL2 and CCL5. Furthermore, the miR-21-abundant exosomes secreted from Snail-expressing cancer cells polarize 
TAMs toward an M2-like phenotype. We recently found that exosomal miR-21 suppresses TAM NLRP3 inflammasome 
activities to attenuate therapy-induced immune responses. Cancer cells secreted exosomal triphosphate RNAs induce the 
expression of IL-1β to maintain the survival of tumor-infiltrated neutrophils that facilitate tumor progression. In metastatic 
microenvironments, we found that TAMs secrete interleukin-35 to promote colonization of metastatic tumor cells. In 
summary, our result indicates that a dynamic interplay between cancer cells and microenvironmental immune cells through 
the secretion of cytokines / chemokines and exosomes is crucial for late-stage progression and metastasis.
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MS10-5

Mitochondria Control Cancer Immunoescape and 
Resistance in the Tumor Microenvironment

Alan Yueh-Luen Lee

National Institute of Cancer Research, National Health Research Institutes, Zhunan, Miaoli 35053, Taiwan

Recently, a breakthrough revolutionary treatment of immunotherapy with immune checkpoint inhibitors has been reported 
to control cancer. The response and efficacy to immunotherapy and/or chemotherapy of cancer cells is influenced by their 
status of tumor microenvironment (TME). For example, hypoxia and elevated ROS status in the TME lead to adaptive 
mechanism of cell survival, death resistance, and immunoescape.
Mitochondria are the major organelles in sensing cellular stress and inducing the response for cell survival, which also are 
major sources of reactive oxygen species (ROS) that promote inflammation in the TME. Mitochondrial Lon is a matrix stress 
protein that assists protein folding and participates in mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA) stability, which has been identified 
as a oncogenic protein involved in regulating proliferation, metastasis, and apoptosis in cancer cells. Here we report how 
mitochondria regulate ROS-dependent inflammation, cancer immunoescape through NF-κB, mtDNA instability, cisplatin-
induced resistance by Ca2+, and hypoxia-induced mitophagy for the resistance to cancer therapy. Using RNAseq analysis, 
we found that Lon induces NF-κB and interferon (IFN) signal pathways in a ROS-dependent manner. We observed that 
Lon overexpression induces a NF-κB-dependent inflammatory response, which activates NF-κB-IL-13/IL-6 signaling to 
stimulate M2 macrophage polarization and angiogenesis under oxidative stress.
We also found that Lon-mtDNA axis induces the expression of PD-L1 via the ROS-dependent STING-TBK-IFN pathway, 
which is involved in tumor tolerogenic immunosuppression. Furthermore, Lon-mtDNA axis induces the TLR9-dependent 
macrophage polarization via extracellular vesicles (EVs). We next show that mtDNA-ROS-Lon is involved in cisplatin 
resistance mediated by calcium release into cytosol, which activates calcium-dependent PYK2-SRC-STAT3-IL-6 pathway. 
In the hypoxia-ROS axis, we found the translocation of Lon from the matrix to the ER-mitochondria contact region and the 
mechanism for the signal transduction from inside mitochondria to outside contacts. The interaction by Lon stabilized the 
ULK1 to initiate the mitophagy through its kinase function and target FUNDC1 for the damaged mitochondrial clearance.
In summary, these results show that mitochondrial stress response enhances immunosuppression by inflammation and 
mtDNA-dependent IFN-PD-L1 signaling. It also promotes the resistance to cisplatin chemotherapy by Ca2+-mediated 
retrograde signaling and triggers hypoxia-induced mitophagy for the resistance to cancer therapy. Our studies provide 
an insight into the mitochondrial response upon stress in the TME and suggest a synthetic lethality strategy of cancer 
therapeutics based on the TME.
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MS11-1

The Interplay between Helicobacter Pylori and Gastrointestinal Microbiota

Ming-Shiang Wu

Superintendent, National Taiwan University Hospital, Taipei, Taiwan

The complex population of microbes in the human gastrointestinal (GI) tract interacts with itself and with the host, exerting 
a deep influence on health and disease development. The development of modern sequencing technology has enabled us 
to gain insight into GI microbes. Helicobacter pylori colonization significantly affects the gastric microenvironment, which 
in turn affects gastric microbiota and may be correlated with colonic microbiota changes. Crosstalk between H. pylori and 
GI commensal flora may play a role in H. pylori–related carcinogenicity and extragastric manifestations. We review current 
knowledge on how H. pylori shapes GI microbiota and on colonic microbiota changes attributed to eradication therapy. 

MS11-2

Spatial-, Temporal- and Inter-Person Variation of Metabolites across 
the Upper and Lower Human Gastrointestinal Tract

Oliver Fiehn

UC Davis
California, USA

Crohn’s and inflammatory bowel disease are conditions of the human small intestine, not the colon. Stool is an inadequate 
surrogate for GI microbiome or metabolome studies for these diseases. Peroral or endoscopic gut aspirates and mucosal 
biopsies are highly invasive, and are conducted in the fasted state. We evaluated a novel, safe, ingestible sampling device 
that collects the luminal contents of various regions of the human small intestinal tract during normal daily routine 
digestion. To demonstrate the biological and clinical utility of the capsule sampling device, we profiled the microbiome and 
metabolites present in these samples.
275 samples were taken from 15 healthy humans using four capsules after lunch and dinner over two subsequent 
days. Samples were analyzed using untargeted lipidomics and biogenic amines by CSH- and BEH amide LC with +/- ESI 
Orbitrap MS/MS and primary metabolites by trimethylsilylation and GC-TOF MS. Bile acids were targeted by C18-QTRAP 
6500 MS/MS, and short chain fatty acids by derivatization/GC-MS. Data analysis was performed by MS-DIAL 4.8 with 
compound annotations using MassBank.us and NIST20 libraries.
We identified 1,909 metabolites, including novel bile acids, in addition to numerous unknown compounds. Stool 
metabolomes were dramatically different than upper GI tract samples. Trends in chemical abundance were observed 
based on intestinal location, subject-specific metabolite expression, and diet-linked factors. As expected, essential 
nutrients and dietary lipids decreased along the intestinal tract, while other diet related metabolites increased along the 
intestine. Interestingly, bile acids showed both expected and novel variations. Two subjects with antibiotic treatments up 
to 6 months prior to collection showed markedly different metabolome patterns. Exposome metabolism could be readily 
followed in different modifications along the upper GI tract.
For the first time, the metabolome of the small intestine of humans was analyzed to reveal subject specific chemical 
phenotypes
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MS11-3

Genome Instability Induced by the Helicobacter Pylori CagA Oncoprotein

Masanori Hatakeyama

Institute of Microbial Chemistry, Microbial Chemistry Research Foundation
Institute for Genetic Medicine, Hokkaido University

Japan

Chronic infection with Helicobacter pylori cagA-positive strains is causally associated with the development of gastric 
cancer. Oncogenic potential of the cagA gene-product CagA has been confirmed by the observation that cagA-transgenic 
mice spontaneously develop malignant neoplasms. The CagA protein is delivered into gastric epithelial cells via the 
bacterial type IV secretion system, where it undergoes tyrosine phosphorylation by host kinases. Tyrosine-phosphorylated 
CagA binds to pro-oncogenic tyrosine phosphatase SHP2 and thereby stimulates the phosphatase activity, which activates 
Ras-ERK signaling. CagA also binds to the polarity-regulating serine/threonine kinase PAR1b in a tyrosine phosphorylation-
independent manner, thereby causing epithelial cell polarity defects. Although such cell-intrinsic CagA activities 
contribute to the early phases of gastric carcinogenesis, CagA is no longer required for the maintenance of established 
gastric cancer, indicating that gastric carcinogenesis occurs through a “Hit-and-Run” mechanism of CagA. We recently 
found that the CagA-mediated inactivation of the serine/threonine kinase activity of PAR1b dampens cytoplasmic-to-
nuclear translocation of the BRCA1 tumor suppressor by inhibiting PAR1b-mediated phosphorylation of BRCA1 on S616. 
Reduction/loss of nuclear BRCA1 induces the cellular state termed “BRCAness” that generates/deteriorates DNA double-
strand breaks (DSBs) by destabilizing replication forks while disabling homologous recombination (HR). That being said, 
CagA-induced DSB simultaneously activates the p53-p21Cip1 axis and thereby inhibits proliferation of cells with DSBs, 
which subsequently undergo premature cell senescence. Inactivation of p53, occurring mostly through aging-associated 
TP53 mutation in gastric epithelial cells, allows proliferation of CagA-delivered cells exhibiting BRCAness-associated 
genomic instability, from which CagA-independent pre-cancerous cells underlying “Hit-and-Run” carcinogenesis may arise.

MS11-4

Epithelial-Microbial Diplomacy: Tighten Borders Reduce Inflammation in Colitis 

Cheng-Yuan Kao

 Department of Inflammation, Amgen Research
USA

Gut microbiota has been associated with host physiology functions, and many human disorders such as obesity and 
inflammatory bowel diseases. An emerging view is that these effects could be achieved through complex microbial-host 
cross-talks with the gut barrier and mucosal immune system. We have found that dual-specificity phosphatase 6 (Dusp6)-
depletion could confer significant protections in dextran sulfate sodium (DSS)-induced mouse colitis model and the 
effects are partially contributed by the altered gut microbiota. To further elucidate how the gut microbiota is modulated 
by Dusp6, through multi-omics analysis we found that epithelial barrier integrity and hypoxic and oxygen homeostasis 
regulation related pathways were more enriched in DUSP6-depleted gut epithelial cells. Further more, with fecal-
microbiota transplant experiments  we discovered novel gut microbes that could contribute to the host protection agaisnt 
DSS-induced colitis. It is plausible that the pre-conditioned/tighten epitelial border confers reduced susceptibility to DSS-
induced damage and in turn also enriches certain gut commensals to counteract the DSS-triggered leaky gut. In sum, our 
findings have shown that Dusp6-deficiency is a novel host genetic factor that could modulate gut barrier and mucosal 
immunity and inhibiting DUSP6 might be a novel strategy to shape the homeostasis of microbiota for the prevention or 
treatment of diverse inflammatory diseases. 
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MS11-5

The Human Skin Microbiome in Health and Disease

Heidi Kong

Cutaneous Microbiome and Inflammation Lab, Dermatology, National Institute of Arthritis and Musculoskeletal and Skin Diseases, 
National Institutes of Health

USA

Our microbiota have been increasingly shown to have important biological interactions with the human host. Skin, as 
the largest organ which serves as an important barrier to the environment, hosts diverse and complex communities of 
bacteria, fungi, and viruses. Microbiome sequencing has revealed the skin microbiome patterning across the body surface, 
individuality, and relative stability in healthy individuals. Translational studies highlight the influence of the human body’s 
physiology and immunology in shaping the skin microbiome. For example, in children followed through puberty, the 
human skin microbiome transitions in conjunction with hormonal shifts. And in patients with a primary immunodeficiency 
syndrome called DOCK8 deficiency, DOCK8-deficient skin is predominated by DNA viruses in contrast to the bacterial 
predominance in healthy controls and in DOCK8-deficient oral and gut mucosa. This underscores the prominent role of 
host immunity in host-microbial interactions and how skin is compartmentalized as a unique environment. In addition 
to the human host playing a significant role in defining the skin microbiome, there are ongoing investigations into the 
influence of the skin microbiota on the host. The integration of whole genome sequencing of bacterial isolates has 
illustrated the strain, or sub-species, variability on human skin in certain skin diseases and in antimicrobial resistance 
development and persistence. The cellular differentiation is critical in defining the skin microbiome and its interactions 
with the host and will provide deeper understanding into human health and disease.

MS11-6

Effect Of Diet on the Restructuring of Microbiota in Patients 
with Colorectal Cancer after Surgical Treatment 

Tzu-Ching Meng

Institute of Biological Chemistry, Academia Sinica, Taiwan 
Institute of Biochemical Sciences, National Taiwan University, Taiwan

Gut microorganisms play important roles in gastrointestinal physiology, such as in energy metabolism and immune 
response. Previous clinical studies have shown that gut microbiota is associated with tumorigenesis and that its 
composition differed remarkably in post-surgery patients and those with colorectal cancer (CRC). However, little is 
known about the nature and regulation of the dynamic changes in gut microbiota after surgery in patients with CRC. 
In this study, we investigated the changes in the microbiota of 90 patients with CRC before surgery to six months after 
surgery. In addition, compared with non-CRC controls, we identified a list of control- and CRC-enriched microbes at the 
genus level. We further used this list to monitor the microbiota changes in post-surgery patients with CRC and found that 
after 6 months, CRC-enriched microbes in post-surgery patients were higher than that in the control. Further analysis 
revealed that increased control-enriched microbes and decreased CRC-enriched microbes in patients with CRC positively 
correlated with fruit and vegetable consumption. In conclusion, our study provides a reference database to monitor long-
term microbiota changes in post-surgery patients and establishes a cohort of microbes to monitor microbiota community 
alterations and fluctuations due to dietary habits.
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MS12-1

Liquid-Liquid Phase Separation of TFEB in Autophagy Regulation

Hong Zhang

Institute of Biophysics, Chinese Academy of Sciences, P.R. China

The MiT/TFE family transcription factor TFEB controls expression of a network of genes involved in autophagy and 
lysosomal biogenesis. Diverse signaling pathways have been shown to regulate the phosphorylation status of TFEB to 
control its cytoplasmic-nuclear trafficking. We demonstrated that modulation of liquid-liquid phase separation (LLPS) of 
nuclear TFEB is a novel mechanism to regulate TFEB activity without changing its subcellular trafficking. The nuclear-
localized protein IPMK acts as a chaperone to inhibit LLPS of TFEB. IPMK depletion results in formation of more TFEB 
condensates and greatly promotes autophagy activity and lysosomal biogenesis and function. Interestingly, we found 
that despite possessing high internal dynamics, TFEB condensates exhibit low fusion propensity in vitro and in living cells. 
We developed several biophysical techniques to characterize the material properties of TFEB condensates, including 
interfacial tension, viscosity and elasticity. We found that TFEB condensates have rigid interfacial boundaries that govern 
their interaction behaviors. The material properties of TFEB condensates are important for modulating the transcriptional 
activity of TFEB. Our study reveals that modulation of LLPS of TFEB provides another layer of regulatory mechanisms for 
autophagy activity.

MS12-2

Distinct Molecular Mechanisms and Functions of Non-
Canonical Autophagy in Lysosomal Biogenesis

Oliver Florey

Babraham Institute
UK

Autophagy is a fundamental catabolic process coordinated by a network of autophagy related (ATG) proteins. These ATG 
proteins also perform an important, parallel role in ‘non-canonical’ autophagy, a lysosome-associated signalling pathway 
with key functions in immunity, inflammation, cancer and neurodegeneration.  While the non-canonical autophagy 
pathway shares the common ATG machinery, it bears key mechanistic and functional distinctions, and is characterised 
by the Conjugation of ATG8 to Single Membranes (CASM). Here, we describe the molecular features of CASM, including 
identification of an alternative conjugation of ATG8 proteins to phosphatidylserine. We also reveal a novel function of 
CASM in regulating TFEB and lysosomal biogenesis, through the GABARAP/ATG8 dependent sequestration of the FNIP/
Folliculin complex.
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S12-3

Targeted Protein Degradation via the Autophagy-Lysosome 
System: AUTOTAC (AUTOphagy-TArgeting Chimera)

Yong Tae Kwon

Cellular Degradation Biology Center, Department of Biomedical Sciences, College of Medicine, Seoul National University, Seoul, 
Korea.

AUTOTAC Bio Inc., Changkkyunggung-ro 254, Jongno-gu, Seoul, Korea.

Recent advances in genetic bioengineering, exemplified by CRISPR, TALEN, and siRNA, have enabled selective destruction 
and functional silencing of DNA and RNA. In contrast to the universally applicable nature of genetic editing, no general 
tools exist by which proteins are selectively recognized and targeted for destruction. Such a technology, if available, will 
be readily applied not only as research tools and agents but also degrader-type drugs to selectively downregulate target 
proteins. Targeted protein degradation (TPD) is the latest of emerging modalities in drug discovery and development and 
typically employs heterobifunctional chimeric molecules comprised of a target binder linked to a degradation-inducing 
moiety. This emerging technology exhibits alternative and attractive pharmacological properties compared to those of 
conventional inhibition, offering an exciting new outlook on the vast majority of human proteome, ~80% of which is 
considered ‘undruggable.’ The current spectrum of degraders for intracellular disease-associated proteins focuses on 
induced-ubiquitination of target substrate, exemplified by PROteolysis-TArgeting Chimeras (PROTACs). However, PROTAC 
has technical hudles to overcome, including 1) extremely specific linker length/type requirements sfor E3 ligase-substrate 
ternary complex formation, 2) substrate size and conformational/folding restrictions, 3) differing substrate selectivity 
and specificity, and 4) vulnerability to mutations against the ubiquitin-proteasome system (UPS) and to deubiquitylase 
(DUB) activity. In this lecture, I will introduce the basic mechanisms of protein degradation via the ubiquitin-proteasome 
system in comparison with the autophagy-lysosome system and bring attention to various diseases caused by failure to 
degrade pathogenic agents. I will also introduce a TPD platform termed AUTOTAC (AUTOphagy-TArgeting Chimera), 
by which a broad range of cellular proteins can be selectively recognized and targeted to autophagic membranes for 
lysosomal degradation. Central to the mode of action in AUTOTAC is conformational and biological activation of otherwise 
inactive, archetypal autophagy cargo receptor p62/SQSTM1 into an autophagy-compatible form. This platform technology 
employs a bifunctional molecule composed of a target-binding ligand (TBL) linked to an autophagy-targeting ligand (ATL). 
AUTOTAC simultaneously binds targets via its TBL and the ZZ domain of the otherwise inactive autophagy receptor p62/
Sequestosome-1/SQSTM1 via its ATL, which activates p62 in complex with targets into an autophagy-compatible form. 
Targets are biologically inactivated and sequestered by autophagosomes, leading to lysosomal degradation. AUTOTAC 
compounds were successfully used to degrade oncoproteins (androgen receptor, estrogen receptor beta, and methionine 
aminopeptidase 2) and degradation-resistant aggregates in neurodegeneration (mutant tau and mutant huntingtin), some 
of which exhibited sub-nanomolar DC50 values. AUTOTAC compounds also degraded phospho-tau aggregates in the 
brains of live mice. An orally administrable anle138b-based AUTOTAC, with proven in vivo efficacy for various pathogenic 
aggregates, entered preclinical studies to develop drugs for Alzheimer’s disease, Parkinson’s disease, amyotrophic lateral 
sclerosis (ALS), and progressive supranuclear palsy (PSP). This technology provides a platform for selective degradation of 
cellular proteins in both research tool and drug development.
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MS12-4

Interplay between Oxidative Stress and Autophagy in Development and Diseases

Guang-Chao Chen

Institute of Biological Chemistry, Academia Sinica, Taipei, Taiwan 

Autophagy is a highly conserved lysosome-mediated degradation pathway. It is essential for maintaining cellular 
homeostasis and survival under various stress conditions. Dysregulation of autophagy has been associated with a variety 
of human diseases. Our studies have shown that ATG9 (auophagy-related protein 9) antagonizes TOR signaling to regulate 
cell growth and tissue homeostasis. Moreover, ATG9 interacts with dTRAF2/TRAF6 to promote JNK-mediated autophagy 
activation and Drosophila intestinal stem cell self-renewal in response to oxidative stress. Our recent work revealed that, 
upon ROS stimulation, the ubiquitin E3 ligase TRAF6 and the deubiquitinase A20 coordinate to govern non-proteolytic 
ubiquitination of ATG9A and autophagy activation. Our findings provide mechanistic insights into how ATG9 ubiquitination 
regulates oxidative stress-induced autophagy.

MS12-5

Temporal Characteristics of Calcium-Elicited Autophagy

Wei Yuan Yang

Institute of Biological Chemistry, Academia Sinica
Taiwan

Calcium is a robust initiator of autophagy. It can facilitate the assembly of phagophores, accelerate autophagosomal 
membrane elongation, and help turn on the expression of genes necessary for autophagy. Time-lapse imaging reveals that 
these activities possess different temporal characteristics, allowing them to co-sustain autophagy to fuel cell survival.
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MS12-6

Apolipoprotein J Chaperones mTOR to Suppress Lipophagy 
and Facilitate Hepatic Lipid Deposition

Hung-Yu Sun1*, Shuangdi Duan2, Nong Qin2, Jiayi Pi2, Pei Sun2

National Cheng Kung University, Taiwan1, Department of Biomedical Engineering, College of Biology, Hunan University, China2, 
Department of Physiology, College of Medicine, National Cheng Kung University, Taiwan3

Objectives: Lipophagy is important in maintaining intracellular lipid homeostasis and suppression of lipophagy by 
mammalian target of rapamycin (mTOR) under lipid stress may lead to hepatic lipid deposition. Apolipoprotein J (ApoJ) 
is a molecular chaperone which participates in pathogen- and nutrient-induced lipid accumulation. In this investigation, 
the interplay between ApoJ and mTOR/lipophagy axis is studied and a therapeutic peptide antagonized ApoJ chaperone 
activity is developed to relieve hepatic lipid deposition.
Methods: In vitro and in vivo gain- or loss-of-function approaches are used to investigate the molecular mechanism of 
ApoJ in regulating lipophagy pathway. The interaction between lipid droplets and lysosomes is dynamically addressed 
by live image analysis. The therapeutic effect of a putative ApoJ antagonist peptide is evaluated in mouse models of 
nonalcoholic fatty liver disease (NAFLD).
Findings: By using omics approaches, up-regulation of ApoJ was found in high fat medium-fed hepatocytes and livers 
of patients with nonalcoholic fatty liver disease (NAFLD). Hepatic ApoJ level associated with the levels of mTOR and 
protein markers of autophagy and correlated positively with lipid contents in the liver of mice. Functionally, non-secreted 
intracellular ApoJ bound to mTOR kinase domain and prevented mTOR ubiquitination by interfering FBW7 ubiquitin ligase 
interaction through its R324 residue. Targeting ApoJ promotes proteasomal degradation of mTOR, restores lipophagy and 
lysosomal activity, thus prevents hepatic lipid deposition. Moreover, an antagonist peptide interacted with stress-induced 
ApoJ and improved hepatic pathology, serum lipid and glucose homeostasis, and insulin sensitivity in mice with NAFLD.
Conclusions: ApoJ participates in hepatic lipid deposition by promoting mTOR-mediated suppression of lipophagy. On the 
other hand, ApoJ antagonist peptide might be a potential therapeutic against lipid-associated metabolic disorders through 
restoring mTOR and FBW7 interaction and facilitating ubiquitin-proteasomal degradation of mTOR.

MS13-1

Liquid-Liquid Phase Separation in Ciliogenesis

Jie-Rong Huang*

Institute of Biochemistry and Molecular Biology, National Yang Ming Chiao Tung University,
 Taiwan

The primary cilium is a membrane-bound, microtubule-based structure, functioning as a sensory hub for the transduction 
of extracellular signals. The formation of cilia, or ciliogenesis, is tightly coupled with cell cycle and is precisely regulated 
by multiple steps. Many proteins dock hierarchically on the distal end of the mother centriole to form a stable appendage. 
These proteins are collectively called distal appendage proteins (DAPs). The most outer DAP, CEP164, recruits the only 
kinase, TTBK2, to the mother centriole. Phosphorylation of many DAPs by TTBK2 is a crucial step of ciliogenesis. Although 
the “players” for initiating the ciliogenesis are well-known, the molecular detail of how they assemble is still a mystery. 
We noticed that both TTBK2 and CEP164 have large intrinsically disordered regions (IDRs). Here, we demonstrated that 
the abundant charged-residues on their IDRs provide attractive electrostatic forces driving them to form biomolecular 
condensates through the liquid-liquid phase separation (LLPS) mechanism. The mechanistic details of how these two 
proteins interact explain the observed enrichment of TTBK2 at the centriole and the efficient kinase activity around the 
DA during ciliogenesis. (Po-Chun Chou, Yun-Chia Huang, Shi-Rong Hung, Yu-Chun Lin,  Jie-rong Huang*, and Wong-Jing 
Wang*, manuscript in preparation.)
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MS13-2

Demixing Transition of Low-Density Condensates

Yongdae Shin

Seoul National University
South Korea

Intracellular condensates play a key role in organizing diverse cellular reactions by concentrating a specific set of 
biomolecules. However, whether condensate formation is accompanied by an increase in the total biomolecular 
concentration within condensates or by demixing of already highly crowded intracellular components remains elusive. In 
this talk, I will discuss quantitative studies on the density of condensates based on refractive index imaging. We reveal 
the presence of low-density condensates with their total biomolecular concentration similar to the surrounding cyto- 
or nucleoplasm. Low-density condensates exhibit higher permeability to cellular protein probes. I will also discuss how 
intracellular structures or organelles heavily influence the way phase separation proceeds within living cells, impacting 
the localization, morphology, and growth of condensates. Our findings imply an important role of the crowded cellular 
environment on biomolecular phase behaviors.  

MS13-3

Learning from the Low Complexity Domain in DNA/RNA Binding Proteins:
From Basic Science to Applications

Jen-Tse Huang

Institute of Chemistry, Academia Sinica
Taiwan

DNA-binding protein 43 (TDP-43) and fused in sarcoma (FUS) are nucleic acid-binding proteins which involved in RNA 
processing and metablism. Both of them contain a low complexity domain which is essential for the biological condensate 
formation in cells. It is also known that the misfolding of TDP-43 and FUS are correlated with different neurodegenerative 
diseases including  amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS) and frontotemporal lobar degeneration (FTLD). In 2010, we reported 
the first amyloidogenic property of the small peptide fragments from TDP-43 low complexity domain and disclosed 
their seeding properties against full length TDP-43. Based on these findings, we chemically-synthesized a series of 
photocontrollable TDP-43 probes as a unique tool for the study of ALS in 2017. Our TDP-43 probe allows spatiotemporal 
control of amyloidogenic nanofibril formation in the living cells. We also found these photoinduced neurotoxic aggregates 
impaired the nucleocytoplasmic transport in ALS, which sheds light on the early pathogenesis of neurodegenerative 
diseases.
Recently, we further created photocontrollable phase transition probes inspired from the FUS sequence. Diffent from 
the TDP-43 probes, the new probes based on FUS sequence formed stable droplet in the test tube in a concentration 
and temperature-dependent maner.  Through the biophysical and biochemical characterization, we demonstrated these 
droplets could be converted into beta-sheet rich fibrillar aggregates and induced the gelation of FUS protein in cells under 
photoactivation. Things are ongoing to identify more ALS-related proteins.
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MS13-4

Stimuli-Responsive Peptide Coacervates as Universal Carriers for 
Intracellular Delivery of Macromolecular Therapeutics

Ali Miserez

School of Materials Science and Engineering and School of Biological Sciences, Nanyang Technological University (NTU)
Singapore

Intrinsically-disordered proteins and peptides have the ubiquity ability to form coacervate microdroplets through liquid-
liquid phase separation (LLPS), a process that can be exploited to recruit therapeutics during the phase separation process. 
Notably, macromolecular therapeutics (peptides, proteins, mRNAs, plasmid DNAs, etc…) hold vast therapeutic potential 
across human disease to address targets that have proven refractory to traditional approaches. However, a critical 
impediment for the successful application of these modalities is their inability to cross cellular membranes, preventing 
access to intracellular targets. Current approaches to solve this key issue are based on nanoscale carriers to deliver the 
payloads, which however have several drawbacks including a tendency to get entrapped in endosomal compartments, 
poor biodistribution, and dose-limiting toxicity. Bypassing endosomal entrapment for direct cytosolic payload delivery is 
an attractive alternative approach but current methods suffer from their own pitfalls. For example, the carriers are typically 
limited to delivery of a particular therapeutic modality or to relatively low molecular weight (MW) cargos. Furthermore, 
many approaches involve laborious synthetic procedures and/or encapsulation processes using organic solvents that can 
decrease bioactivity of the therapeutic cargo.
In this talk, I will present a unifying delivery strategy of macromolecular therapeutics recently developed by our team that 
is cargo-agnostic, does not cross the cell membrane through classic endocytosis, and is non-cytotoxic [1]. This new method 
exploits LLPS of engineered peptides [2,3] self-assembling into therapeutic-carrying coacervate microdroplets that are 
capable to release their cargo in the cytosol. These peptide microdroplet carriers benefit from several unique advantages 
that set them apart from other approaches [1]:
• A remarkable wide range of therapeutics can be quickly recruited in the droplets, from short therapeutic anti-cancer 
stapled peptides to very large enzymes to mRNAs;
• The recruitment process is rapid and carried out under aqueous environments, thus preserving bioactivity of the 
therapeutics [4]. Furthermore, the recruitment efficiency is above 90%;
• The coacervates readily cross the cellular membrane, bypassing classical endocytosis pathways to enter in the cytosol [5];
• Finally, we have demonstrated that the bioactivity of the released therapeutics is retained in the cell and that mRNAs 
exhibit high transfection efficiency.
Together, this platform represents a general and robust strategy for the intracellular delivery of a range of macromolecular 
modalities with promising potential for the treatment of a spectrum of human diseases such as cancers, metabolic diseases, 
or genetic disorders. Furthermore, these peptide coacervates could also be used as novel carriers for next-generation 
mRNA-based therapeutics.
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MS13-5

Biomolecular Condensates at the Nexus of Cellular Stress, Disease and Aging

Simon Alberti

Technische Universität Dresden
Germany

Biomolecular condensates formed by phase separation are membraneless compartments in the cytoplasm and 
nucleoplasm of cells, which have major roles in cellular organization and physiology. RNP granules are a specific type of 
condensate that assemble from RNA-binding proteins and RNA. In this talk, I will discuss how the concept of biomolecular 
condensates has expanded our view of RNP granules and their link to disease, aging and the cellular stress response. I will 
introduce in vitro reconstitution systems based on the concept of phase separation that now allow us to reconstruct RNP 
granules in the test tube. Using these reconstitution systems as well as cell biological and genetic approaches, we have 
gained important insights into the molecular rules of RNP granule assembly, such as the driving forces and amino acids 
that govern condensation, the conformational changes underlying assembly and molecular mechanisms of condensate 
regulation and control. I will further discuss how the concept of phase separation has allowed us to dissect the functions 
of RNP granules, and I will demonstrate how condensate formation can be used by cells to sense and respond to changes 
in the environment and regulate fundamental cellular processes such as protein synthesis.

MS14-1

Ribosomes in Gene Regulation: Controlling the Diversity of 
Proteins Made in Specific Cells, Tissues and Organisms

Maria Barna

 Genetics Department, Stanford University, Stanford, California 94305, USA.

The ribosome is a complex macromolecular machine that has only recently been shown to have specialized functions 
in gene regulation and organismal development. To determine the magnitude of ribosome composition changes and 
its functional contribution to cell fate specification, we developed a sophisticated model system to measure ribosome 
heterogeneity by quantitative mass spectrometry on a day-by-day basis as human embryonic stem cells differentiate in a 
stepwise fashion down endoderm and mesoderm lineages. In this first-ever roadmap of ribosome composition dynamics 
during cellular differentiation, we identified numerous core ribosomal proteins (RPs) as changing significantly in abundance 
in actively translating ribosomes during cell fate specification. Strikingly, this quantitative analysis revealed the existence 
of cell-type specific translation machinery that rapidly changes as these cells differentiate at the level of ~31/80 core RPs. 
At the organismal level, we further generated a unique loss-of-function mouse model where a heterogeneous RP, which 
is progressively incorporated into the ribosome during mesoderm differentiation, remains associated with the ribosome 
but is no longer functionally active. This allowed for previously unattainable genetic analysis of RP function in cell fate 
specification and embryonic development, which is uncoupled from more housekeeping functions of RPs. We observed 
a remarkable series of phenotypes that include striking defects in mesodermal cell populations, including posterior body 
truncations. Ribosome profiling in these mutant mice revealed altered translation of known regulators of mesoderm 
formation, including members of the Wnt signaling pathway, suggesting that specialized ribosome components may 
regulate embryonic development through selective translation of core developmental signaling networks. These findings 
set the stage for studies of ribosome heterogeneity and specialization, creating a toolbox for reprogramming and studying 
the functions of ribosomal heterogeneity from cells to organisms.
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MS14-2

A Controlled Sequence of X-Chromosome Inactivation and Reactivation 
Defines Female Mouse in vitro Germ Cells with Meiotic Potential

Bernhard Payer

Centre for Genomic Regulation (CRG)
Spain

The mammalian germline is characterised by extensive epigenetic reprogramming during development into eggs and 
sperm. Specifically, the epigenome requires resetting before parental marks can be established and transmitted to the next 
generation. In the female germline, X-chromosome inactivation and reactivation are among the most prominent epigenetic 
reprogramming events, yet little is known about their kinetics and biological function.
Here we investigate X-inactivation and reactivation dynamics using an in vitro system of primordial germ cell-like cell 
(PGCLC) differentiation. We find that X-inactivation in PGCLCs in vitro and germ cell-competent epiblast in vivo is 
moderate compared to somatic cells, and characterised by many genes escaping X-inactivation. Subsequently we observe 
step-wise X-reactivation, which is mostly completed during meiotic prophase I. Furthermore, we find that PGCLCs, which 
fail X-inactivation or reactivate too rapidly display impaired meiotic potential. Thus fine-tuned X-chromosome remodelling 
is a critical feature of female germ cell development towards meiosis and oogenesis.

MS14-3

A Push-Pull Mechanism of Microtubule-Spectrin Mechanics Controls 
Apical Cell Shape Homeostasis during Epithelial Folding

Michiko Takeda1, Mitsusuke Tarama2, Tatsuo Shibata2, and Yu-Chiun Wang1

1Laboratory for Epithelial Morphogenesis and 2Laboratory for Physical Biology, RIKEN Center for Biosystems Dynamics Research
Japan

Epithelial out-of-plane deformation typically requires localized cell shape changes that arise through mechanical 
polarization and imbalance. In the gastrulating Drosophila embryo, dorsal fold formation requires shortening of the 
initiating cells that form and flank the center line of the epithelial fold. Cell shortening results from basal shifts of apical-
basal polarity as the distance between the subapical adherens junctions and the cell base decreases, while the size of the 
apical membrane domain remains constant, termed ‘apical domain homeostasis’. It has been suggested that the apical 
membrane domain is under an expansile stress exerted by a disordered microtubule network. The microtubule minus-
end binding protein Patronin/CAMSAP anchors this network to the apical cortex, while the expansile stress is likely 
related to the motor walking force generated by the minus-end directed motor dynein. It remains unclear, however, what 
membrane tensile stress counteracts the microtubule expansile stress to ensure apical domain homeostasis. Here we 
identify the membrane skeleton Spectrin as an essential component of apical domain homeostasis. Depletion of apical-
junctional Spectrin disrupts the coalescence of adherens junctions, yielding an elongated apical domain and impairing 
dorsal fold formation. Laser ablation reveals that the Spectrin skeleton undergoes a post-ablation repair on a timescale of 
10’s of seconds to contract the ablated area, while Patronin-dependent microtubules resist such contraction. We further 
investigate key aspects of this mechanical system using optogenetic manipulation and numerical simulation with a coarse-
grained filament-membrane model. Our data suggest that the Spectrin force pulls membrane inward, presumably by 
coalescing E-Cadherin clusters, to balance the microtubule outward pushing force, thereby maintaining a constant apical 
membrane domain. Importantly, Spectrin localization depends on apical-basal polarity, as does Patronin. Thus, the polarity-
coupled push-pull of microtubule-Spectrin forces underlies apical domain homeostasis to cause cell shortening following 
basal polarity shift, thereby inducing epithelial folding.
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MS14-4

RNA-Binding Protein RBM24 Facilitates Cardiac Myofibrillogenesis
 in a Differentiation Stage-Specific Manner

Su-Yi Tsai

Department of Life Science, National Taiwan University
 Taiwan 

Mutations in genes encoding sarcomeric proteins lead to failures in sarcomere assembly, the building blocks of contracting 
muscles, resulting in cardiomyopathies that are a leading cause of morbidity and mortality worldwide. Splicing variants 
of sarcomeric proteins are crucial at different stages of myofibrillogenesis, accounting for sarcomeric structural integrity. 
RNA-binding motif protein 24 (RBM24) is known as a tissue-specific splicing regulator that plays an essential role in 
cardiogenesis. However, it had been unclear if the developmental stage-specific alternative splicing facilitated by RBM24 
contributes to sarcomere assembly and cardiogenesis.
To study the molecular mechanism by which RBM24 regulates cardiogenesis and sarcomere assembly in a temporal-
dependent manner. 
We ablated RBM24 from human embryonic stem cells (hESCs) using CRISPR/Cas9 techniques. Although RBM24-/- hESCs 
still differentiated into sarcomere-hosting cardiomyocytes, they exhibited disrupted sarcomeric structures with punctate 
Z-lines due to impaired myosin replacement during early myofibrillogenesis. Transcriptomics revealed >4000 genes 
regulated by RBM24. Among them, core myofibrillogenesis proteins (e.g. ACTN2, TTN, and MYH10) were misspliced. 
Consequently, MYH6 cannot replace non-muscle myosin MYH10, leading to myofibrillogenesis arrest at the early 
premyofibril stage and causing disrupted sarcomeres. Intriguingly, we found that the actin-binding domain (ABD; encoded 
by exon 6) of the Z-line anchor protein ACTN2 is predominantly excluded from early cardiac differentiation, whereas it 
is consistently included in human adult heart. CRISPR/Cas9-mediated deletion of exon 6 from ACTN2 in hESCs, as well 
as forced expression of full-length ACTN2 in RBM24-/- hESCs, further corroborated that inclusion of exon 6 is critical for 
sarcomere assembly. Overall, we have demonstrated that RBM24-facilitated inclusion of exon 6 in ACTN2 at distinct 
stages of cardiac differentiation is evolutionarily conserved and crucial to sarcomere assembly and integrity. 
RBM24 acts as a master regulator to modulate the temporal dynamics of core myofibrillogenesis genes and thereby 
orchestrates sarcomere organization.

MS15-1

Harnessing Genomic Technologies for Insights into Chromatin 
Architecture and Transcriptional Regulation

Chia-Lin Wei

Professor & Director Genome Technologies, The Jackson Laboratory
USA

Advancing our ability to interrogate genomes is the driving force for biomedical discovery and technology innovation. 
Cutting-edge genome technologies enable us to survey genetic inheritance and epigenetic changes throughout 
development, disease progression and in responses to environmental influences. In this talk, I will discuss exciting 
development in ultra-long read sequencing to determine the complex structural variation and using chromatin interaction 
analyses to characterize the 3D chromatin structures associated with cancer-promoting changes, specifically, the roles of 
extra-chromosomal DNA in transcriptional amplification and tumor evolution. Our strategies offer exciting possibility of 
targeting chromatin architectures for cancer therapy.
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MS15-2

Therapeutic Targeting of BAP1-Deficient Tumors

Teh Bin Tean

National Cancer Centre Singapore
Singapore

BRCA-1 Associated Protein (BAP1) is a deubiquitinating enzyme that acts as a tumor suppressor. Inactivating mutations 
in the BAP1 gene have been identified in many cancers including cholangiocarcinoma, hepatocellular carcinoma, 
mesothelioma, uveal melanoma and renal cell carcinoma. Current standard therapeutic approaches for BAP1-deficient 
tumors are not particularly promising, contributing to poor survival outcomes. Here, we discover a new role of BAP1 in 
DNA repair using mass spectrometry techniques. Importantly, we found a synergistic drug combination that is synthetic 
lethal to BAP1 deficiency across various cancer indications, leveraging on the newly discovered role of BAP1.  The efficacy 
of the approach has been validated in multiple in vitro and in vivo xenograft and PDX models. Overall, our study identifies 
a synthetic lethal approach that has the potential to be exploited clinically to target BAP1 deficient tumors.    

MS15-3

Unraveling the Dynamic 3D Genome Architecture through 
Single-Cell DNA Replication Profiling

Ichiro Hiratani

RIKEN Center for Biosystems Dynamics Research
Japan

Hi-C technology has revolutionized genome biology, revealing that mammalian chromosomes are partitioned into 
megabase-sized topologically associating domains (TADs). TADs can be in either A (active) or B (inactive) nuclear 
compartments, which exhibit early and late DNA replication timing (RT), respectively. In parallel, we recently developed a 
single-cell DNA replication sequencing (scRepli-seq) method, which has allowed us to monitor genome-wide RT dynamics 
and infer A/B compartment dynamics in single cells. I will discuss our ongoing efforts to utilize scRepli-seq to understand 
the regulatory principles of 3D genome organization, including its dynamics during mammalian development and cell cycle, 
as well as the mechanisms underlying RT/compartment regulation.
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MS15-4

LncRNA Meg3 Coalesces with Diverse Epigenetic Regulators to 
Administer Epigenetic Landscape upon Neuronal Maturation

Jun-An Chen

Institute of Molecular Biology, Academia Sinica
Taiwan

Long non-coding RNAs (lncRNAs) have been reported to contribute to embryonic development and disease progression 
at a specific given stage, yet it remains unclear if lncRNAs participate in the dynamic progression of these processes with 
a conservative molecular pathway.  Spinal motor neurons (MN) serve as a good paradigm for systematically studying the 
molecular mechanisms of lncRNA-based regulation during development as transcription factor-mediated regulation of 
MN differentiation has been well demonstrated in the past decade. Our previous study reveals that Maternally expressed 
3 (Meg3), a lncRNA that associates with the polycomb repressive complex 2 (PRC2) complex, can perpetuate spinal 
motor neuron (MN) cell fate and identity by maintaining the repressive epigenetic landscape of progenitor and caudal 
Hox genes. However, how Meg3 establishes repressive or active chromatin on selective genome loci in a spatiotemporal 
manner remains unclear. Here, we utilize Chromatin Isolation by RNA Purification followed by deep sequencing (ChIRP-
seq) to snapshot the dynamic of Meg3 distributions in genome during MN development. Our data uncover that Meg3 
focally targets to thousands of convergent and divergent loci at different stages during MN development. Moreover, Meg3 
binding sites are found in several particular genes whose expression are required for MN development and co-occupied 
with active/repressive chromatin. Systematic analyses further ratified that Meg3 might target to the active and repressive 
chromatin with a discriminatory mechanism. Collectively, our data imply that the dynamic distribution of Meg3 may 
orchestrate diverse epigenetic complexes (i.e., PRC2) to choreograph the epigenetic landscape during neural development. 

MS16-1

Ubiquitin-Dependent Stress Signaling at the Crossroads of Development and Disease

Michael Rapé

Howard Hughes Medical Institute; University of California at Berkeley
USA

Human development is a robust process that can withstand mutational or environmental insults. Key to successful cell fate 
specification are signaling pathways that can detect various stresses, such as nutrient limitation, oxidative damage, or toxin 
exposure, and in turn instigate reactions that alleviate such conditions. How stress responses safeguard tissue formation 
and homeostasis is still poorly understood. We recently discovered the reductive stress response, which ensures that 
cells possess sufficient reactive oxygen species to elicit important developmental signaling reactions. I will describe how 
we used myogenesis to reveal the core components of the reductive stress response, and I will present both structural 
and cell biological studies that showed how a drop in the levels reactive oxygen species can be detected with high 
sensitivity and counteracted by mitochondrial activation. Our studies provide important insight into how organisms adjust 
mitochondrial activity to its developmental needs, a key step in ensuring robust tissue formation and preventing metabolic 
or degenerative disease.
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MS16-2

Ribosome-Associated Quality Control from Bacteria to Humans

Claudio Joazeiro 

Heidelberg University
Germany

Ribosomes can stall during translation, leading to the production of truncated, potentially toxic polypeptides. We had 
originally discovered that in eukaryotes, such aberrant translation products are targeted for degradation by a pathway 
now known as Ribosome-associated Quality Control (RQC) (Bengtson & Joazeiro, 2010. Nature 467:470). In RQC, large 
ribosomal subunits obstructed with nascent chains are sensed by NEMF/Rqc2, which then recruits the E3 ligase Ltn1/
Listerin for nascent chain ubiquitylation (Joazeiro, 2019. Nat Rev Mol Cell Biol 20:368). We subsequently found that an 
ancestral RQC pathway is also active in bacteria, mediated by the NEMF/Rqc2 homolog, RqcH (Lytvynenko et al 2019. 
Cell 178:76). Strikingly, with Listerin and a ubiquitin-like system absent in bacteria, RqcH promotes degradation of stalled 
nascent chains through alanine tailing, a non-canonical proteolytic tagging mechanism (Lytvynenko et al 2019. Cell 178:76; 
Filbeck et al 2021. Mol Cell 81:104). 
How ribosome stalling is sensed and elicits RQC is poorly understood in any organism. We have now uncovered Bacillus 
subtilis RqcU/MutS2, a member of the conserved MutS-family of ATPases that function in DNA-mismatch repair, as an 
unexpected ribosome-binding protein with an essential function in translational quality control. Strikingly, cryo-EM analysis 
of affinity-purified native complexes reveals that RqcU functions in sensing collisions between stalled and translating 
ribosomes and additionally suggests how ribosome collisions can serve as platforms to deploy downstream quality control 
processes: RqcU has an RNA endonuclease Small MutS-Related (SMR) domain, as well as an ATPase/clamp domain that 
is properly positioned to promote ribosomal subunit dissociation, which is a requirement both for ribosome recycling and 
for initiating RQC. Accordingly, RqcU promotes modification of nascent chains produced by ribosome stalling with alanine 
tails, in an ATPase domain-dependent manner. The relevance of these observations is underscored by evidence of strong 
co-occurrence of RqcU and RqcH genes across bacterial phyla. Overall, the findings reveal a deeply-conserved role of 
ribosome collisions in mounting a complex response to the interruption of translation (Cerullo et al 2022. Nature 603:509).
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MS16-3

Risk during Translation of Negatively Charged-Rich Amino Acid 
Sequences and their Counteraction Mechanisms

Hideki Taguchi

Cell Biology Center, Institute of Innovative Research, Tokyo Institute of Technology
Japan

Continuous translation elongation, irrespective of amino acid sequences, is a prerequisite for living organisms to produce 
their proteomes. However, accumulating evidence has shown that the elongation process can be perturbed for a variety 
of reasons. One of the well-recognized perturbations is a translational pausing. Our large-scale biochemical analysis 
of peptidyl-tRNAs, nascent chains still tetherd to tRNA during translation, has unveiled the widespread occurrence of 
translation pausing (1). Furthermore, nascent chains can even destabilize the translating ribosome; We found that the 
translation of negatively charged-rich sequences destabilizes the translating ribosome, leading to a stochastic premature 
termination. We termed this noncanonical translation dynamics as intrinsic ribosome destabilization (IRD) (2). IRD is a 
kind of defect in translatin from Eschericha coli to eukaryotes (3). In particular, the placement of the negatively charged-
rich sequences in the N-terminal regions has a potentila risk for the premature termination. Indeed, a bioinformatics 
analysis revealed that the N-terminal regions of open reading frame (ORF)s avoid the acidic-residue enrichment, implying 
that the translation defect partly restricts the overall amino acid usage in proteomes. In contrast, translatoin of IRD-prone 
sequences in the middle of ORFs remain cryptic and do not interrupt translation, due to two features of the nascent 
polypeptide in the ribosomal exit tunnel. Firstly, the nascent polypeptide itself spans the tunnel, and secondly, its bulky 
amino acid residues occupy the tunnel entrance region, thereby serving as a bridge and protecting the large and small 
ribosomal subunits from dissociation. Thus, nascent polypeptide products have an inbuilt ability to ensure elongation 
continuity.  

MS16-4

C-Degron Pathways Guard the Fidelity of Proteome

Chi-Wei Yeh, Wei-Chieh Huang, Kun-Hai Yeh, Li-Chin Wang, Hsueh-Chi Yen

Institute of Molecular Biology, Academia Sinica, Taipei, Taiwan

The proteolysis-assisted protein surveillance control system guards the proteome from potentially detrimental aberrant 
proteins.  How miscellaneous defective proteins are specifically recognized and eliminated are fundamental questions.  We 
revealed a CRL2 ubiquitin ligase-mediated C-degron pathway that recognizes the extreme C-termini of aberrant proteins.  
We showed that the C-degron pathway safeguards the fidelity of the selenoproteome, clears faulty segregated proteins, 
and removes the cleavage products of proteases.  We showcased two modes of collaborative actions between N-degron 
and C-degron pathways in protein elimination.  Importantly, canonical proteomes and coronaviruses have adapted to 
circumvent destruction by the C-degron pathway, suggesting proteolysis-based immunity as a constraint for proteome 
evolution.  Our work highlights the importance of protein termini for protein surveillance, and the relationship between 
canonical proteome and protein degradation pathways.
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MS16-5

Structural Polymorphism of Alpha-synuclein Amyloid 
Fibrils Implicated in Parkinson’s Disease

Kuen-Phon Wu1*

Academia Sinica, Taiwan1

Parkinson’s disease (PD) is one of the prevalent neurodegenerative diseases. Human alpha-synuclein (aSyn) is an 
intrinsically disordered protein, and aggregations of its amyloid fibrils are associated with Parkinson’s disease. Apart from 
familial aSyn mutations, accumulated environmental divalent ions exacerbate aSyn aggregation and accelerates symptoms 
in aging PD patients.
Here, we explored the effects of divalent ions on an aSyn, aggregation-prone mutant variant. From the disordered 
states to fibrillar structure, paramagnetic nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) revealed that binding of ions to the aSyn 
C-terminal (residues 110-140) relaxed the aSyn conformation, resulting in more aggressive fibrillogenesis. Cryo- electron 
microscopy structures of aSyn with or without these divalent ions revealed substantial differences in amyloid folds and 
fibril assemblies. We characterized N1 (residues 61-66), N2 (residues 69-79), and N3 (residues 89-95) segments in the 
central non-amyloid beta component (NAC) crucial for forming localized structural contacts during early-step aggregation. 
Our work establishes the contacts governing aSyn misfolding from disordered monomer to aggregated fibril and provides 
insights into the structural changes elicited by divalent ions.

MS16-6

Cochaperone Deficiency in Aging and Neurodegenerative Diseases

Shu-Chun Teng1*

Department of Microbiology, College of Medicine, National Taiwan University, Taiwan1

Objectives: Many detailed aging-related mechanisms are still elusive. We try to understand how protein folding regulates 
lifespana and neurodegenerative diseases.
Methods: We designed an approach to explore additional signals in aging and identified a new axis between nutrient 
sensing and proteostasis that governs longevity. Intriguingly, studying the pathways in lifespan control allows us to 
understand how cells balance protein folding and stress response.
Findings: Two of the common approaches to modulate protein activity are gene expression and posttranslational 
modification, and we found that both approaches can modulate proteostasis. We explored whether a specific cochaperone 
could be induced to cope with specific stress, and observed that distinct cochaperones were stimulated by specific stress. 
BAG5 cochaperone, a nucleotide exchange factor of HSP70, is specifically induced by p53 under DNA damage and 
oxidative stress, while hypoxia uniquely induces a J-domain protein, DNAJA3. When the DNA damage or oxidative stress 
is too high, neuronal cells fail to foldƒnƒÑ-synuclein in a BAG5-dependent manner. 
Conclusions: These results suggest that the expression of cochaperones is essential to maintaining neuronal health. 
Chronic expression of unfolded, misfolded, or aggregated proteins contributes to the development of some age-related 
diseases. Studying chaperone-mediated protein or proteolytic systems is promising for developing drugs and genetic 
manipulations that improve these maladies and disorders of aging. 
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ST1-1

XPF Activates Break-induced Telomere Synthesis

Chia-Yu Guh1, Hong-Jhih Shen1, Liv Wei-Chien Chen1, Pei-Chen Chiu1, I-Hsin Liao1, Chen-Chia Lo1, Yu-Hung Hsieh1, 
Yi-Yun Chen2, Liuh-Yow Chen3, Ching-Shyi Wu4, Jean-Marc Egly5, Hsueh-Ping Chu1*

National Taiwan University Institute of Molecular and cellular biology, Taiwan1, Institute of Biological Chemistry, Academia Sinica, 
Taipei, Taiwan2, Institute of Molecular Biology, Academia Sinica, Taipei, Taiwan3, Department of Pharmacology, National Taiwan 

University, Taipei, Taiwan4, College of Medicine, National Taiwan University, Taipei, Taiwan5

Most cancers rely on telomerase activity to maintain the telomere length to achieve immortality. Nevertheless, a subset 
of cancers utilizes a mechanism, which is called Alternative Lengthening of Telomeres (ALT), to extend telomere length 
independent of telomerase by exploiting homologous recombination and break-induced DNA synthesis. TERRA, telomeric 
repeat-containing RNA, forms RNA: DNA hybrids (R-loops) at ALT telomeres. It has been postulated that telomeric R-loops 
are required for telomere maintenance in ALT cells. However, how TERRA transcription or telomeric R-loops trigger DNA 
damage at telomeres remains elusive. Here we show that depleting TERRA using an RNA-targeting Cas9 system reduces 
ALT-associated PML bodies, telomere clustering, and telomere lengthening. Systematically identifying TERRA interactome 
using iDRiP (identification of direct RNA-interacting proteins) reveals that TERRA interacts with an extensive subset of 
DNA repair proteins in ALT cells. One of TERRA interacting proteins, the endonuclease XPF, is highly enriched at ALT 
telomeres and recruited by telomeric R-loops to induce DNA damage response (DDR) independent of CSB and SLX4, 
and thus triggers break-induced telomere synthesis and lengthening. The attraction of BRCA1 and RAD51 at telomeres 
requires XPF in FANCM-deficient cells that accumulate telomeric R-loops. Our results suggest that telomeric R-loops 
activate DDR via XPF to promote homologous recombination and telomere replication to drive ALT.
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ST1-2

Stroma-Enriched ER Protein TXNDC5 Potentiates Pancreatic Adenocarcinoma 
Progression by Creating a Desmoplastic and Immunotolerant Microenvironment

Hsin-Hui Wang1, Kai-Chien Yang1*

Department and graduate institute of phamacology, Taiwan1

Pancreatic ductal adenocarcinoma (PDAC) is characterized by extensive desmoplasia in the tumor microenvironment (TME). 
Activated cancer associated fibroblasts (CAFs) are key contributors to desmoplasia and PDAC progression by producing 
excessive extracellular matrix (ECM) and secreting various growth factors/chemokines/metabolites that potentiate tumor 
progression. We have recently identified a fibroblast-enriched endoplasmic reticulum (ER) protein thioredoxin domain 
containing 5 (TXNDC5) as a novel regulator of fibroblast activation and ECM production during organ fibrosis. We 
hypothesized that TXNDC5 could also promote CAF activation and stroma formation during the progression of stroma-
enriched solid tumors such as PDAC. To determine the potential role of TXNDC5 in PDAC, GEO datasets (GSE62165, 
GSE71729)/Human Protein Atlas online database were re-analyzed and revealed that a higher TXNDC5 expression level 
was linked to worse outcomes in PDAC patients. In addition, the expression level of TXNDC5 showed a strong positive 
correlation with that of ECM genes in PDAC. Importantly, immunohistochemical staining showed a marked upregulation of 
TXNDC5 in human PDAC tumor sections, particularly in the desmoplastic regions, suggesting a critical role of TXNDC5 in 
PDAC tumor stroma formation and CAF activation. To determine the role of TXNDC5 in the TME, we exploited a syngenic 
mouse PDAC allograft model by orthotopic injection of mouse KPC (Pdx1-Cre, lox-stop-lox-KrasG12D/+, lox-stop-lox-
Trp53R172H/+) tumor cells into the pancreatic ducts of COL1A1-GFPTg mice, a transgenic mouse model allowing the 
visualization of activated CAFs with GFP. Immunofluorescence staining of the sections from these orthotopic PDAC 
tumors revealed that TXNDC5 was specifically upregulated in GFP-positive CAFs. In addition, we performed orthotopic 
KPC allografting in WT and Txndc5-/- mice, both in the background of C57BL/6 Col1A1-GFPTg. The sizes of KPC allografts 
were significantly reduced in Txndc5-/-, compared with WT, recipient mice. The extent of desmoplasia within the tumor 
grafts as marked by GFP-positive collagen-producing fibroblasts and evidenced by picrosirius red and Masson’s trichrome 
staining, was reduced in Txndc5-/- than in WT mouse recipients. To further clarify the in vivo contribution of fibroblast 
TXNDC5 to PDAC progression and desmoplastic changes, we established a syngenic mouse model of subcutaneous KPC 
allograft in control (Col1a2-Cre/ERT2) and Col1a2-Cre/ERT2; Txndc5fl/fl (inducible fibroblast-specific Txndx5 knockout, 
Txndc5cKO) mice. The sizes of subcutaneous KPC allografts were significantly reduced in Txndc5cKO, compared with 
control, recipient mice. Moreover, the extent of desmoplastic changes was significantly attenuated in Txndc5cKO than in 
control mice. To further understand how TXNDC5 in CAF shapes the TME, single-cell RNA sequencing (scRNA-Seq) was 
performed on cells dissociated from orthotopic KPC pancreatic tumors from control and Txndc5cKO mice, which revealed 
that TXNDC5 in CAFs is essential to maintain a desmoplastic, hypoxic and immunotolerant TME that allows the growth 
and expansion of PDAC. Taken together, these data revealed a critical yet previously unrecognized role of TXNDC5 in 
PDAC progression by activating CAFs and creating a desmoplastic immunotolerant tumor microenvironment. Targeting 
TXNDC5 in CAFs, therefore, can be a novel therapeutic approach to halt PDAC progression by reversion of desmoplastic 
and immunotolerant TME.
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ST1-3

Dermal Adipocytes Activate Hair Follicle Stem Cells through Metabolic Priming

Kang-Yu Tai1, Chih-Lung Chen2, Sung-Jan Lin3, Sung-Jan Lin3*

Genome and Systems Biology Degree Program, Academia Sinica and National Taiwan University, Taiwan1

Department of Biomedical Engineering, National Taiwan University, Taiwan2

Department of Dermatology, National Taiwan University Hospital, Taiwan3

The ability of tissue stem cells to sense and respond to their surroundings enables them to adapt their activity to meet 
the needs of the organism. External irritation has long been observed in humans to cause acquired hypertrichosis, but 
the mechanism is unknown. We discovered that external irritation activates hair follicle stem cells (HFSCs), leading to 
substantial hair regeneration in mice. The external irritation is sensed by niche adipocytes, which undergo lipolysis to 
activate HFSCs, rather than by the HFSCs themselves. Fatty acids released by adipocytes are taken up by HFSCs and 
activate them by priming them for fatty acid oxidation and increasing the mitochondrial oxidative phosphorylation 
capacity for ATP production. Inhibiting lipolysis, fatty acid uptake, or fatty acid oxidation restricts irritation-induced hair 
regeneration. As a result, adipocytes create an injury-sensing niche, allowing HFSCs to respond to external irritation by 
initiating a new round of hair growth to protect the skin.
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ST1-4

N-Cadherin Serves as a Novel Therapeutic Target on Cardiac Regeneration 
Following Cardiac Injury Through ꞵ-Catenin Dependent Mechanism

Yi-Wei Tsai1, Kai-Chien Yang1*

Department and Graduate Institute of Pharmacology, Taiwan1

OBJECTIVES: Cardiovascular diseases are frequently associated with loss of cardiomyocytes (CMs) which may lead to heart 
failure (HF) and high mortality. One of the major hurdles to reverse cardiac dysfunction is the lack of regenerative capacity 
in adult human heart following injury. Mammalian heart, including mouse and human, do have the potential to regenerate; 
this, however, occurs only within a narrow window at young age. The molecular determinants underlying the disparate 
regenerative capacity remain incompletely understood. Identifying the ¡§molecular key¡¨ to unlock the regenerative 
limitation to restore myocardial function, therefore, represents a unique opportunity to develop novel therapeutics for 
HF. METHODS & FINDINGS: Exploring a comparative bulk transcriptome analysis in regenerative neonatal vs. non-
regenerative adult mouse CMs, we identified a set of genes that are strongly correlated with that of genes encoding 
numerous cell cycle/proliferation-related proteins. Using a Weighted Gene Co-Expression Network Analysis (WGCNA) on 
RNASeq dataset, we identified gene encoding N-Cadherin, Cadherin-2 (Cdh2), a member of the calcium-dependent cell 
adhesion protein cadherin superfamily, could contribute to the mitotic activity of CMs. Intriguingly, either Cdh2 transcript 
or N-Cadherin revealed an age-dependent reduction from postnatal day 1 (P1) to adult CMs, corresponding to strict 
cardiac regenerative capacity. In addition, expression of Cdh2 exhibited a spatial-temporal correlation with age and its 
response to cardiac injury, revealing an important role of Cdh2/N-Cadherin in cardiac regeneration. Knocking down Cdh2 
in neonatal mouse primary CMs culture as well as human induced pluripotent stem cell-derived CMs (iPSC-CMs) reduced, 
whereas overexpression of Cdh2 increased, the proliferative activity and cell cycle gene expression. These data revealed 
an important yet unrecognized role of Cdh2/N-Cadherin in the regulation of CMs proliferation. Meanwhile, N-Cadherin 
directly interacted with £]-Catenin, a critical component of canonical Wnt signaling that is known to promote cell 
proliferation, and mediated the £]-Catenin expression in a post-translational dependent manner. Restricted proliferating 
capability could be facilitated while the downstream signal, the £]-Catenin was ectopic expressed in Cdh2 knockdown 
mouse and human CMs revealing that N-Cadherin/£]-Catenin, indeed, contributes to the regulation of CMs proliferation. 
Intriguingly, targeting N-Cadherin by utilizing a mouse line with inducible, cardiac-specific deletion one allele of N-Cadherin 
(£\MHC-CreERT2; Cdh2flox/+) led to incomplete cardiac repair/regeneration and increased fibrotic scar deposition at 
the injured site, supporting the functional role of N-Cadherin in regulating CMs regeneration following injury in vivo. 
Conversely, enhancing N-Cadherin expression in adult mouse heart exhibited protective effects against left anterior 
descending artery occlusion-induced cardiac hypertrophy, reduced fibrosis and markedly improved left ventricle function. 
Furthermore, boosting de novo CMs, divided from existing CMs not cardiac progenitor cells or non-cardiac, circulating 
stem cells, were the crux of the cardiac regeneration. CONCLUSIONS: Our study uncovered an unrecognized role of Cdh2/
N-cadherin in promoting CMs regeneration by post-translational stabilization of pro-mitotic transcription factor, £]-Catenin. 
Enhancing cardiac expression of N-cadherin, therefore, could be a potential novel therapeutic approach to promote cardiac 
regeneration and restore cardiac function in adult heart following injury.
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ST2-1

Epigenetic Regulation of Myocardial SERCA2a and Calcium 
Homeostasis by Long Noncoding RNA lnc-SYNPO

Wei-Lun Song1*, Kai-Chien Yang1*

Department and Graduate Institute of Pharmacology, Taiwan1

Objectives: Heart failure (HF) with high prevalence, morbidity, and mortality is a growing health problem which 
imposes a huge burden on the global society. It is imperative to identify novel mediators of HF to develop new 
therapeutics. Abnormal sarcolemmal calcium handling and impaired contractile function owing to sarcoendoplasmic 
reticulum calcium ATPase (SERCA2a) downregulation are pathognomonic hallmarks of HF. There is, however, 
no clinically proven HF therapy that targets SERCA2a dysregulation directly. Therefore, we aim to identify 
a long noncoding RNA (lncRNA) to rescue abnormal cardiac function by regulating SERCA2a expression. 
Methods & Findings: Exploiting gene co-expression network analysis of all detectable human cardiac mRNA/lncRNA 
(long noncoding RNA) from an RNASeq dataset generated from human failing and non-failing left ventricular (LV) 
tissues, we identified lnc-SYNPO, a lncRNA derived from the 3¡¦ untranslated region of SYNPO2 gene, as a potential 
regulator of SERCA2a expression. Myocardial lnc-SYNPO was significantly upregulated during HF and its expression level 
showed a strong negative correlation with that of SERCA2a in both mouse and human LV. Knockdown of lnc-SYNPO 
in human induced pluripotent stem cell-derived cardiomyocytes (hiPSC-CM) and P1 neonatal mouse cardiomyocytes 
(P1CM) increased, whereas overexpression of lnc-SYNPO reduced SERCA2a expression. Furthermore, lnc-SYNPO 
knockdown reversed endothelin-1 (ET-1) treatment-induced SERCA2a downregulation, and normalized calcium 
homeostasis and contractile dysfunction induced by ET-1 stimulation in hiPSC-CM and P1CM. Mechanistically, assay 
for transposase-accessible chromatin with sequencing (ATAC-Seq) data revealed that knockdown of lnc-SYNPO induced 
open chromatin at the SERCA2a promoter region in hiPSC-CM. The depletion of lnc-SYNPO, a chromatin-associated 
nuclear lncRNA, led to reduced H3K27me3 occupancy at SERCA2a promoter. RNA pull-down assays showed direct 
physical binding between lnc-SYNPO and SERCA2a promoter, whereas. RNA immunoprecipitation showed that lnc-
SYNPO bound to EZH2, the core components of the polycomb repressor complex 2 (PRC2), suggesting that lnc-
SYNPO repressed SERCA2a expression by recruiting PRC2 complex to the promoter of SERCA2a, leading to epigenetic 
silencing of SERCA2a. Luciferase reporter assay and electrophoretic mobility shift assay (EMSA) showed that lnc-
SYNPO expression was regulated by calcineurin/ NFAT1-dependent transcriptional control. To explore the therapeutic 
potential of targeting lnc-Synpo in vivo, lnc-Synpo global knockout mice was generated by CRISPR/Cas9 system. 
Comparing to wild-type mice, deletion of lnc-Synpo preserved LV contractile function and prevented LV dilation following 
myocardial ischemia reperfusion injury (IRI) induced by transient left anterior descending coronary artery (LAD) ligation. 
Conclusions: Taken together, our results unveiled a previously undiscovered epigenetic regulatory mechanism of SERCA2a 
by lnc-SYNPO, contributing to impaired myocardial calcium homeostasis and contractile dysfunction observed with HF. 
Targeting lnc-SYNPO, therefore, could be a novel therapeutic approach to improve calcium homeostasis and contractile 
function in the human failing heart.
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ST2-2

A Novel SOX17-low/NRF2-high Signature in Esophageal Squamous Cell Carcinoma 
with Chemoradiotherapy Resistance and Its Potential to Be a Therapeutic Target

Chih-Hsiung Hsieh1, Wen-Hui Kuan1, Wei-Lun Chang2, I-Ying Kuo3, Dar-Bin Shieh4, Hsuan Liu5, Bertrand Tan5, 
Yi-Ching Wang1*

Department of Pharmacology, College of Medicine, National Cheng Kung University, Tainan, Taiwan1, Department of Internal 
Medicine, National Cheng Kung University Hospital, College of Medicine, National Cheng Kung University, Tainan, Taiwan2, 
Department of Biotechnology, College of Life Science, Kaohsiung Medical University, Kaohsiung, Taiwan3, Institute of Oral 

Medicine, College of Medicine, National Cheng Kung University, Tainan, Taiwan4, Department of Biochemistry, Chang Gung 
University, Taoyuan, Taiwan5

Objectives:
Esophageal cancer is the 6th leading cause of cancer death worldwide with increasing incidence. According to cancer 
statistics, esophageal squamous cell carcinoma (ESCC) is the predominant histologic subtype among Asia, where more 
than 80% of the global esophageal cancer cases are accounted. Unfortunately, most ESCC patients are diagnosed at 
advanced stage, for which the overall 5-year survival rate is less than 5%, and concomitant chemo-radiation therapy (CCRT) 
is recommended as the first-line treatment. Nevertheless, most ESCC patients had limited response to CCRT treatment 
because their tumor tissues had developed resistance-associated signatures before the therapy. Therefore, it is urgent 
to find the acquired resistance signature of tumor tissues and to develop molecular biomarkers for accurately predicting 
patient¡¦s response to CCRT and helping physicians to choose the best therapeutic modality for each individual patient.
Methods:
Endoscopic biopsy tumor tissues were obtained and used to perform RNA-seq analysis for understanding the mechanisms 
underlying CCRT responses (good or poor) of patients. RT-qPCR, immunohistochemical (IHC) staining, promoter reporter 
assay, and chromatin immunoprecipitation (ChIP) analyses were performed to dissect the relationship between SOX17 and 
NRF2. Cell-based studies and xenograft mouse models were conducted to study the role of SOX17/NRF2 axis in tumor 
growth and to evaluate the anticancer potential of F-NPs.
Findings:
According to the RNA-seq analysis, we identified that several NRF2-regulated detoxification and antioxidant genes were 
activated in poor CCRT responders, and these genes were further confirmed in 115 ESCC patients. Subsequently, both 
TCGA database analysis and our IHC staining of the endoscopic biopsy specimens revealed an inverse correlation between 
NRF2 and SOX17, a tumor-suppressive transcription factor with low expression in ESCC due to DNA hypermethylation. 
Importantly, luciferase assay and ChIP-qPCR analysis provided the first evidence that SOX17 could directly bind at 
NFE2L2 (NRF2 coding gene) promoter to transcriptionally suppress NRF2 expression, which in turn led to downregulation 
of NRF2-driven cytoprotective program. Moreover, reconstitution experiments supported that dysregulated SOX17/
NRF2 axis could lead to CCRT resistance. In particular, IHC staining of clinical samples demonstrated that SOX17-low/
NRF2-high nuclear level significantly correlated with poor CCRT response and poor survival of patients. Taken together, 
these results suggested the potential of SOX17/NRF2 axis to be the therapeutic target for overcoming CCRT resistance. 
Interestingly, our in-house developed nanoparticle, named F-NP, effectively restored SOX17 protein expression and 
decreased the expressions of NRF2 as well as its downstream target genes. We found that F-NP could enhance £]-TrCP-
dependent degradation of DNA methyltransferase (DNMT), and thereby attenuating SOX17 promoter methylation to 
restore its expression. Furthermore, the treatment of F-NP combined with radiotherapy boosted up the anti-tumor efficacy 
and overcame resistance in NRF2-high ESCC cells. 
Conclusions:
This study not only identifies a novel SOX17-low/NRF2-high signature in ESCC poor CCRT responder, but also verifies 
SOX17 as an upstream transcriptional suppressor of NRF2; consequently, we delineate the mechanism of SOX17/NRF2 
dysregulation by which ESCC cells acquire CCRT resistance. Furthermore, our in-house F-NP can inhibit DNMT to restore 
SOX17/NRF2 axis, providing a promising strategy to overcome CCRT resistance by the combination with radiotherapy.
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ST2-3

Molecular Mechanisms Underlying Human Protein Primer GYG-
Mediated Glycogen Metabolism in Glycogen Storage Disease XV

Tzu-Han Weng1, Ching-Jou Chen1, Yu-Chung Pien1, Ying-Chen Chen1, Ying-Ting Lee1, Zi-Ting Hsu1, Su-Yi Tsai1*

College of Life Science, National Taiwan University , Taiwan1

Glycogen is the main source for short-term energy and is synthesized by three enzymes, i.e. glycogenin, glycogen synthase 
and glycogen branching enzyme encoded by GYG, GS and GBE respectively. Glycogenin (GYG) is a glycosyltransferase 
that generates an oligosaccharide primer for glycogen synthesis by autoglucosylation. Humans carry two GYG isoforms 
(GYG1 and GYG2), while only single Gyg is expressed in mice. Patients with GYG1 mutation display cardiomyopathy, 
muscle weakness, and polyglucosan body accumulations symptoms, which caused an autosomal recessive disorder called 
glycogen storage disease type XV (GSD XV). However, the molecular mechanisms underlying how GYG1 mutation caused 
polyglucosan bodies, leading to cardiomyopathy remains elusive. Human pluripotent stem cells, including embryonic stem 
cells (ESCs) and induced pluripotent stem cells, have a capacity to differentiate into all cell types, e.g. cardiomyocytes. 
Therefore, we utilized CRISPR/Cas9 technique to ablate GYG1 and GYG2 in hESCs then differentiated into cardiomyocytes 
to investigate the pathological mechanism of this disease. Then, we found GYG1 knockout hESC-derived cardiomyocytes 
(GYG1-/- CMs) display similar GSD XV phenotypes as patients, including polygluosan body accumulations and smaller 
cell size, not GYG2-/- CMs. We further conducted Co-immunoprecipitation followed by mass spectrometry analysis (Co-
IP/MS) to investigate the underlying mechanism. Interestingly, we identified that glycogen synthase (GS) and glycogen 
debranching enzyme (AGL) interact with GYG2. Moreover, we found that the reduction of GS and AGL expression in 
GYG1-/- CMs, thereby, we hypothesized that GYG1 mutation-mediating polyglucosan body accumulations might be due 
to the dysfunction of glycogen synthesis and glycogen degradation. These findings help us to elucidate the mechanisms 
between GYG1 mutants and GSD XV. Ultimately, our discoveries here will pave the way to finding treatments for patients 
with this disease.
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ST2-4

The Indispensable Role CD36+-Tissue Resident Macrophages in Cardiac Regeneration

Yen-Ling Hung1, Kuan-Yu Liu1, Hsiang-Chia Yu1, Chen-Ting Hung1, Kai-Chien Yang1*

National Taiwan University, Department and Graduate Institute of Pharmacology, Taiwan1

Heart failure (HF) is a major cause of morbidity and mortality, in part owing to the inability of the human heart to 
replenish lost cardiomyocytes following cardiac injury. Both human and mouse heart are known to be able to fully 
regenerate in response to injury at neonatal stage; however, their regenerative capacity is lost shortly after birth (for 
example, 7 days after birth in mice). It has been shown that macrophages are required for cardiac regeneration in the 
neonatal mouse hearts. Nevertheless, the precise cellular and molecular mechanisms underlying the pro-reparative and 
regenerative properties of cardiac macrophages in neonatal heart remain poorly understood. Herein, we aim to identify 
distinct macrophage populations that are required for the regenerative capacity observed in neonatal mouse heart and 
to determine the underlying cellular/molecular mechanisms. Bulk RNA sequencing was performed on isolated cardiac 
macrophages and revealed distinct transcriptional hallmarks in the neonatal (P1-3) vs. adult (8 weeks) mouse heart 
on day 10 post-myocardial infarction (MI) surgery. Genes involved in oxidative phosphorylation, EIF2 signaling and 
peptidyl biosynthesis, were upregulated in neonatal, whereas genes linked to Wnt signaling, inflammation and fibrogenic 
activities, were activated in adult, cardiac macrophages. Next, to understand the population heterogeneity and functional 
distinctions of cardiac macrophages under regenerative vs. non-regenerative conditions, single cell RNASeq (scRNA-Seq) 
was performed on cardiac macrophages isolated from neonatal and adult mouse heart 10 days following MI. Four of the 
10 distinct clusters of cardiac macrophages identified by scRNA-Seq were highly enriched in neonatal, but not in adult, 
heart following MI injury. One of the neonate-specific cardiac macrophage clusters, CD36hi cTMs, characterized by tissue-
resident macrophage (CX3CR1+CCR2-F4/80+) markers and high expression levels of CD36, exhibit phagocytic, anti-
inflammatory and pro-reparative transcriptional signatures. To determine the temporal dynamics of CD36hi cTMs following 
injury, flow cytometry was performed on cTMs isolated from the heart of a reporter mouse line Cx3cr1-GFP (tissue-resident 
macrophages labeled with GFP) stained with CD36 antibody at different time points after MI surgery. These experiments 
revealed that CD36+ cTMs were depleted on D1 post-MI, but quickly replenished in neonatal, but not adult, mouse 
hearts 3 days following injury. In addition, functional blockade of CD36 using anti-CD36 antibody (intraperitoneally, 8 
£gg/g every three days up to D21 post-MI) suppressed cardiomyocytes proliferation and resulted in excessive scarring in 
neonatal mice following apical resection (AR) surgery. To specifically determine the functional role of CD36 in cTMs during 
cardiac regeneration, we generated a mouse line allowing targeted deletion of CD36 in cTMs (Cx3cr1-Cre/ERT2;CD36fl/
fl, or CD36cKO) following the administration of tamoxifen. Deletion of CD36 in cTMs completely abolished the cardiac 
regeneration capacity in the neonatal mice following AR surgery. Taken together, these results demonstrate a critical yet 
previously unrecognized role of CD36 in cTMs to promote cardiac repair and regeneration. Augmenting CD36 expression 
level or activity in cardiac macrophages, therefore, could be a potential therapeutic strategy to facilitate myocardial 
regeneration and functional recovery in human patients with MI and HF.
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LS-1

Invitrogen BigFoot Spectral Cell Sorter – Partner for Immunology Research

Grace Lin

Thermo Fisher Scientific
Taiwan

The Invitrogen Bigfoot Cell Sorter provides power, performance, and flexibility to help accelerate cutting edge discoveries. 
Designed to streamline the cell sorting workflow and enhance the user experience, the Bigfoot sorter has a multitude of 
cell sorting advancements and unique capabilities to enable the most complex multi-parameter sorts and to meet high-
throughput demands for a wide range of applications. The Bigfoot Cell Sorter allows both acquisition and sorting on 
spectrally unmixed data or conventionally compensated data, streamlining the workflow from panel development to high-
speed sorting.

LS-2

Digital PCR Application in Liquid Biopsy: Quantification of Rare 
Cancer Mutations Using Absolute Q Digital PCR System

Nai-Chen Chao

Thermo Fisher Scientific
Taiwan

Identification and tracking of cancer-causing mutations via liquid biopsy are increasingly being used for measuring potential 
therapeutic response, quantifying residual tumor burden, and studying resistance to potencial targeted therapies.
For samples with rare targets, it is important for liquid biopsy assays to provide precise and accurate quantification of those 
ultra-rare variants, which typically exist among high levels of wild-type background DNA. With its unparalleled precision 
and sensitivity, digital PCR (dPCR) is ideally suited for liquid biopsy applications and rare mutation detection.
Applied Biosystems™ Absolute Q™ Liquid Biopsy Digital PCR Assays are a precise, fast, and simple solution for the 
detection and quantification of common cancer-related mutations. Each predesigned assay has been verified using controls 
to detect the target cancer-related mutation down to a 0.1% variant allele frequency, making them ideal for the study of 
response and resistance.
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LS-3

Biobanking, Best Practice in Sample Handling & Storage

PF Boris Cheng

Thermo Fisher Scientific
Hong Kong

Clinical studies or biomarker researches might involve up to ten-thousands of patient samples and millions of aliquots of 
biospecimens. 
Biospecimen resource should be to collect, maintain, and disseminate at highest quality. Collection and storage conditions 
would be the most critical criteria to maintain highest sample quality, and the samples might need to be stored for up to 
30 years.
Thermo Fisher Scientific, as the world leading life science solution supplier, provide a spectrum of consumables and 
equipment for biospecimens collection and storage.
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PS1-001

Identification of Candidate Genes for Hirschsprung Disease Using Whole-Exome 
Sequencing Approach

Gunadi Gunadi*, Alvin Santoso Kalim, Kristy Iskandar, Galuh Dyah Nur Astuti

PS1-002

RAD51 Paralogs Function with RAD51 to Protect Reversed Forks from Cellular 
Nucleases

Chia-Lun Guh, Kai-Hang Lei, Yi-Zhen Jiang, Yu-Hui Chiu, Peter Chi*

PS1-003

CISD2 Activators as Novel Therapeutics for Non-Alcoholic Fatty Liver Diseases 
(NAFLD) and Steatohepatitis (NASH)

Jian-Hsin Yang, Zhao-Qing Shen, Jinq-Chyi Lee, Ting-Fen Tsai*

PS1-004

Novel Germ Granule Protein – Dnmt3L_AT in Meiotic Male Germ Cells

Dymbren Ochirov*, Jen-Yun Chang, Yi-Tzang Tsai, Yu-Chi Hsu, Yu-Han Yeh, Lih-Chiao 
Yau, Chia-Shun Wu, Bi-Chang Chen, Satoshi Namekawa, Yueh-Chiang Hu, Shau-Ping 
Lin*

PS1-005

Target Identification of the Water-Soluble Heliomycin Derivative 4-((dimethylamino)
methyl) in Oral Cancer Cells.

Atikul Islam, Pin-Ju Chueh*

PS1-006

CRNDE Acts as An Epigenetic Modulator of the p300/YY1 Complex to Promote HCC 
Progression and Therapeutic Resistance

Yu-Chin Liu, Yang-Hsiang Lin, Kwang-Huei Lin*

PS1-007
TERRA Regulates DNA G-quadruplex Formation and ATRX Recruitment to Chromatin

Po-Cheng Yang, Ru-Xuan Tsai, Yu-Hung Hsieh, I-Tien Chiang, Hsueh-Ping Chu*

PS1-008

Transient Low-dose Decitabine Induced Epigenetic Reprogramming and 
Mitochondria-Mediated Signaling in Acute Myeloid Leukemia
Joy Khag, Wan-Chen Hsieh, Ta-Yu Liu, Marvin Angelo E. Aberin, Yao-Ming Chang, 
Hsing-Chen Tsai, Shih-Yu Chen, Shu-Ping Wang*

PS1-009

Functional Characterization of Histone H3K27 Demethylase UTX in DNA 
Replication/Repair Pathways and Relevant Clinical Implications
Lin-Wen Yeh, Marvin Angelo E. Aberin, Sean Wu, Yao-Ming Chang, Chun-Wei Chen, 
Shu-Ping Wang*
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PS1-010

Alternative PER2 (Period2) Enhancer Usage Drives Epithelial-Mesenchymal Transition 
(EMT) in Epithelial Ovarian Cancer (OC)
Yi-Chia Chiu, Divya Malathy Ravinath, Wendy W. Hwang-Verslues, Ruby Yun-Ju 
Huang*

PS1-011

Role of Pro-tumor Secreted Protein Chitinase-3-like-1 in Cancer Progression: From 
Transcriptional Regulations to Clinical Applications.

Pei-Chia Su, Ching-Yu Chen, Yi-Ching Wang*

PS1-012

XPF Activates Break-induced Telomere Synthesis

Chia-Yu Guh, Hong-Jhih Shen, Liv Wei-Chien Chen, Pei-Chen Chiu, I-Hsin Liao, Chen-
Chia Lo, Yu-Hung Hsieh, Yi-Yun Chen, Liuh-Yow Chen, Ching-Shyi Wu, Jean-Marc Egly, 
Hsueh-Ping Chu*

PS1-013

Epigenetic Regulation of Myocardial SERCA2a and Calcium Homeostasis by Long 
Noncoding RNA lnc-SYNPO

Wei-Lun Song*, Kai-Chien Yang*

PS1-014

IFN-stimulated Non-long Coding RNAs Enhance  Type I IFN Induction by Interacting 
with MDA5

Fu Hsin, Helene Minyi Liu*

PS1-015
Long Non-coding Isoforms Orchestrate Neuron Maturation

Kuan-Wei Chen, Yi-Ching Su, Ya-Ping Yen, Ting-Da Chen, Chia-Yi Huang, Yi-Han Lee, 
Mien Chang, Jui-Hung Hung, Jun-An Chen*

PS1-016

Activation of a Hippocampal CREB-pCREB-miRNA-MEF2 Axis Modulates Individual 
Variation of Spatial Learning and Memory Capability

I-Fang Wang, Che-Kun James Shen*

PS1-017

The LncRNA Smyca Coordinates TGF-β and Myc Pathways to Promote Tumor 
Malignancies
Shu-Jou Chan, Hsin-Yi Chen, Xin-Xin Liu, An-Chi Wei, Ru-In Jian, Ruey-Hwa Chen*, 
Yuh-Shan Jou*

PS1-018
Lnc-EMT93 Is a Tumor-Selective Master-Regulator of EMT in HNSCC

Ching-Yu Lin, Chuan-Chuan Chao, Po-Wen Shen, Jing-Wen Shih, Wen-Ching Wang, 
Muh-Hua Yang, Hsing-Jien Kung*
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PS1-019

MicroRNA-mediated Mitochondrial Fission and Fatty Acid Oxidation Promotes Oral 
Cancer Progression
Shine-Gwo Shiah*, Ci-Yuan Fang, Sung-Tau Chou, Guan-Hsun Wu, Yuan-Ming Hsu, 
Chia-Yun Huang, Jenn-Ren Hsiao

PS1-020

A Hypoxia Induced Long Noncoding RNA Connects PKM2 to HIF-1a Complex and is a 
Potent Progression Factor for Oral Cancer
Chun-Hsien Wu, Po-Wen Shen, Ming-Han Kuo, Chuan-Chuan Chao, Wen-Ching Wang, 
Jing-Wen Shih, Muh-Hua Yang, Hsing-Jien Kung*

PS1-021
Investigating the Role of a Long Noncoding RNA in Cardiomyocyte Maturation

Chiao Yu, Kang-Zheng Lee, Su-Yi Tsai*

PS1-022

FAM13A Polymorphisms are Associated to Clinical Progression of Oral Cancer and 
Sensitive to Oral Tumorization in Drinking Population.

Yu-Sheng Lo, Ming-Ju Hsieh*

PS1-023

A Nanoparticle-reduced Medium for High-purity Exosome Harvest from Cultured 
Cells

Lung-Yung Huang, Chia-Ying Hsieh, Hong-Lin Su*

PS1-024

Low Dosage of Varying Sized Extracellular Vesicles Promotes Lung Organotropism and 
Tumorigenic Potential of Breast Cancers in Vivo
Bryan John Magoling*, Yen-Ju Chen, Anthony Yan-Tang Wu, Wan-Ting Wong, Hsi-Chien 
Huang, Yun-Chieh Sung, Hsin-Tzu Hsieh, Poya Huang, Ruey-Hwa Chen, Yun-Ching 
Chen, Charles Pin-Kuang Lai

PS1-025

Phosphatidylinositol 4,5-bisphosphate Regulates Epidermal Growth Factor Receptor 
Lysosomal Transport

Shao-Ling Chu, Jia-Wei Hsu*

PS1-026

Rab37 Mediates Trafficking and Membrane Presentation of PD-1 in T Cells to Foster 
an Immunosuppressive Microenvironment in Lung Cancer

Wan-Ting Kuo, I-Ying Kuo, Yi-Ching Wang*

PS1-027

The Role of Chitinase 3-Like 1 in Promoting Fibrosis and its Therapeutic Potential to 
Inhibit Cancer Progression of Pancreatic Cancer.

Ching-Yu Chen, Pei-Chia Su, Yi-Ching Wang*

PS1-028

A Novel Anti-CD73 Antibody Possess Long-lasting Inhibition of CD73 Activity and 
Antitumor Efficacy
Chun-Chung Lee*, Chen-Jei Hong, Sih-Yu Chen, Yu-Hsun Lo, Pei-Yi Tsai, Tzung-Jie Yang, 
Chu-Bin Liao*
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PS1-029

Synaptic Vesicle Protein Flower Dictates Exo-endo Coupling and Neurotransmission 
through Dual Transmembrane Domain-dependent Mechanisms

Chi-Kuang Yao*

PS1-030
Components and Role of Exosome in Prostate Cancer Progression

Chia-Hua Chen, Yen-Che Lee, Tsai-Kun Li*

PS1-031

Activation of Pancreatic Stellate Cells by Extracellular Vesicles from DUSP2 
Knockdown Pancreatic Cancer Cells

Yu-Hsuan Chang, Shaw-Jenq Tsai, Chu-An Wang*

PS1-032

Systematically Measuring the Organelle Interactome by Chemically-Inducible 
Dimerization Assay

Yi-Chien Chuang, Yu-Chun Lin*

PS1-033

Vesicular Trafficking Mediates Transmembrane Protein Transport from the 
Endomembrane System to Mitochondria
Anu Chirackal Jose, Yu-Wei Syu, Hao-Wen Lai, Ming-Yuan Tsai, Yi-Fan Jiang, Shao-Chun 
Hsu, Chi-Yu Fu, Yi-Ching Lee*

PS1-034

Tubulin Concentration and Nucleation by Centrosomal Scaffolding Proteins through 
Liquid-Liquid Phase Separation

Hui-Chun Cheng*, Shiou-Lan Lin, Hung-Wei Yeh, Yu-Hsun Chen, Po-Pang Chen

PS1-035
Exploring SLK Effects on Adhesion Cytoskeletons

Yun-Yu Lin, Hsuan-Chao Lin, Yen-Hsuan Jo, Cheng-Yu Fan, Feng-Chiao Tsai*

PS1-036

Unveiling the Possible Mechanisms of Centrosome Migration and its Roles in 
Epithelial Polarization

Po-Kai Wang, Tang K. Tang*

PS1-037

Imbalance of Cytoskeleton Remodeling Leads to the Detachment of Invasive Leader 
Cells

Jei-Ming Peng*, Jia-Wun Luo, Pei-Chia Wang

PS1-038
CASK, A Novel Mediator of Adhesion Cytoskeletons

Miranda Tseng, Yu-Chiao Lin, Feng-Chiao Tsai*

PS1-039

Development of Neutralizing Antibodies Against Omicron Variants of SARS-CoV-2 
through mRNA-Lipid Nanoparticle and Human Single B Cell Platform
Hsiao-Ling Chiang, Ruei-Min Liu, Kang-Hao Liang, Fu-Fei Hsu, Hsiu-Ting Lin, Wan-Yu 
Chen, Han-Chung Wu*
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PS1-040

Evaluation the Biocompatibility Capacity of Graphene Oxide Nanosilver Composites 
for Vascular Tissue Application

You-Hao Deng, Pei-Yeh Kuo, Bai-Shuan Liu*, Huey-Shan Hung*

PS1-041

Biocompatibility and Favorable Effect of Endothelial Cells on Graphene Oxide 
Nanogold Composites

Pei-Yeh Kuo, You-Hao Deng, Bai-Shuan Liu*, Huey-shan Hung*

PS1-042
Poly-K/R Motif Concentrate Tubulins in Coiled-coil Centrosomal Condensates

Shiou-Lan Lin, Yu-Hsun Chen, Yueh-Ting Chen, Ting Chen, Hui-Chun Cheng*

PS1-043
DUSP22 Inhibits Lung Tumorigenesis by Suppression of EGFR Signaling

Hsiao-Han Lin, Cheng-Wei Chang, Yu-Ting Liao, Hsiu-Ping Lin, Hui-Min Ho, Wen-Jye 
Lin*

PS1-044

Genome-wide Pathway Interactions and Multigenerational Breast-to-lung Animal 
Models for Cancer Metastasis and Cancer Stem Cell Investigations

Chia-Hwa Lee*

PS1-045

Aurora-A Kinase Promotes Anti-Tumor Immunity in High Lymphocyte-Infiltrated 
Colorectal Cancer
Shiang-Jie Yang, Sheng-Tsung Chang, Kung-Chao Chang, Yao-Wen Liu, Liang-Yi Hung*, 
Ming-Derg Lai*

PS1-046

Investigating the Role of ANGPTL4 Activation in Chemo-surviving Hepatocellular 
Carcinoma Cells Metastasis and Drug Resistance.

Ting-Wei Chang, Ben-Kuen Chen*

PS1-047

Overexpression of Nudix Hydrolase 16 like 1 Causes Ferroptosis Insensitivity in Colon 
Cancer
Yi-Syuan Lin*, Ya-Chuan Tsai, Chia-Jung Li, Tzu-Tang Wei, Ya-Na Wu, Shang-Rung 
Wu,Shin-Chin Lin, Shaw-Jenq Tsai, Shih-Chieh Lin*

PS1-048
Characterization of Kras Dependency in Taiwanese Gastric Cancer Patients

Yu-Lun Chen*, Hsing-Hua Ho, Ta-Sen Yeh, Wen-Ching Wang*

PS1-049

Membrane Presentation and Protein Stability of PD-1 in T Cells of the 
Immunosuppressive Microenvironment in Lung Cancer

Yi-Ching Wang*

PS1-050

PARP1 Recruits DNA Translocases to Restrain DNA Replication and Facilitate DNA 
Repair
Yen-Chih Ho, Chen-Syun Ku, Siang-Sheng Tsai, Jia-Lin Shiu, Song-Bin Chang, Peter 
Chi,Hung-Jiun Liaw*
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PS1-051

Sorafenib Suppresses Radioresistance and Synergizes Radiotherapy-Mediated CD8+ 
T Cell Activation to Eradicate Hepatocellular Carcinoma
Chun-Chia Cheng*,Chun-Chia Cheng, Ai-Sheng Ho , Cheng-Liang Peng , Jung-Shan 
Chang, Zong-Lin Sie, Chih-Liang Wang, Yi-Li Chen, Cheng-Yi Chen

PS1-052

A Fc-VEGF Chimeric Fusion Enhances PD-L1 Immunotherapy via Inducing Immune 
Reprogramming and Infiltration in the Immunosuppressive Tumor Microenvironment
Cheng-Liang Kuo*, Han-Yu Chou, Chung-Hsing Chen, Chi-Chen Fan, Tai-Ming Ko, Alan 
Yueh-Luen Lee*

PS1-053

C-Kit Signaling Modulated Type 3 Innate Lymphoid Cell Functions in a Mouse 
Neutrophilic Asthma Model

Jheng-Syuan Shao, Po-Yu Chi, Ya-Jen Chang*

PS1-054
Targeting EMT-modulated Stem Cell Fate in Breast Cancer

Wan-Chi Lu*

PS1-055

Tamoxifen-induced Activation of Type I IFN Signaling and its Putative Role in 
Hormone and Immunotherapy Resistance of ER-positive Breast Cancer

Marvin Angelo Aberin, Chen-Yang Shen, Yao-Ming Chang, Shu-Ping Wang*

PS1-056

The Kinase-mediated C-terminus Autointeraction Determines FOXM1 Transcription 
Activity Throughout Cell Cycle Progression

Chia-Chan Hsu, I-Ching Wang*

PS1-057

Intracellular MMP-2 Drives Nuclear TYRO3/BRD3-Dependent Colorectal Cancer 
Metastasis
Pei-Ling Hsu, Chun-Wei Chien, Yen-An Tang, Bo-Wen Lin, Sih-Yu Chen, H. Sunny 
Sun*,Shaw-Jenq Tsai*

PS1-058

TXNDC5 Up-Regulation in Cancer-Associated Fibroblasts Promotes Colorectal 
Cancer Progression through Altering TGFβ Signaling

Kai-Lin Cheng, Kai-Chien Yang*

PS1-059

Erythropoietin Treatment  Regulates the Cell Proliferation and Migration of Bladder 
Cancer via the Biphasic Interaction Between EPHB4 and EPOR

Ying-Si Wu*

PS1-060

A Novel SOX17-low/NRF2-high Signature in Esophageal Squamous Cell Carcinoma 
with Chemoradiotherapy Resistance and its Potential to Be a Therapeutic Target
Chih-Hsiung Hsieh, Wen-Hui Kuan, Wei-Lun Chang, I-Ying Kuo, Dar-Bin Shieh, Hsuan 
Liu, Bertrand Tan, Yi-Ching Wang*
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PS1-061

To Decipher the Molecular Mechanisms of Blimp-1 SUMOylation in T Cell Function 
and its Subsequent Impact on Experimental Autoimmune Encephalomyelitis
Shou-Hsuan Lin, Jia-Ling Dong, Chia-Lo Ho, Yu-Wen Liu, Ming-Wei Chien, Shin-Huei 
Fu, Huey-Kang Sytwu*

PS1-062

CD248+ Pericytes Promote Angiogenesis and Lung Tumor Growth through Wnt 
Signaling in Mouse Model

Chia-Lun Hong, I-Shing Yu, Shu-Wha Lin, Hsiang-Po Huang*

PS1-063

Stroma-enriched ER Protein TXNDC5 Potentiates Pancreatic Adenocarcinoma 
Progression by Creating a Desmoplastic and Immunotolerant Microenvironment

Hsin-Hui Wang, Kai-Chien Yang*

PS1-064

Anterior Gradient 2 (AGR2) Modulates the Extracellular Proteomes of Canine 
Mammary Tumor Cells to Drive the Tumor Cell Taxis

Stephen Hsien-Chi Yuan, Chih-Ching Wu, Hao-Ping Liu*

PS1-065

Organoid Culture and Lineage Tracing Technologies for Investigating the Roles of 
Dph1 in Cholangiocytes and Hybrid Periportal Hepatocytes

Wei-Lun Huang*

PS1-066

Gallium Maltolate Triggers Nucleolar Stress and Ferroptosis in Triple-negative Breast 
Cancer Cells and Shows Synergistic Effects with Cisplatin to Inhibit the Growth of 
Tumor Cells

Ving-Mein Chang, Chieh-Hsin Chen, Yi-Ming Huang, Kai-Yin Lo*, Ya-Wen Yang*

PS1-067

The Impact of SPAK/OSR1-NKCC1 Axis Downstream of Angiotensin II on T Cell 
Pathogenicity in Experimental Autoimmune Encephalomyelitis Model
Chiao-Hsin Lan, Ming-Wei Chien, Yi-An Su, Sung-Sen Yang, Shih-Hua Lin, Shyi-Jou 
Chen, Huey-Kang Sytwu*

PS1-068

EpCAM Promotes Colon Cancer Progression and Metastasis through Activation of 
HGFR Signaling
Chi-Chiu Lee, Chi-Chiu Lee, Chia-Jui Yu, Sushree Shankar Panda, Kai-Chi Chen, Han-
Chung Wu*

PS1-069

Oleic Acid-activated ANGPTL4/IL-8 Axis Promotes Oxidative Stress to Enhance 
Human Colon Cancer Metastasis and Drug Resistance

Chih-Jie Shen, Wen-Chang Chang*, Ben-Kuen Chen*

PS1-070
Galectin LEC-2 is Required for Apoptotic Cell Removal in Caenorhabditis Elegans

Yu-Shin Chang, Yu-Chun Chao, Ting-You Lee, Che-Wei Chang, Hang-Shiang Jiang, 
Yi-Chun Wu*
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PS1-071
New Metabolic Prognostic Markers for Luminal Breast Cancer

Cuong Pham Thi, Yu-Lun Chen, Wen-Ching Wang*

PS1-072

Cisplatin Treatment Induces Interleukin-33 Production to Promote M2-like 
Macrophages Polarization and ST2L Expression and Membrane Presentation via 
IL-33/ST2L/NF-κB/Rab37 Signaling and Trafficking Loops

You-En Yang*, Meng-Hsuan Hu, Yen-Cheng Zeng, Chih-Peng Chang, Yi-Ching Wang*

PS1-073

The Synergistic Combination of pBADSer99 Inhibitor with Tyrosine Kinase Inhibitors 
in Triple-Negative Breast Cancer Treatment
Yan-Qin Tan, Yi-Shiou Chiou, Hui Guo, Shu-Wei Zhang, Vijay Pandey, Peter E. Lobie, 
Peter E. Lobie*, Vijay Pandey*

PS1-074

Hellebrigenin Induce Apoptosis in Human Oral Cancer Cells through Caspase and 
Mitochondrial Pathway

Chia-Chieh Lin, Ming-Ju Hsieh*

PS1-075

B4GALT1-Dependent Galectin-8 Binding with TGF-β Receptor Down-modulates 
Colorectal Cancer Metastasis

Tzu-Hui Hsu, Kuo-I Lin*

PS1-076

Surf4 Facilitates Derlin-2- and Derlin-1-mediated Retrotranslocation of COX-2 for 
Proteasomal Degradation

Shu-Fen Chen, Song-Kun Shyue*

PS1-077

CISD2 Activators as a Novel Anti-Aging Regimen to Promote Healthspan in Naturally 
Aged Mice

Pin-Chen Huang, Zhao-Qing Shen, Jinq-Chyi Lee, Ting-Fen Tsai*

PS1-078

Engineered-chimeric Antigen Receptor Macrophage as Immunotherapy for 
Hepatocellular Carcinoma.
Yen-Ju Lin, Mei-Wei Lin, Ya-Ping Lai, Chin-Pen Lai, Ming-Hua Yang, Hsiu-Chuan Li, 
Kuang-Chi Cheng, Chung-Yuan Sun, Yu-Jia Tzeng, Li-Tsen Lin, Jyuan-Jyuan Syu, Min-
Yuan Chou*

PS1-079
Roles of Interleukin-1 Receptor Antagonist in Pancreatic Cancer Progression

Yu-Ching Fan, Quoc Thang Bui, Ya-Ching Lin, Yuan-Chin Tsai*

PS1-080

AKT2-mediated Nuclear Deformation Leads to Genomic Instability during Epithelial-
mesenchymal Transition.

Jia-Rong Fan, Sung-Nian Chang, Ching-Tung Chu, Hong-Chen Chen*
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PS1-081

Ancient Ubiquitous Protein 1 is a Potential Prognostic and Therapeutic Biomarker in 
Human Glioma

Pei-Chi Chang*

PS1-082

Novel Triterpenes and Sesquiterpenes Exert Anti-Cancer Capability against Triple-
Negative Breast Cancer and Burkitt’s Lymphoma
Yu-Lin Kao*, Lu-Chen Chen, Yu-Ming Guo, Zong-Chi Lin, Shi-Yie Cheng, Jia-Bin Liao, 
Hao-Wen Chuang, Pin-Pen Hsieh, Hsiang-Ju Pan

PS1-083

Leptin Protected NSCLC Cells from Doxorubicin-Induced Cell Death by Stimulating 
the Expression of ABC Transporters

Shao-Yu Wu, Chi-Mei Hsueh*

PS1-084

An Activity-Based Functional Assay for Identifying Homologous Recombination 
Deficiencies across Cancer Types in Real-Time
Shih-Han Huang, Chih-Ying Lee, Wen-Fang Cheng, Po-Han Lin, Yu-Li Chen, Kai-Hang 
Lei, Min-Yu Ko, Ko-Yu Chang, Peter Hung-Yuan Chi*

PS1-085
Harnessing the Immune Response to Promote Cardiac Regeneration in Medaka

Kaushik Chowdhury, Yao-Ming Chang, Khai-Lone Lim, Hsing-Wei Liu, Chia-Lin Huang, 
Shih-Lei Lai*

PS1-086

Loss of Cell-cell Adhesion Triggers Cell Migration through Rac1-dependent ROS 
Generation
Yu-Hsuan Chen, Jinn-Yuan Hsu, Ching-Tung Chu, Yao-Wen Chang, Muh-Hwa Yang, 
Hong-Chen Chen*

PS1-087

The Effect of 3,5-Dimethylaniline - Loaded Liposome Against Non-Small Cell Lung 
Cancer
Pei-Yu Lee*, Pei-Han Chou, You-Yuan Wang, Cheng-Chieh Wang, Kai-Ning Yang, Ming-
Wei Chao, Chia-Yi Tseng, Chia-Yi Tseng*

PS1-088
Lurbinectedin Targets Telomeres and Sensitizes Cancers Utilizing ALT Mechanism

Liv Wei-Chien Chen, Chen-Chia Lo, Ting-Chia Chang, Tom Wei-Wu Chen, Jean-Marc 
Egly, Hsueh-Ping Chu*

PS1-089

RTA-dh404, a Novel Synthetic Oleanolic Acid Derivative, Suppresses Proliferation and 
Induces Apoptosis, and Autophagy in Glioblastoma Multiforme

Kuan-Ting Lee, Tai-Hsin Tsai, Yi-Chiang Hsu*

PS1-090

PAICS Ubiquitination Triggers Phase Separation of de novo Purine Synthesis Pathway 
Enzymes into Purinosome to Promote Tumor Growth and Survival

Yi-Hsuan Wang, Fei-Yun Chen, Shu-Yu Lin, Ruey-Hwa Chen*
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PS1-091

The Application of Patchouli in the Adjuvant Treatment of Leukemia and the 
Preclinical Application of Molecular Transfer Regulation by Patchouli Alcohol

Sung-Nan Pei*, Yi-Chiang Hsu

PS1-092

Investigation of the Molecular Mechanisms of the Antitumor Activity of Aureolic Acid 
Antibiotic Olivomycin A in Colon Cancer Cells

Yu-Jun Chang*

PS1-093

Nuclear Translocation of Pyruvate Dehydrogenase Complex Associates with Androgen 
Receptor Signaling

Ling-Yu Wang* ,Ya-Ju Li, Han-Chen Lin, Jia-Mei Liu

PS1-094

New Generation of Anthraquinone Derivatives Induced Apoptosis through tNOX-
mediated c-FLIP Downregulation in Oral Cancer Cells

Chien-Yu Chen*

PS1-095

Histone H3K4 Methyltransferase KMT2D/MLL4 Controls Leukemia Cell Survival 
through Regulation of Mitochondria and Cellular Redox Homeostasis
Ta-Yu Liu, Hsiao-Chin Hong, Yu-Wen Chen, Lan-Hsin Wang, Yao-Ming Chang, Chun-
Wei Chen, Shu-Ping Wang*

PS1-096
PAX3 Suppresses Replication Stress and Genomic Instability Induced by 5-FU

Wei-Hsin Liu, Wen-Ming Yang*, Ya-Li Yao*

PS1-097

Macrophages Exacerbate Pancreatic Cancer Malignancy via Modulation of ERK-
DUSP2 Axis in Pancreatic Cancer Cells

Yu-Jing Tai, Chu-An Wang, Shaw-Jenq Tsai*

PS1-098
Context-specific Roles of Diphthamide Deficiency in Hepatocellular Carcinogenesis

Wei-Ling Tu*, Pin-Hung Li, Chun-Ming Chen*

PS1-099

SUMOylation of DHX9 Suppresses RNA Processing Defects and Maintains Genome 
Stability

Bing-Ze Yang, Ken-Ru Lin, Chin-An Cheng, Ching-Shyi Wu*

PS1-100

Galectin-1 Orchestrates an Inflammatory Niche in Hepatocellular Carcinoma by 
Promoting TNFR1 Stability and Downstream Signaling in Carcinoma-associated 
Fibroblasts

Yao-Tsung Tsai, Chih-Yi Li, Ming-Heng Wu*
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PS1-101

NRF2 Promotes Expression and Autophagic Secretion of IL-33, a Danger Signal 
Cytokine, upon Stress Stimulation

Hsun Liu, Chih-Hsiung Hsieh, Yi-Ching Wang*

PS1-102

Coupling of R-loop Resolution and Cell Cycle Checkpoint in Genome Stability by the 
Interplay between DHX9 and ATR

Mei-Yin Liu, Li-Yu Tsui, Keng-Ru Lin, Bing-Ze Yang, Hsueh-Ping Chu, Ching-Shyi Wu*

PS1-103

PSPC1 Deficiency Retards Angiogenesis by Downregulating VEGFR2 and Dll4/Notch1 
Signaling

Chieh-Yu Chang*

PS1-104
The Effect of MSC-Mediated Mitochondrial Transfer to Human CD4+ T Cells

Yu-Hao Chen, Ming-Ling Kuo*

PS1-105

Human Placental Mesenchymal Stem Cells Modulate Resident as well as Recruited 
Macrophages via IL-1β to Improve Survival in Acute Respiratory Distress Syndrome 
(ARDS)
B. Lin-Ju Yen*, Li-Tzu Wang, Hsiu-Huan Wang, Sheng-Kang Chiu, L. Kristopher Siu, 
Ko-Jiunn Liu, Huey-Kang Sytwu, Men-Luh Yen*

PS1-106
Dermal Adipocytes Activate Hair Follicle Stem Cells through Metabolic Priming

Kang-Yu Tai, Chih-Lung Chen, Sung-Jan Lin*

PS1-107

Molecular Mechanisms Underlying Human Protein Primer GYG-Mediated Glycogen 
Metabolism in Glycogen Storage Disease XV
Tzu-Han Weng, Ching-Jou Chen, Yu-Chung Pien, Ying-Chen Chen, Ying-Ting Lee, 
Zi-Ting Hsu, Su-Yi Tsai*

PS1-108

VHL/Vhlh Deficient Kidney Epithelial Tubule Cells and their Induced Macrophages 
Reprogram Surrounding Microenvironment to Promote ccRCC Development

Thi-Ngoc Nguyen, Hieu-Huy Nguyen-Tran, Tien Hsu*

PS1-109
Step-Wise Cholangiocyte Differentiation from Human Pluripotent Stem Cells

Nova Yuli Prasetyo Budi, Wei-Yu Lai, Hong-Nerng Ho*, Yen-Hua Huang*

PS1-110

Coating-free and Cost-effective Culture Medium for the Establishment of Human-
induced Pluripotent Stem Cells

Hong-Lin Su*, Chih-Yao Lin, Shih-Fang Wu, Hueng-Chuen Fan, Su-Yi Tsai, Yu-Yun Ching
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PS1-111

Switching On/Off the Hh Signaling Pathway Determines Ovarian Germline Stem Cell 
Niche Fates

Yu-Ting Wang*, Hwei-Jan Hsu

PS1-112

Genome Editing for Bietti Crystalline Dystrophy by using in Vitro Co-culture System 
and Functional 3D Retinal Organoids.

Yu-Ju Chou*, Ta-Ching Chen, Ching-Yu Chuang, Hung-Chih Kuo

PS1-113

Wnt Antagonism with TGFβ Removal Results in Rapid and Precise Human MSC 
Chondrogenesis via Increasing Adherens Junctional Interactions and Restricting 
Lineage Commitment
Chen-Chan Hsieh, Chia-Chi Chang, Pei-Ju Hsu, Men-Luh Yen, Shaw-Fang Yet, Linyi 
Chen, B. Linju Yen*

PS1-114
Rapid Alkalinization Factors in Apical Tip Growth- It Takes Two to Tango.

Ooi Kock Teh*

PS1-115

Visualizing Recombination Filaments in Plant Meiosis using Expansion Microscopy 
(ExM)

Chung-Ju Rachel Wang*, Jeremy Catinot, Ding-Hua Lee

PS1-116

Identification of Receptor-Like Kinases for Tip Growth-Related Signalling Peptides-
Rapid Alkalinization Factors

Yu Wang*, Benjamin Prethiviraj Salamon, Dian-Xuan Yang, Wu-I Chen, Ooi-Kock Teh*

PS1-117

Staphylococcus Aureus-induced Necroptosis Exacerbates Skin Inflammation and 
IL-33 Expression in Murine Dry Skin Model

Chia-Hui Luo, Ethan Jachen Chung, Ya-Jen Chang*

PS1-118
Single-Cell Transcriptional Heterogeneity of Macrophages during Leptospiral Infection

Li-Fang Chou, Ting-Wen Chen, Huang-Yu Yang, Ya-Chung Tian, Ming-Yang Chang, 
Shen-Hsing Hsu, Chung-Ying Tsai, Pei-Yu Hung, Yi-Ching Ko, Chih-Wei Yang*

PS1-119
Baicalein Activates PINK1/Parkin-Dependent Mitophagy through NDP52 and OPTN

Po-Yuan Ke*, Chih-Wei Chang, Yuan-Chao Hsiao

PS1-120

Phosphorylation of Arl4A/D Promotes Their Binding by the HYPK Chaperone for 
their Stable Recruitment to the Plasma Membrane

Ming-Chieh Lin, Chia-Jung Yu, Fang-Jen Lee*
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PS1-121

Identification of the Molecular Mechanisms Responsible for KPNA2 Nuclear Import in 
Cancer Cells Under Oxidative Stress

Jie-Xin Huang, Chia-Jung Yu*

PS1-122

Armadillo Repeat-containing Kinesin ARK Represents the Versatile Plus-end-directed 
Transporter in Plants

Mari Yoshida, Maya Hakozaki, Gohta Goshima*

PS1-123

Integrated Study of circRNA, lncRNA, miRNA, and mRNA Networks in Mediating the 
Effects of Testicular Heat Exposure
Meng Liang*, Ke Hu, Chao-Fan He, Xun-Ying Sun, Long-Hui Li, Yi-Fan Xu, Ke-Jia Zhang, 
Xiao-Hua Liu
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PS2-001

Inhibition of the Non-structural Protein Nsp9 from SARS-CoV-2 by the Extract of the 
Carnivorous Pitcher Plant Nepenthes Miranda: Phytochemical Analysis and Molecular 
Docking
Jo-Chi Chung, Wei-Yu Chiang, Cheng-Yang Huang*

PS2-002
Structural Basis for the Interaction Mode of the Single-stranded DNA-binding Protein 
SsbA with the Anticancer Drug 5-fluorouracil
Po-Chun Yang, Yen-Hua Huang, Cheng-Yang Huang*

PS2-003
KDM4B Inhibition by Novel Inhibitors Reduces Prostate Cancer Growth
Wei-Kai Fang, Jai-Shin Liu, Meng-Jen Wu, Shan-Min Yang, Hsing-Pang Hsieh, Wen-
Ching Wang*

PS2-004

Centrosomal Protein 57 kDa (Cep57) Regulates Centrosomes through Phase 
Separation
Hung-Wei Yeh, Po-Pang Chen, Tzu-Chen Yeh, Yue-Ting Chen, Shiou-Lan Lin, Jia-Meng 
Pang, Kai-Ti Lin, Yu-Chun Lin, U-Ser Jeng, Hui-Chun Cheng*

PS2-005
Keloid Fibroblasts Exert Higher Cell Contractility and Enhance the Rigidity of Collagen 
Fibers than Normal Fibroblasts in Three-Dimensional Collagen Culture
Kira Wu, Gang-Hui Lee, Ming-Jer Tang*

PS2-006
Apolipoprotein J Chaperones mTOR to Suppress Lipophagy and Facilitate Hepatic 
Lipid Deposition
Hung-Yu Sun*, Shuangdi Duan, Nong Qin, Jiayi Pi, Pei Sun

PS2-007
R-loop Contributes to Antibiotic Resistance

Cheng-Hsueh Lin, Tsai-Kun Li*

PS2-008
Anti-tumor Effect of Multi-functional Zero-valent Iron Nanoparticle through 
Promoting GSK3β/β-TrCP Degradation of NRF2 and Activating Immune Responses
Fu-Hsuan Shih, Chih-Hsiung Hsieh, Hung-Chia Hsieh, Dar-Bin Shieh*, Yi-Ching Wang*

PS2-009

The Bidirectional Anti-tumor Progression Effects of Simvastatin Through Attenuation 
of the Immunosuppressive Effects of Endometrial Cancer-associated Mesenchymal 
Stem Cells (EmCaMSCs) and Inhibition of the Malignancies of Cancer Cells
Kai-Hung Wang, Dah-Ching Ding*

PS2-010

Mitochondrial Lon Interacts with ULK1-FUNDC1 at the ER-mitochondria Interface to 
Promote the Mitophagy Under Hypoxia
Ananth Ponneri Babuharisankar, Cheng-Liang Kuo, Han-Yu Chou, Vidya Tangeda, 
Chi-Chen Fan, Chung-Hsing Chen, Alan Yueh-Luen Lee*, Yung-Hsi Kao*

PS2-011

TFEB- and TFE3-dependent Autophagy Activation Supports Cancer Proliferation in 
the Absence of Centrosomes
Chien-Han Kao, Ting-Yu Su, Wei-Syun Huang, Xin-Ying Lu, Jane Wann-Neng, Chien-
Huang Huang, Won-Jing Wang*
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PS2-012
EBV Tegument Proteins Antagonize Human cGAS Activity by Targeting cGAS N210

Wen-Chieh Lin, Tung-Sing Au Yeung, Ming-Han Tsai, Helene Minyi Liu*

PS2-013

Identification and Characterization of the Atg5-12/16 Complex and its Involvement in 
Phagosomal Recruitment of Atg8 in the Enteric Protozoan Parasite Entamoeba 
Histolytica
Kumiko Tsukui*, Kumiko Shibata, Tomoyoshi Nozaki

PS2-014
Semilicoisoflavone B Induces Apoptosis in Human Oral Cancer Cells by Modulation of 
the Ras/Raf/MEK/ERK Pathway
Ming-Ju Hsieh*

PS2-015

Shuterin Enhances the Cytotoxicity of the Natural Killer Leukemia Cell Line KHYG-1 
by Increasing the Expression Levels of Granzyme B and IFN-gamma through the 
MAPK and CREB Pathway
Yi-Ching Chuang, Ming-Ju Hsieh*

PS2-016
Mitochondrial ROS and PARP-1 Activation upon UV Radiation are Regulated by 
AMPK and Lead to Autophagic Death in Retinal Epithelial Cells
Ponarulselvam Sekar, Duen-Yi Huang, Shu-Hao Hsu, Chi-Ming Chan, Wan-Wan Lin*

PS2-017
A Biflavonoid TY1 induced Paraptosis- and Mitoptosis-like Cell Death in 5-FU 
Resistant Colorectal Cancer Cells via Triggering Oxidative Stress
Ting-Yan Jian, Yueh-Tzu Hsieh, Yu-Ling Lin*

PS2-018

Comparative Time-ordered Gene Coexpression Network (TO-GCN) Reveals Novel 
Regulators of Heart Regeneration
Wei-Han Lang, Wei-Han Lang, Chia-Hao Lin, Hsing-Wei Liu, Kaushik Chowdhury, 
Ke-Hsuan Wei, Yao-Ming Chang, Shih-Lei Lai*

PS2-019

NME3 Controls Mitochondrial Fission for Hypoxia-induced Mitophagy via Histidine 
Phosphorylation
Chih-Wei Chen, Chang-Yu Huang, Chi Su, Xuan-Rong Huang, Xiaojing Cuili, Tung Chao, 
Chun-Hsiang Fan, I-Chen Tu, Zee-Fen Chang*

PS2-020
Choline Deficiency Induces NDP52- and OPTN-dependent Mitophagy

Yuan-Chao Hsiao, Chih-Wei Chang, Po-Yuan Ke*

PS2-021
Deciphering the Role of a Cullin Adaptor in the Regulation of Autophagy and 
Drosophila Intestinal Homeostasis
Yi-Ting Wang*, Ya-Ting Shen, Guang-Chao Chen

PS2-022
Targeted Protein Dephosphorylation (PhosTAC): A New Avenue for Catalytic 
Bifunctional Molecules
Po-Han Chen*, Zhen-Yi Hu, Craig Crews
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PS2-023
Cutting-edge mRNA-encapsulated Therapeutics: 
A Novel Engineering Technique to Produce Exosomes-based Biologics
Sin-Yu Chen, Chi-Ying Huang*

PS2-024
Protease-Mediated CNS-Specific Antibody Prodrug Activation

Jei-Hwa Yu*, Su-Yi Hsu, Iok-U Fong, Chih-Yung Hu

PS2-025

The Distinct Pathways and the Roles of Exosome Transfer in Mediating of the 
Chemoresistance and Clonogenicity of Bladder Cancer Cells and its Modulating 
Strategy
Cheng-Shuo Huang*

PS2-026

Label-Free Visualization of Chromatin Dynamics in Live Cell Nuclei by Scattering-
Based Interference DYNAMICS Imaging
I-Hsin Liao, Yi-Teng Hsiao, Fasih Bintang Ilhami, Chia-Ni Tsai, Chia-Lung Hsieh*, Hsueh-
Ping Chu*

PS2-027
Engineering Auditory Sensing Proteins for Sensing Ultrasound Stimulation
Hsien-Chu Wang, Wen-Ting Yang, Tzu-Han Chen, Ning Hsu, Yao-Shen Huang, Yu-Chun 
Lin*, Chih-Kuang Yeh*

PS2-028
Monoclonal Antibodies against Nucleocapsid Protein for COVID-19 Diagnosis
Shih-Han Ko, Ruei-Min Lu, Wan-Yu Chen, Yu-Ling Chang, Hsiu-Ting Lin, Han-Chung 
Wu*

PS2-029
Development of Large Scale in Vitro Transcribed (IVT) mRNA Production.

Ta-Chun Kao*, Ming-Yen Hsu, Chao-Yi Teng*

PS2-030
Investigating the Role of Intercalated Disc Protein XIRP1 in Human Embryonic Stem 
Cell-Derived Cardiomyocytes
Yi-Hsuan Wu, Ying-Ting Lee, Su-Yi Tsai*

PS2-031

DUSP3 Regulates Phosphorylation-mediated Degradation of Occludin and Is Essential 
for Maintaining Epithelial Tight Junction
Yi-Rong Chen*, Hsiao-Chin Chou, Chun-Mei Cheng, Chi-Hwa Yang, Tzu-Yin Lin, Ya-
Wen Liu, Tse-Hua Tan

PS2-032
E3 Ligase Mib1 and Deubiquitylase Zranb1 Control Zebrafish Convergent Extension

Yun-Jin Jiang*, Li-Chuan Tseng, Da-Wei Liu, Su-Mei Tsai, Kuo-Chang Chu, May-Su You

PS2-033
The Diverse Roles of 14-3-3η in MDA5-Mediated Type-I Interferon Induction

Yun-Jui Chan, Nien-Tzu Liu, Helene Minyi Liu*

PS2-034
The Effects Of Prodigiosin On TGF-β Responsiveness.

Chih-Ling Chung, Ping-Jyun Sung, Zhi-Hong Wen, Chun-Lin Chen*
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PS2-035
The Compound of  Cembranoids from Cultured Soft Corals Suppress TGF-β Induced 
Interleukin 6
Yi-Shiang Chiou, Jui-Hsin Su, Chun-Lin Chen*

PS2-036

Aryl Hydrocarbon Receptor Defect Impairs the Physiological Function of Retinal 
Pigment Epithelial Cell Involving an Induction of Integrin Beta 3 and Intercellular 
Adhesion Molecule 1.
Tsung-Min Yang, Yen-Ju Chan, Wang-Nok Wan, Jaw-Jou Kang, George Hsiao, Yu-Wen 
Cheng*, Ching-Hao Li*

PS2-037

The Effects of Titanium Dioxide Nanoparticles on the Physiological Function of 
Vascular Endothelial Cell
Yen-Ju Chan, Wang-Nok Wan, Tsung-Min Yang, Po-Lin Liao, Chi-Hao Tsai, Jaw-Jou 
Kang, Yu-Wen Cheng*, Ching-Hao Li*

PS2-038
Investigating the Role of ER-Mitochondria Junction on Store-Operated Ca2+ Entry

Yu-Chiao Lin, Feng-Chiao Tsai*

PS2-039
The Role of Exocytosis Proteins in Early Stages of Ciliogenesis.

Te-Lin Lin, Tang Tang*

PS2-040
A Novel Chitosan-Glucose Scaffold Prepared by the Maillard Reaction Benefit the 
Osteoinduction of Bone Cells
Rong-Ze Hsieh, Chung-Sheng Shi, Kou-Chin Huang*, Shun-Fu Chang*

PS2-041
FGFR Mediates TGFβR Signaling to Switch Fibroblast Differentiation between 
Adipocytes and Myofibroblasts
Tang-Meng Hong, Ting-Xuan Lu, Er-Yen Yen, Feng-Chiao Tsai*

PS2-042
Investigate the Role of HB-EGF during Zebrafish Heart Regeneration

I-Ting Lin, Hsing-Wei Liu, Wei-Han Lang, An-Ju Chu, Shih-Lei Lai*

PS2-043
Nucleolar Spindle-Associated Protein NuSAP: A novel Regulator of Centrosome 
Integrity
Yih-Cherng Liou*

PS2-044

The Small Molecule D-Amino Acid Mimetic Peptide LV7 Targets Apc1 to Delay 
Anaphase Entry and Suppress Mitotic Slippage
Scott Schuyler*, Hsin-Yu Chen, Pin-Yi Lee, Yi-Ying Tung, Zi-Yen Chen, Cheng-Ye Weng, 
Chen-Hsuan Chiu

PS2-045
C. elegans Sperm-specific PDZ Domains are Required for Spermatogenesis-specific 
Organelle Assembly and Progression of Male Meiotic Divisions
Hsiao-Fang Peng*, Hsu-Yung Cheng, Jui-Ching Wu*
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PS2-046
Nascent Protein Synthesis is Required for Spindle Formation between Male Meiotic 
MI-MII Transition
Szu-Yu Chen*, Yu-Hao Chen, Jui-Ching Wu*

PS2-047
Counteracting Aurora B kinase and PP1 Phosphatase Activities Regulate Sequential 
Male Meiotic Divisions in Caenorhabditis Elegans
Yu-Nan Tsai*, Yi-Hsiu Lin, Jui-Ching Wu*

PS2-048
Investigation of Cyclin-CDK-Driven Cell Cycle Progression in Caenorhabditis Elegans 
Male Meiosis
Shang-Yang Chen, Jui-Ching Wu*

PS2-049
Analysis of the Therapeutic Application of MicroRNA and Melatonin in Breast Cancer 
Cells
Kun-Ming Rau*, Yi-Chiang Hsu

PS2-050
Cleaved PGAM5 Promotes Mitochondrial Biogenesis and Neurite Re-Growth after 
Traumatic Brain Injury
Min-Zong Liang, Shao-Lung Lo, Ting-Hsuan Lu, Lin-Yi Chen*

PS2-051
TDP-43 is Essential for Oligodendrocyte Myelination by Regulating SREBF2-
medidated Cholesterol Metabolism
Shuo-Chien Ling*, Wan-Yun Ho

PS2-052
CISD2 Activators as a Novel Therapeutic Strategy to Ameliorate Cognitive Impairment 
and Memory Decline in Alzheimer’s Disease
Hsin-Che Lee, Ching-Cheng Lin, Hsiu-Yun Chen, Ting-Fen Tsai*

PS2-053

Single-cell Transcriptomic Analysis Unveils the Diversity Within Mammalian Spinal 
Motor Neurons
Ee Shan Liau, Suoqin Jin, Yen-Chung Chen, Wei-Szu Liu, Maeliss Calon, Stephane 
Nedelec, Qing Nie*, Jun-An Chen*

PS2-054

Deletion of ENT2 Alters Energy Metabolism and Promotes the Reactive State of 
Astrocytes
Ya-Gin Chang, Hsin-Chuan Lin, Ching-Pang Chang, Hsing-Lin Lai, Chin-Jui Ho, Ching-Ya 
Chen, Fang-Yi Chou, Hui-Mei Chen, Yijuang Chern*, Chun-Jung Lin*

PS2-055
Rab11 Regulates Mitophagy Signaling Pathway of Parkin and Pink1 in Drosophila 
Model of Parkinson’s Disease
Jagat Kumar Roy*, Pooja Rai

PS2-056

Treatment of Exosomes Derived from Human Umbilical Cord Mesenchymal Stem 
Cells Inhibits Glial Scar Formation and Promote Axonal Regeneration in Rats with 
Spinal Cord Injury
Tao-Hsiang Yang, Raju Poongodi, Tsuei-Yu Chu, Hong-Zhao Chen, Jen-Kun Cheng*
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PS2-057

Blue Light Exposure Collapses the Inner Blood-retinal Barrier by Accelerating 
Endothelial Claudin-5 Degradation through the Disturbance of Gz Protein and the 
Activation of ADAM17
Ching-Hao Li*, Wang-Nok Wan, Yen-Ju Chan, Tsung-Min Yang, Chi-Hao Tsai, Jaw-Jou 
Kang, George Hsiao, Yu-Wen Cheng*

PS2-058
Low-intensity Pulsed Ultrasound Improved Cognitive Function after Experimental 
Traumatic Brain Injury: Reducing the Activation of Astrocyte and Microglia
Nai-Jie Hsiaw, Chun-Yen Lee, Szu-Fu Chen*, Feng-Yi Yang*

PS2-059
The Role of SENP2 in B Cell Differentiation and Autoimmune Disease

Chien-Hsin Huang, I-Ying Lin, Kuo-I Lin*

PS2-060
Cisd2 Enhances “Brain-Liver Axis” to Ameliorate Cognitive Impairment and Memory 
Decline in Alzheimer’s Mouse Model
Hsiu-Yun Chen, Zhao-Qing Shen, Ting-Kuan Chu, Ting-Fen Tsai*

PS2-061

HUWE1-dependent TTBK2 Degradation Controls Granule Neuron Progenitor 
Proliferation
I-Hsuan Lin, Yeh-Ru Li, Chia-Hsiang Chang, Yu-Ting Wang, Pei-Yi Lin, Chien-Han Kao, 
Ting-Yu Su, Olivier Ayrault, Bon-Chu Chung, Jin-Wu Tsai*, Won-Jing Wang*

PS2-062
m6A Epitranscriptome: The Role of RNA Modification during Motor Neuron 
Development and Degeneration
Ya-Ping Yen, Jun-An Chen*

PS2-063
Enolase-1 Plays a Vital Role in Mediating Neutrophil Infiltration during Acute Lung 
Injury and Inflammation
Hsueh-Yen Lu,Ping-Hsiang Huang, Chun-Jen Chen*

PS2-064
Discovery of the Novel Periodontal Pathogen Scardovia Wiggsiae Using Third-
generation Sequencing
Hsin-Han Hou*

PS2-065
A Regulatory Role of UTP14A Expression on Lipid Metabolism and EMT Process in 
Oral Cancer
Pulak Kumar Biswas, Li-Wha Wu*

PS2-066
How Resident Thymic Macrophages Cope with the Work and Life Balance

Chia-Lin Hsu*

PS2-067
Induction of Th1 and Th2 in the Protection Against SARS-CoV-2 through Mucosal 
Delivery of an Adenovirus Vaccine Expressing an Engineered Spike Protein
Yen-Hung Chow*

PS2-068
Interferon-γ is Required for Heart Regeneration in Zebrafish

Khai-Lone Lim*, Kaushik Chowdhury, Shih-Lei Lai*
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PS2-069
IL-21 Signaling Shapes CD4 T Cell Pathogenicity by Modulating GM-CSF Production 
to Ameliorate Experimental Autoimmune Encephalomyelitis
Jia-Ling Dong, Ming-Wei Chien, Shin-Huei Fu, Yu-Wen Liu, Huey-Kang Sytwu*

PS2-070

The Single-Strand Coronavirus RNA Fragments Induce Severe Mortality for Old Adult 
Mice Through Mediating Different Responses in Immune System and Toll-like 
Receptor Pathways
Yu-Xuan Wu, Ting-An Lin, Yuan-I Chang*

PS2-071
Functional Screening of TREX1 Inhibitors in Type I Interferon Signaling Pathway

Wei-Cheng Lin, Yu-Yuan Hsiao, Helene Minyi Liu*

PS2-072
The Protective Roles of Interleukin-33 in Acute Tissue Injury

Wei-Yu Chen*

PS2-073

Comparative Single-cell Profiling Reveals Distinct Subpopulations of Cardiac
Resident Macrophage Essential for Zebrafish Heart Regeneration
I-Ting Lin, Ke-Hsuan Wei, Kaushik Chowdhury, Tai-Ming Ko, Yao-Ming Chang, Kai-
Chien Yang, Ben Shih-Lei Lai*

PS2-074

Computational Analysis of Cell-to-cell Heterogeneity in Single-cell Multi-omics 
Datasets Reveals Cell-type-specific Molecular Signatures in Systemic Lupus 
Erythematosus across Demographics
Jing-Rong Wang, Hsin-Hua Chen, Wen-Cheng Chao, Hsiao-Ni Sung, Kuan-Ting Liu, 
Chi-Hung Shu, Wen-Ting Liao, Tai-Ming Ko*

PS2-075
Controls of Type I IFN Signaling Pathways by the EBV Tegument Protein BGLF2

Chun-Wei Lu, Tung-Sing Au Yeung, Helene Minyi Liu*

PS2-076
Contribution of ACE2 Cross-reactive Anti-SARS-CoV-2 RBD Antibodies to NETosis in 
COVID-19
Trai-Ming Yeh*

PS2-077
The Role of Sentrin-Specific Protease 2 in Pthogenic Th17 Cells

Tsan-Tzu Yang, Ming-Feng Chiang, Hsiu-Ming Shih, Kuo-I Lin*

PS2-078

Glutamine Deprivation Prevents Autoimmune Encephalitis through the Metabolic-
epigenetic Axis
Chung-Ying Tsai, Hsuan-Chia Chang, Yi-Ching Ko, Yu-Wen Chi, Li-Shiuan Yang, Huang-
Yu Yang*

PS2-079
NLRX1 Inhibits lipopolysaccharide-induced Microglial Cell Death via Induction of 
Heme Oxygenase 1 and PARP-1 Activation
Keith Jun-Hao Cheong, Yu-Ling Huang, Wan-Wan Lin*
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PS2-080
Investigation of the Mechanism of CVA10 Interacting with Human SCARB2 Molecule 
in Enhancement of Viral Infection in Vitro and in Vivo
Yi-An Liao, Shu-Ling Yu, Yen-Hung Chow*

PS2-081
Cisd2 Deficiency Causes Age-related T Cell Dysfunction and Impairs B Cell Response
Ching-Cheng Lin, Yi-Ju Chou, Chen-Feng Liu, Wen-Hsien Liu, Nien-Jung Chen, Ting-
Fen Tsai*

PS2-082
EpCAM Confers Colorectal Cancer Stemness via Canonical Wnt Pathway

Sushree Shankar Panda, Kai-Chi Chen, Chi-Chiu Lee, Yi-Jen Su, Han-Chung Wu*

PS2-083
The Roles of Epidermal Blimp-1 in Atopic Dermatitis

Hao-Wen Yang, Yen-Fei Wu, Kuo-I Lin*

PS2-084
Inhibition of Caveolin-1 Contribute to the Anti-Inflammatory Effects Against Sepsis-
associated Encephalopathy by Suppressing IRF5 Signaling in Macrophages.
Chun-Hu Wu, Kabik Tam, Song-Kun Shyue*

PS2-085
Inflammation Core Facility: Help to Study Inflammation-Mediated Diseases

Chia-Hao Hsu, Jen-Shuang Wang, Huan-Yuan Chen*

PS2-086
The Cross-compensation of c-Maf for Blimp-1 Disruption in an IL-27/IL-10 Axis 
Rescues T Cell-derived IL-10 Expression to Rebalance Intestinal Homeostasis
Shin-Huei Fu*, Chao-Yuan Hsu, Ming-Wei Chien, Yu-Wen Liu, Huey-Kang Sytwu*

PS2-087
Precise Control of Microtubule Disassembly in Living Cells

Grace Liu, Shiau-Chi Chen, Gang-Hui Lee, Yu-Chun Lin*

PS2-088
Reduced Pfrx/pfkb-1.1 Expression Promotes Longevity via Inhibiting TOR Signaling in 
Drosophila and C. elegans
Chih-Yi Wang, Yi-Chun Chen, Yen-Hung Lin, Horng-Dar Wang*

PS2-089

Phosphatidylinositol Transfer Protein-1 Controls Lifespan 
through Regulating TOR Signaling in C. Elegans
Yen-Hung Lin, Wei-Chun Ke, Muniesh Muthaiyan Shanmugam, Bin Chang, Tsiu-Ting 
Ching, Horng-Dar Wang*

PS2-090
The Role and Regulation of Peroxisome Biogenesis Factors in Myogenesis

Chuan-Che Wu, Shen-Liang Chen*

PS2-091

PTPN23 Ubiquitination by WDR4 Suppresses EGFR and c-MET Degradation to 
Define a Lung Cancer Therapeutic Target
Shaifali Singh*, Nai-Yang Yeat, Ya-Ting Wang, Shu-Yu Lin, I-Ying Kuo, Kuen-Phon Wu, 
Won-Jing Wang, Wen-Ching Wang, Yi-Ching Wang, Ruey-Hwa Chen*
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PS2-092
Enhancing Cisd2 to Slow Down Atrial Aging
Chi-Hsiao Yeh*, Zhao-Qing Shen, Wen-Tai Chiu, Carol Seah, Li-Hsien Chen, Cheng-
Heng Kao, Ting-Fen Tsai*

PS2-093

PZ-19b Activates CISD2 to Promote Mitochondrial Health in Human Senior 
Keratinocytes and Rejuvenate Aging Skin in Mice
Zhao-Qing Shen, Cheng-Yen Chang, Chi-Hsiao Yeh, Hao-Chih Hung, Chung-Kuang Lu, 
Ting-Fen Tsai*

PS2-094

B12 in Dietary Bacteria Represses the C. elegans Fat Level by Enhancing 
Phosphocholine by Multiple Mechanisms
Shao-Fu Nien, Hsiao-Fen Han, Chia-Yi Chiang, Man-Tzu Li, Lien-Chieh Lin, Yi-Ting 
Chuang, Chao-Wen Wang, Yi-Chun Wu*

PS2-095
Alteration of Pancreatic Islet Morphology and Function Through the Regulation of 
DUSP2 by Environmental Stresses
Ting-I Lee, Chu-An Wang, Shaw-Jenq Tsai*

PS2-096
Cisd2 Activator Attenuates Natural Aging and Rejuvenates Transcriptome Toward a 
Younger Pattern in the Liver
Yi-Long Huang, Zhao-Qing Shen, Chao-Hsiung Lin, Ting-Fen Tsai*

PS2-097
Induced Expression of Progerin Leads to Abnormal Growth and Differentiation of 
Skeletal Muscle in Adult Mice
Neng-Chyuau Liaw*, Jing-Ya Wang, Wan-Ping Wang, Ya-Hui Chi

PS2-098
Oncostatin M is a Potential Target for the Obesity Treatment and Related Metabolic 
Disorders by Cucurbitacin I
Yi-Chiang Hsu*, Tien-Chou Soong

PS2-099
Molecular Mechanism Underlying RBCK1 Deficiency Mediated Polyglucosan Body 
Myopathy 1 Using hESC-derived Cardiomyocytes
Liang-Yu Su, Ying-Chen Chen, Su-Yi Tsai*

PS2-100

Aging-related Circulating RNAs Connect Muscle Degeneration to Neuronal 
Dysfunction, based on a Novel Human Myotube Senescence Model
Tse-Chun Kuo, Chuan-Chuan Chao, Po-Wen Shen, Yu-Hui Wong, Liang-Kung Chen, 
Pei-Ning Wang, Ting-Fen Tsai, Hsing-Jien Kung*

PS2-101
Spatial- and Temporal Control of Ferroptosis Propagation in a Cell Population
Sheng-Hong Chen*, Hannah K. C. Co, Jen-Hao Cheng, Hao-Kuen Lin, Chia-Chou Wu, 
Yi-Chen Lee

PS2-102
Structural Polymorphism of Alpha-synuclein Amyloid Fibrils Implicated in Parkinson’s 
Disease
Kuen-Phon Wu*

PS2-103
Cochaperone Deficiency in Aging and Neurodegenerative Diseases

Shu-Chun Teng*
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PS2-104

The DNA Methyltransferase 3-Like (DNMT3L) Regulates the Switch of 
Megakaryocytic and Erythrocytic Differentiation via the Modulation of Mitochondrial 
Functions
Shuoh-Wen Chen, Chao-Hsuan Chu, Hsiao-Wen Chen, Yuan-I Chang*

PS2-105
Taiwan Teas Inhibited the Binding of Coronavirus Disease 2019 Spike Protein Variants 
to the Angiotensin-converting Enzyme 2 Receptor
Jen-Hao Hsieh*, Yung-Hsi Kao*

PS2-106
N-Cadherin Serves as a Novel Therapeutic Target on Cardiac Regeneration Following 
Cardiac Injury Through β-Catenin Dependent Mechanism
Yi-Wei Tsai, Kai-Chien Yang*

PS2-107
ER Protein TXNDC5 Promotes Lung Fibrosis by Augmenting Endothelial-to-
Mesenchymal Transition
Jing-Jing You, Kai-Chien Yang*

PS2-108

The Centriolar Protein STIL Promotes Tumor Metastasis through the HIF1α-STIL-
FOXM1 Axis
Yi-Wei Wang, Shu-Chuan Chen, De-Leung Gu, Yi-Chen Yeh, Kuo-Tai Yang, Jhih-Jie Tsai, 
Yuh-Shan Jou, Teh-Ying Chou, Tang K Tang*

PS2-109
The Indispensable Role CD36 ＋ -Tissue Resident Macrophages in Cardiac 
Regeneration
Yen-Ling Hung, Kuan-Yu Liu, Hsiang-Chia Yu, Chen-Ting Hung, Kai-Chien Yang*

PS2-110

Downregulated miR-509-3p Expression by Hypermethylation through Collagen Type 
XI Alpha 1 Increased DNA Methyltransferase 1 Protein Stability Facilitating Ovarian 
Cancer Progression
Yi-Hui Wu, Soon-Cen Huang*, Cheng-Yang Chou*

PS2-111
eIF4G1 is Required for the Correct Assembly of 90S Pre-ribosome in Saccharomyces 
Cerevisiae
Suei-Jyun Wu, Yun-Ting Tseng, Ching-Yu Liu, Kai-Yin Lo*

PS2-112
Actin Filaments Act as a Size-dependent Diffusion Barrier around Centrosomes

Hsuan Cheng, Yu-Lin Kao, Yu-Chun Lin*

PS2-113
Adipose-derived Stem Cell-derived Exosomes Inhibit Cbl-cathepsin K-dependent 
Osteoclast Activation
Hsiu-Jung Liao, Yi-Shan Shen, Ssu-Jung Lu, Chia-Ning Shen, Chih-Hung Chang*

PS2-114
Oncostatin M Mediated Epigenetic Regulation of Endothelial Cells in Clear-cell Renal 
Cell Carcinoma
Hieu-Huy Nguyen-Tran, Tien Hsu*

PS2-115
Tackling the Potential Involvement of DNMT3L in Mitigating Bleomycin-induced Lung 
Fibrosis
Pu-Sheng Hsu*, Shu-Han Yu, Yuan-I Chang, Kai-Chien Yang, Shau-Ping Lin
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PS2-116
Increased Platelet Reactivity in Healthy Individuals with High Platelet Larger Cell 
Ratio
Chih-Chin Shih*, Hung-Yen Ke, Hau-Wei Chiu, Cheng-Ming Tsao, Chin-Chen Wu

PS2-117

Develop Novel Therapeutics for Cardiotoxicity Induced by Doxorubicin 
Chemotherapy
Yi-Ju Chou, Chi-Hsiao Yeh, Zhao-Qing Shen, Cheng-Heng Kao, Chung-Kuang Lu, Shu-
Ling Fu*, Ting-Fen Tsai*

PS2-118
Engineering a Fly Mechanosensitive Ion Channel to Sense Ultrasonic Waves
Yi-Cheng Lin*, Wen-Ting Yang, Ching-Lin Kao, Chiao-Yun Chen, Bing-Huan Wu, Hsin-
Mei Lee, Chih-Kuang Yeh, Yu-Chun Lin

PS2-119
Deubiquitinase USP24 Suppresses T Cell Antitumor Activity via Enhancement of PD-1 
Protein Stability
Hung-Chia Hsieh, Jan-Jong Hung, Yi-Ching Wang*

PS2-120
Studying the Pathogenicity of Respiratory Pathogens by Using Patient-derived Airway 
3D Cultures
Nai-Huei Wu*, Dai-Lun Shin, Tanja Herrler, Georg Herrler

PS2-121
Development of Adaptation 3rd Generation Lentiviral Production System.

Li-Hao Chen*, Joyce Teng

PS2-122
Modeling H. Pylori Elicited Cellular Dynamics using 4D Gastric Organoids

Xuebiao Yao*, Xu Liu, Xiaoyu Song, McKay Mullen, Xing Liu

PS2-123
The Roles of Phase-separated Nuclear Bodies of Nucleoporin Fusions
Masahiro Oka*, Mayumi Otani, Yoichi Miyamoto, Jun Adachi, Takeshi Tomonaga, 
Munehiro Asally, Yasuyuki Ohkawa, Yoshihiro Yoneda

PS2-124
Functional Study of NuSAP in Maintaining Centrosomal Integrity

Shi-Yu Zhang, Qiao-Yun Yang, Yih-Cherng Liou*
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Lonza Nucleofector 4D generation II
有別於一般電穿孔電擊法，專利技術 Nucleofector是以電穿孔為基礎，配合配套試劑，高效率地將核酸直接

送達細胞。經實驗證實，細胞在接受電擊後兩小時，即能觀察到基因表現，不僅加速實驗分析，其高效的轉殖

率，對於轉殖不易的 Primary cells, Neuron cells 及 Stem cells 來說， 更是一大福音。

Department Disease Relevant Cells, e.g. 

Immunology/Hematology
HIV
Inflammation 
Arthritis

Human T cells 
Immune system cells
Chondrocytes 

Neurobiology Alzheimer's 
Parkinson's 

Cortical neurons 
Dorsal root ganglia 

Stem Cell Research iPS Generation Disease pathogenesis

Mesenchymal stem cells
Embryonic stem cells Human fibroblasts 
Human CD34+ cells 
Human monocytes

Cancer/Oncology/Tumor Biology Breast 
Prostate 

Mammary epithelial cells
Prostate epithelial cells

Cardiology or Respiratory Research Heart disease 
Stroke 

Cardiomyocytes
HUVEC, HMVEC, SMC
Bronchial epithelial cells

Metabolic Disorders Diabetes  
Obesity 

INS-1, MIN-6 
Adipocytes, 3T3-L1 

AMAXA Nucleofector™ Technology基因轉殖新紀元

從開發到製程

各種規模需求

一機解決

Non-Viral高效核轉染

X unit

Y unit

96 well shuttle

Core unit

適用於懸浮細胞的功能模組

電擊細胞數 2x104~2x107

適用於貼附細胞的功能模組

高通量模組

一次進行 96個核轉染反應

4D-Nucleofector®系統的指

揮中心，操作所有功能模組

Unimed 騰達行

台北 02-2720-2215   新竹 03-6684-586 台中 04-2463-3591 嘉義 05-2844-162 台南 06-2890-665 高雄 07-3470-143 花蓮 03-8573-757

www.unimed.com.tw

更多細胞數需求
及實驗資訊

Nucleofector
應用領域
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以布朗運動計算顆粒大小。

並有即時影像觀察及錄影功能。

數據可將不同數據重疊。

(例如：散射和螢光信號 )，以利分析。

ZetaView® NTA
Nanoparticle Tracking Analyzer

快速偵測
1 分鐘獲得顆粒濃度及大小數據

精準數據

自動對焦

偵測極限

螢光偵測

偵測 11 個位置的數據進行分析

快速獲得最佳影像

 可偵測最小 10 nm 及濃度 105 之顆粒

選擇螢光模式偵測染色後的顆粒



　　隨著細胞外囊泡 (Exosome or Extracellular vesicles, 外泌體 or 胞外體 EVs)在診斷和治療應用中的重要性提
高，將Exosome作為預測和預後診斷以及開發治療性的研究也爆炸式增長。伴隨這些領域的發展，對靈敏可靠的
Exosome鑑別方法的需求也與日俱增。
　　「全自動高通量外泌體螢光定量分析儀 」一經推出，便引起外泌體領域工作者的廣泛關注。僅短短兩年時
間便已發表近兩百篇文獻，其中也包含指標性期刊 Journal of Extracellular Vesicles。
※ 可滿足MISEV (Minimal Information for Studies of Extracellular Vesicles)中強調的許多分析標準。

特點：

PURIFICATION
NOT REQUIRED

EV CARGO

BIOMARKER
COLOCALIZATION

EV COUNT

EV SIZE

FLUORESCENCE

樣本不需純化

可分析外泌體胞內
蛋白表現

生物標記物共表達分析，
最多可同時分析五種標誌

最多具有四色螢光，可
偵測單個外泌體的表型

分析特定外泌體之
數量及濃度

分析外泌體顆粒
大小及分佈

全自動高通量外泌體螢光定量分析儀
ExoView R200

正反雙向細胞成像系統

　　Echo領先全球推出世界唯一正立及倒立功能兼具
之細胞成像系統，透過觸控式螢幕或平板一鍵切換條件
設定，極簡操控，易學易用，快速產出高品質影像。

特點：
1. 可自行正立或倒立使用。
2. 使用觸控式平板取代目鏡肉眼觀察，符合人體工學，
3. 具前所未有的視覺體驗。
4. 透過軟體一鍵切換相機及螢光，大幅提升系統易用性。
5. 具備拍照防手震功能，提升影像品質。
6. 具備註記功能與簡易分析功能，如面積、長度及尺規。
7. 檔案可由雲端、AirDrop 或 USB 傳輸。

Upright

適合觀察玻片

Inverted

適合觀察培養皿

Rebel

BF

Bright�eld Phase Contrast

PC

Upright　　Inverted

Revolve

FL

Fluorescence

BF

Bright�eld Phase Contrast

PC

Upright　　Inverted

Revolution

A U T O M A T E D

FL

Fluorescence

BF

Bright�eld Phase Contrast

PC

Upright　　Inverted

特點：
1. 利用 App 即時觀測實驗狀況，即使不進實驗室也能掌控細胞狀態。
2. 儀器整合細胞培養系統，精準控制溫度及 CO2，同時排除電子噪訊和機械振動。
3. 可連續且實時監測96或384孔盤活細胞狀態，不需使用染劑，避免染劑干擾細胞
　或藥物反應。
4. 微孔盤底部有透明的觀景窗，可進行細胞觀察。
5. 一鍵操作即可自動調節溫度及 CO2，另有 Barcode scanner 追蹤實驗紀錄。
6. 簡單操作的軟體讓使用者可快速設定實驗條件、執行並分析結果。
7. 可選配符合 FDA 21 CFR Part 11 法規標準的 GxP (GMP/GLP) 軟體。

Proliferation Cancer Cytotoxicity Signaling

遠端監控式即時電阻抗活細胞分析儀
Maestro Z & ZHT

　　傳統實驗方法大多是研究蛋白質總量的多寡，而不是蛋白質活性，透過測量
激酶活性可以對細胞訊息傳遞和目標物交互作用有更深入的了解 ;  經由 PamGene 
的獨特技術，可以即時測量並了解激酶活性。

特點：
1. 具備大約 350 個磷酸化位點，可以偵測大部分的人類激酶組。
2. 可直接從細胞和組織裂解物 (lysate) 中測量全長蛋白的激酶活性。
3. 透過獨特 3D surface membrane 設計，具有極高靈敏度，僅須極少量蛋白質即可進行 
　激酶活性測量 (0.5 - 5ug protein/array)。
4. 機器自動化即時偵測，大幅縮短反應時間 (全程僅需約 3~4 小時)。
5. 無須大量特異性抗體，操作流程非常簡單快速。
6. 可以測量激酶活性抑制劑對激酶的影響，方便藥篩過程中進行安全性評估。

高靈敏多重蛋白激酶磷酸化定量分析儀 
PamStation 

Step 1

Analysis on 0.5-5 μg of protein lysate 

(biopsy <1mm3 or 50-100k cells)

Step 2

Testing the sample on PamChip:

Kinase activity profiling

Step 3

Data analysis:

Pathway identification

Patient profiling
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電話    02-2697-1780
傳真    02-2697-1781
地址    新北市汐止區新台五路一段97號26樓之7



　　隨著細胞外囊泡 (Exosome or Extracellular vesicles, 外泌體 or 胞外體 EVs)在診斷和治療應用中的重要性提
高，將Exosome作為預測和預後診斷以及開發治療性的研究也爆炸式增長。伴隨這些領域的發展，對靈敏可靠的
Exosome鑑別方法的需求也與日俱增。
　　「全自動高通量外泌體螢光定量分析儀 」一經推出，便引起外泌體領域工作者的廣泛關注。僅短短兩年時
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※ 可滿足MISEV (Minimal Information for Studies of Extracellular Vesicles)中強調的許多分析標準。
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流式細胞儀 
NovoCyte® Advanteon/ Quanteon/ Penteon

產品特色

- 可配備 1 到 5 種雷射光，多達 30 個螢光濾鏡
- 獨立的 SiPM 偵測器，靈敏度可達光子等級
- SMART 螢光濾鏡，不怕放錯濾鏡位置 

- 穩定的光學和流體設計，絕佳的重複性、一致性
- 可回收未分析之樣本
- SSC解析度達 0.1um

- 高精確度注射式幫浦可進行絕對細胞計數
- 樣本讀取速度快，96 孔盤只需要 20 分鐘，384 

孔盤只需要 80 分鐘
- 樣本收集速度可達每秒 100,000 個 events

- 一鍵式開關機，自動清洗管路

NovoExpress® 軟體特色

-收集樣本時同步分析
-介面直覺、方便操作
-自動補償功能
-內建細胞增殖模組、細胞週期模組 (with latest 

DJF algorithm)、熱圖顯示

可搭配自動化系統

-儀器為開放式結構，搭配開發人員專用的 API，
與通用自動化系統相容，亦可搭配條碼讀取系統
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NovoExpress® 軟體特色

-收集樣本時同步分析
-介面直覺、方便操作
-自動補償功能
-內建細胞增殖模組、細胞週期模組 (with latest 

DJF algorithm)、熱圖顯示
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-儀器為開放式結構，搭配開發人員專用的 API，
與通用自動化系統相容，亦可搭配條碼讀取系統

當同一個樣本攜帶的數據被揭開比以往還要豐富的細節時，
您將能以全面且獨特的眼光來看待一如既往的分析結果。 

新見解。 新發現。 新的科學突破。

Cytek Biosciences Aurora 光譜式流式細胞儀是您全新
研究藍圖的起點。 

專利的創新光譜拆解技術實現螢光染劑彈性且獨特的搭配使
用，高靈敏度的偵測器系統提供高解析的實驗數據，搭配人性
化的軟體操作介面，將曾經隱藏的細節完整展露。

透過Aurora 將所有盡收眼底。

新新的的技技術術正正在在全全球球各各地地實實驗驗室室
發發光光發發熱熱

我們迫不及待想看看您的全新
視野將會如何帶您探索未知的
領域 



High Efficiency 
FET Sensing System

Buffer solution
（Stabilization of baseline）

Real-time detection
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Portable! 
Light weight <500 gram! 

Turn on and 
insert the chip

Sample loading

Parameter settings

Raw data display

Principle of Application
| FET

The detection result will be immediately obtained once the 
potential difference changes right after loading your sample.

Multiple Sensor Arrays

Actual measurement
| Software display

Real-time chart monitors the the potential 
difference of detected samples.
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Interdisciplinary sensors
STARX Inc.
www.starx.com.tw
03-5715131 ext.33979
service@starx.com.tw

Targets for detection：
Ion,pH,DNA/RNA(Covid-19),Protein,Blood,Serum, 
Plasma,Saliva,Urine,Ttears,Cell polarization/de-
polarization,CTC ,Drug Screening,Gas and Piezoelectric. 

Sample solution

Drain current change

N O .6

classroom film

Booth
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BSL-3
實驗室
BSL-3 Laboratories

RNA技術平台與基因操控核心設施
(中研院林淑端特聘研究員)

基因體學臨床及產業應用發展中心
(陽明交通大學楊慕華教授)

國家基因體醫學研究中心
(中研院鄔哲源研究員)

藥物基因體實驗室
(台大俞松良教授)

同步輻射蛋白質結晶學核心設施
(國輻簡玉成副研究員)

生醫光學影像核心平台
(成大邱文泰教授) 

生醫轉譯影像分析平台
(沈家寧副研究員)

國際巨分子與奈米醫學創新研發實驗室
(成大吳尚蓉副教授)

基因轉殖鼠核心設施
(台大林淑華教授/游益興助理研究員)

台灣斑馬魚技術與資源中心
(國衛院江運金副研究員)

台灣小鼠診所與動物設施聯盟—
國家綜合小鼠表現型暨藥物測試中心
(中研院陳志成研究員)

人類疾病誘導型多潛能幹細胞服務聯盟
(中研院謝清河研究員)

台灣地區肝細胞癌研究網及資料庫之建立
和台灣肺癌組織樣品資源資源中心
(長庚廖運範院士)

天然物藥庫暨高通量篩選核心平台
(高醫顏嘉宏副教授)

生技醫藥果蠅模式資源中心
(台大丁照棣教授)

台灣線蟲核心設施
(台大吳益群特聘教授)

台灣酵母菌生物資源中心
(台大李芳仁教授)

國家生醫數位資料與
分析運算雲端服務平台
(國網王聿泰組長) 

生技醫藥生物資訊核心設施
(國衛院熊昭特聘研究員)

P3實驗室: 新興傳染病研究核心設施平台
(國防高治華研究員)

BSL-3研究及檢驗實驗室
(台大張淑媛教授)

BSL-3實驗室核心設施
(成大柯文謙教授)

生命科學研究發展處
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BIOSCIENCE AFM

Automated quantitative nano-mechanical  
imaging and fastest scanning of corrugated samples

www.bruker.com/bioafm

• Unmatched ease of use  
• Imaging speed of 400 lines/sec for dynamics and improved throughput
• Automated, high pixel density mapping and imaging of single molecules, 
 cells, tissues, and highly delicate samples

Discover the next generation
of quantitative imaging with



National Core Facility for Biopharmaceuticals

The Synchrotron Radiation Protein 
Crystallography Core Facility 
(Associate Research Fellow Yuch-Cheng 
Jean ) 

The Bio-image Core 
(Prof. Wen-Tai Chiu)  

Translational biomedical imaging 
platform 
(Associate Research Fellow Chia-Ning
Shen) 

International Institute for 
Macromolecular Analysis and 
Nanomedicine Innovation, i-MANI 

(Associate Prof. Shang-Rung Wu) 

Taiwan Mouse Clinic and Animal 
Consortium--National Comprehensive
Mouse Phenotyping and Drug Testing 
Center 
(Research fellow  Chen, Chih-Cheng) 

Transgenic mouse models core facility 
(Prof. Shu-Wha Lin ) 

Taiwan Zebrafish Technology and 
Resource Center
(Associate Investigator  Yun-Jin Jiang) 

Human Disease Induced Pluripotent Stem 
Cells Service Consortium 
(Research fellow Patrick C.H. Hsieh ) 

The establishment of a clinico-
pathological network and database on 
hepatocellular carcinoma in Taiwan and 
Taiwan lung cancertissue/specimen and 
information resource center 
(Academician Yun-Fan Liaw) 

Natural Product Libraries and High-
Throughput Screening Core 
(Associate Prof.  Chia-Hung Yen) 

Resource center for Drosophila as a 
biomedical research model 
(Prof. Chau-Ti Ting) 

Elevating Taiwan C. elegans core facility
(Distinguished Prof.  Yi-Chun Wu) 

Taiwan Yeast Bio-Resources Center 
(Prof. Fang-Jen (Scott) Lee) 

Biosafety level 3 core facility
(Prof. Wen-Chien Ko)

Emerging Infectious Diseases Core Facility 
Platform

(Dr. Kau, Jyh-Hwa)
BSL3 Research and Analysis Laboratory
(Prof. Sui-Yuan Chang) 

BSL-3 
Labotoraries

National Biomedical Data Service and 
Analysis Computing Platform 
(Associate Research Fellow  Yu-Tai Wang)  

Bioinformatics Core Facility for 
Biotechnology and Pharmaceuticals 
(Distinguished Investigator Chao A. Hsiung ) 

Bioinformatics

Bioresources
Animal 
Model

Imaging and 
Structure Analysis

Gene 
Platform

RNA Technology Platform and Gene 
Manipulation Core 
(Distinguished Research Fellow Lin-
Chao Sue ) 

National Center for Genome Medicine 
(Research Fellow Jer-Yuarn Wu) 

Genomics Center for Clinical and 
Biotechnological Applications 
(Prof. Muh-Hwa Yang ) 

Pharmacogenomics Lab 
(Prof. Sung-Liang Yu) 

High-Tech Services  
Free Consultations 

Department of Life Sciences ������ ������������ ��������������������

1. Xiaonanmen Traditional Soy Bean Jelly & Food
2. Breeze Gourmet
3. North Cloud Restaurant
4. Mos Burger
5. Trine&Zen Breeze
6. SINICA COFFEE
7. Vegan Vixated 
8. CHIEN TU HOT POT 
9. TUCAN
10. Jeonju_Koreafood
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